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Ottawa

Times:

VOL, IX.

HOLLAND, MIOHIBAjlUPBIL

We’re not selling gold

MONDAY’S ELECTION.

'

to 65; Lester Starks,commissioner, over
J. Barahoski, 147 to 96.

|

Georgetown was carried by the democrats for the first time in years by majorities ranging from 30 tot 70. George
Hubbard defeated Robert A ward for
supervisor; John Waite, clerk: H. E.
Jenoison, treasurer: John Higgins
school inspector; Charles Lade wig,
justice: Otis Lowing and R C. Cory on

dollars for ninety cents, WM. BRUSSE THE NEXT MAYOR OF
HOLLAND.

nor gold watches, either.

Election morning started in rather

Neither do we pretend to, for gloomy,

clouds and a cold wind causing people

they are as staple as gold dollars,

shiver. Though the registrationon
Saturday was unusually heavy and
to

we are selling them, and

but

everything else we carry, just as

promised acorresiiondingly heavy vote,

Be£t8I BEETS!

Holland "SugAr

Company wants

by the
Hn Ottawa and Allegan CounThe Company offers the most
^contract for the farmers in
'must be made before
^;20th, as the seed distribution
pn begin. Farmers make your
i

the board of review.

the early morning indications seemed

NO. 12

)>4)oreof beets grown

1

the sky being overcast with

6, ISMO.

i

tracts

2 Days’ Sale

J

Ladies Tailor-Made Suits

JACKETS and CAPES
AND

CHILDREN’S JACKETS
FOR SPRING.

Jk/&AjctuU'

Next Tuesday and Wednesday, April 10 and

we

^

COME EARLY!

have

shall

Wooden and Iron Pumps,
Bath Tubs and

Sinks,

This will be

1*ii

t

prices.

Remember, these goods will be here for these
two days only, (Tuesday and Wednesday).
If

you are not prepared to pay all

make

you can

553 281 130 1043
Kainfcrbeeklit 08 13»5 03 41 402

501

Treasurer:

Wilterdink 227 103 225 220 118 803
Vnnder IMocg 150 75 157 117 53 582

Mcltride 2!0 06 217 1M 114
Van Eyck Hil 87 160 100 53

&

Witvliet

Eighth Street, Holland.
Citizens’phone 249. Bell phone 158.

4

4
^

Suwon.

Physician and

812 203
639

fn the First Ward K. A. Kanters
who was up for re-election as Aiderman, received 158 votes, 1*. A. Kleis,
the republican candidate220, electing

to

10

a.m.

1

to

3

ami:

to Pi*, ji.

208.

Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Xose
and Throat a specialty. f

rmm

|

-m

t

fo4*4444>

S™
DR.

rr r;-?y ;•?

-m

Fourth

x?

1

1

1

I

GILLESPIE, f

M.

DENTIST.

DENTISTRY }"

FIRST •CLASS

"J

AND PRICES RIGHT

4
4

r
Kvenings by Appointment V

Hocus:

8:30 to

12

a. si.: 1:30

Ottawa I'lione

to

5:30

i*.m.

33.
'Irtrlrit

5.

y

Fourth Ward 190 ballots were
H. Habermann and 127 for
H. Cronkright,elected Habermann bv

the ballots. At first Westhoek was declared elected, but upon going over the

of this city, visited friends

John A. Kooyers elected by a majority
of 1. Mr. Westhoek not being satisfied
with this result, a recount was demanded and on Thursday evening the
Common Council met in special session
to review the ballots. John C. Post
was council for Westhoek. The recount
resulted in giving Westhoek 87 and
Kooyers 85 deciding it in favor of
Westhoek.

ly, carefully and economically.

the result gave Flieman 90 and

1
J
•a

.

—

prices.

S. A.

89.

As the

!-

aldermen, with a republican

Professor J. B.

ASTORIA^
the

P

^

S‘>c.

Amateur Photographers!
i

We make a specialty of Photographic Chemicals and can fill
your formulas for Developers. Toning and Fixing Baths at

S
f

results.

/
)

reasonable prices, using pure chemicals, vuch a> insure good

Or, we have Developers and Toning and Fixing solutions of
our °'vn formulas, prepared freshly for use as you want them.

s

i

\

Con. DePrcc’s Drug Store.
I

('ill?
rifillTUCT-.n.l
r-rv-ru .
. »-t*
cor. kigiithst.
andt'F.NTRAL
avf..

H. xlchol,, . real

^ ^

..tn.nrb.ri

^

Latta.

Grutunio.
auto.
Nlk-,ri"’

Mr. aud Mrs. J. Barkema, of Grand

\

^

i

THK elegant and

j

sti:amer

“SOO CITY”
WILL LEAVE HOLLAND
Monday, Wednesday.Friday, - 8

Z.J?’

Hoyt Post
Hoyt
i-om.

P.

M.

LEAVING CHICAGO

Mr. H. G. Peigrim.

‘’ortln.”..... Mr.
,,ortlR" ..... Mr.

fas ;

;

j

i

JJ.

SI'KINU NLHKDlT.h, IX EFFKCT A1K1I. j 1900

i

Jtassamo.—••IllsFriend” ...... Mr. W. H. Cooper.
Mr> u. Meeugs.
mi tin no, ••\enetionDr.AC.V.K.oilmore
sa
Noblemen" ! Mr. r. Van Duren.
Mr. Wm. Kremers.
Lorenzo,-- in love with Jessica.’1..Mr. W. itiom.
Launcelot Cobbo,— -.v Clown," .........

visiting friends in Holland this tveek.

i

,

I^1"*

Vonker.

three democrats.

The

votes east tliis spring

Kind Yon Have Always Boi^fit

.

in_ Florida, bate

('hiniL*o Dock.

W.

H.

No.

1

State

Street.

HF.AL'H. President.Hollaml.

Fare,

Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday. 7 P. .H.

one way. *2.25: loumi trip, f.’i.fo.berth ;nciude.l.

Midi.

CHAs. R HOPPKU, G.

F.

A

I*

A.

C ;ilc:,

I

cof- : It’s the littlecolds that grow into big
Famous A. I. C high- cold!*: Hie big colds that end in congrade coffees. Boot & Kramer
un<1 d,‘!lt*K^'ateh the little
n lull line which are retailed at price= “ ds' I)l'- ^d'a Norway Pine Syrup,

W

Stop that grumbilng about poor

fee by using the

carries

j

'

you.
—
•

Tvr

i

kindness
.
!

fi

;

total

was

!

1

number of

985.

,,

J

,

“

‘

fttod ^,,1jants

Z^t

and

•)l'dtJ,'s
tal{en f”1’

was

“

bouquets and

;

I

elected supervisor over D. C. Wells 100

Jounml.
I
'

i

to 83: John Wason was elected clerk
over Lloyd Herrington 128 to 111: Wil-|

Journal may be left at S. A. Martin’s,i lis Bush treasurer over B, B. Haas.

'

178

'

“Gobbo::.”’

«

|

’
!
!

Ieb.s SickLand

_
curd

^*

i

^or

I

I

---

Do You Want

--

s.
a Mich.*

East A fine new lim.’uf Eji'terCards and S0UTE1< i;:,s “ ,:n'' lot of the
fourteenthstreet, lastevening. Booklets just received at S. A. Martin. velT fkoiecst. All kinds and sizes
7“ r 1 •
cor. River and Eighth
’at prices to suit the times. All
At

r.
Van

home on

.just '

G.
Pullen’sthere has
been received a full line of Organdies

A

“Gobbo:!”

The

Vree.

ful1 line of Wright’s fine perfumes Dimitfea, Swlaa
jUSt reCelVed bv S> A’ Martinbroideries and
.

_

,1

________ ‘

to

flowers for ty of friend., Ml hi,

Wrisht, township wont domocnalc bttfikct“-Cb“''leB S' P"11011,
same as usual. E. A. Hambleton
Wright*# Perfumes.

Bignature

Subscriptions for the Ladies’ Home

Percale Wrappers- wide flounce and milli*

[HOLLAND & CHICAGO
Duren.
^ ^LINE

daughter."..Miss L. Hoone.
The Duke of Venice ........ Dr. F. M. Gillespie,

us.

O

LiidlfH Homo

Jessica, --.Sbylock h

1

10th St.

of

Nerisba,—-Her Attendant,"..Mi-sC. Van

Miss Eva Ritzema, of Grand Rapids, Autonlo,— "The Merchant, "...ITof.

!

Council will stand five republicans and

Boars

witnessed the play

^T*""*
|

Muskegon.

nfUhn

2 to 4 P. m.

W.

Those who have

is spending

j i

9 to 11 A. M.,
5 to 4 P. M. mid 7 to 0 p. M.

81

Xykerk

H4

HOURS, - - •

night. Residence

Doz

tary shoulder for

talent, at the

THANKS.

First State Bank Block.

4

MirailERSLUIS.

before will undoubtedly be present at .

part of the spring vacation with friends

health.

OFFICE IN

Calif promptly attendedday or

price from 35c to $4 75 per yard.

There was no change in the office of returned to Holland. Mr. Young has Nykerk, Mr. lirock,Dr. De Vries. Dr. Gllmoie!
greatly improved ir.
J Gultnrlst-Mr. M. Dykema
Supervisor. In the First district,John
that will interest
That Throbbing Hemlmhe
J. Rutgers received 255 majorityover
CAICD OF
SOCIETY NOTES.
A*
r
vmJLT-'."
puid
quickly leave you, if you used
Ferguson; in the Second district JoThe relatives of the late S. E. Holke- Last evening a party of friends stirAt G. 3 an Pullen s there has just Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
hannes Dykema beat John Pessink by boor, of
hereby
«t bk
proved
their matchwish to express their ai)i)r«eiiiHnn
t PrM Gerrit ier \ ree ai
nis home
Home on
on been
ueen received
receivta a
:t full
lull line of
oi Organdies,
Urgamiies. °f sufferers
**unerer.> have,
uave-pre..
.......
235.
friends
icuua and
«uu neighbors
uciguuurD for
,ur the
me
Kinuness l
..............
sired. The
......
occasion
—
.....
was
... Dimities. Swiss Mull and All-over Em- ;
iIne,';'r,M'
!>’'('kai,d^ervou- HeadFlection Notes from Ottawa County.
and sympathy so abundantly shown
shown lli*
hi8 ^Fthday.
birthday. When Gerrit came home broideries and Laces.
Luces. Just what you buiUrur)
f^n(T‘lin
vom- ww'i
''.‘fi.K *>->d U,nd
In Grand Haven, O’Brien, rep., was
IfU^tllroo,
the firemen",
want.
cured ‘ Lrd\,7He:
f.Ild at l,i i“le,‘ment
fr0U1 lbe
'•emeu’s, meeting, he tend
found "ant.
Money back if tt
not cured.
elected mayor; Van der Zaira, rep.,
ber
\\ alsh, Holland,and Van Bree &
condolence in their bereavement. them a11 ^alkered
kimOrdinary household accident.-, have
Jlol,and* UDd
treasurer; Glerura, rep., clerk and PaZeeland.
And their special thanks to those !eve,lin}*was spent pleasantly by all n<> terrors when there's a buttle of Dr. Son,
bon* ^eelaDdgelson, dem., justice. The democrats who have so nobly
noblv aided us.
were Thomas'
EclectricOil In the medicine
------ --------------present. Splendid refreshmentswere
, l,im
Heals burns, cuts, bruises,
elected one out of four supervisors,and
Mrs. S. e. Holkehoer
served by Mr,. Ter
Instant relief.
Trees?
and Children.
two out of four aldermen. The nexti
J. B. Mulder entertained a large par-

’.) ) ) ) ,

4

____

j

P.C.MEENGS,

Sundays • - -

the

;

*

Ward. Nicholas

DK.

Ranging in

all

!

in

j

New All-Over Laces

N. B.— 10

Se,„na Ward, Heart J. Dyttuh;
Jf* “T n,"’*
Third Ward, Gerrit Van Ha„f.nn- 1 C1°a8lcalBoai'l] of BL'neVolc°cc- TaW.--llli FrltnJ-......... Mr. tv. *. Ilu».
Fourth Ward I F Vhh Anmn.- Pirn. -'ll’-“'id -Mrs. A. H. Y'oung. after I
......................Mr.J. I'rkf

DRUGGIST.

XJULX.

by home

The election on Constablesresulted | of
()f Iceland, III., was in Holland Tues- 1 ;ialtl,"’<a-"1,“"0
»
Roseland, HI., was in Holland Tues- ! I‘a‘tl"ua'_"!,'l?0
10
as follows: First Ward, Simon Roos;
tr.,
f
Leonardo.-- Pnac
’ daj . He attended the meeting of the | .shy]ock.--A Jew

MARTIN

line for waists, at 40c am/sOfc a yard.

For Easter wear— a beautiful line in
new weaves and new colors.

CREW.

the performance, and those who have
Rev. J. Van Kampeu and family, of never seen it acted, will do well to seBloomington, III., are visiting Mrs. cure seats early. The following is the
Van Kampen’s parents, Dr. and Mrs. east of character.*who will take part:
B. B Godfrey.

!

mayor.

CITY’S

Lyceum Opera House.

few days with friends here.

1

Supplies. »

here

this be presented,

Hunry Kenyon, of Sunfield. spent a

Van

result of the election, the

‘“os-

lows:

Rapids, visited the latter’s mother
Council for the coming year will con- Mrs. T. Van dor Ploeg, 331 Columbia
sist of 4 republicans aud <i democratic •avenue, this week

t

Also Toilet Articles, Station-

cry, School Books and

£

new spring shades.

New Dress Goods

The crew of the SooCity for the com
ing season will be constituted as fol-

week.

--

Zan ten

will hold it for you.

Viwcber

*

inspectorsbeing puzzled about three of

ballots several times the board declared

.

Captain, George Pardee; .First Mate.
Fred. Beecroft; Second Mate, Thomas
Georgetown — George Hubbard.
Grand Haven — Peter C. Northouse. Madden: Chief Engineer, B. Hopkins;
Holland — George H. Souter.
Assistant Engineer, John Carroll;
Jamestown — Henry Van Noord.
Steward,
John Murray: Purser, F. S.
Olive — Hubert Pelgrim.
McCabe; Firemen,Alex.* Nixon. James
Polkton — Walter S. Cole.
Robinson — Chas. H. Clark.
Riley; \\ heel men. George Forney,
Spring Lake - Aloys Bilz.
Milton Taylor; Cook. Wm. Osward.
Talimadge - W. W. Dickerson.
Wright— E A. Hambleton.
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE.
Zeeland — Wm. D. Van Loo.
On Tuesday evening. April 17th, the
“Merchant of Venice,” that beautiful
PERSONAL.
Geo. Williams,of Howell, formerly play of the immortal Shakespeare will

in the

Pcrscriptions
v

for a garment.

Chester — C. W. Harrison.
Crockery — Fremont Brown.

east for R.

ward both partiesgood
naturedly
and
— - agreed
-tt -----upon
r— -a recount,
-----

danger of error,

full line in all the

Silks^—
A new

htea a- a corn nym&H# fhl iV tn*
vestigatethe subjee, and to report to
the Board at their earliest convenience
the results of their investigations.
.

THESOO

J. Cook.
*• J. F. Vos.

— Frank Fox.
Blendon — Cornelius Huyser.

latter 158 votes.

In the second

4 No waiting, no
4 no extravagant

“

Allendale
J.

There was some difficulty in determining the result in the Fifth Ward, the

1

1

^parlors.

F.

Third Ward Henry

18.
>

y
18 East Eighth St., Holland, Mich. T

if

Second

— M. Kieft.
— B. W. Parks.

_

*

bd'i'pj

Third “

Luidens
was elected by a majority of 09 over J.
C. Post who was. on the democratic
ticket. The former received 227, the
In the

J. \V. O’Brien.

First Ward

tie.

Citizens* Phone

2

Grand Haven.
Mayor —

30 East Eighth Street,

Horn*: 8

,

Second “ —Johannes Dykema.

term, each received 91 votes, causing a
Over Doesburg’s Drug Store.

Wash

W

officors
licers as

James Kole, candidate for alderman
for the full term in the Second Ward
received 120: Albert Van den Berg, 00:
majority for Kole 00. Gerrit Van Zanten and J. W. Flieman, for the :«hort

LEENHOUTS

payment and we

a small

A

Chester township elected democratic be perform^'uimntCe^^th' day, arid
usual. fJ.
C. W. Harrison was
Whereas they are fully satisfiediafter
electedsupervisor; C. J. Kraft, clerk; a careful examination, that a large prol>ortlon of the work heretoforeperF. W. Reister, treasurer: James Chitformed on the . Sabbath day can be
tick, commissioner.
avoided.
The next Hoard of Supervisors for Therefore, Be it hereby resolved that
Ottawa County will be constituted a.- the. factory and offices of the Sut;ar
ConigMtayshall be closed upon the Sabfollows:
ba|||day except for the perfonnance of
Holland City.
su|f. work aa isabsolutely
‘
necessary,
Mayor — William Brusse.
resolved that DiFirst District-- John J, Rptgers, rei

311

the latter by 62.

| DR. A.

down

Easter Gloves^-sss-

Huyser, supervisor?Peter Stsgeman Whereas.The present Board of Diclerk: Henry Avink, treasurer; Henry rectorsbelieve, as was also expressed
byijhe former Board, that only such
Huxtable, highway commissioner.

Justice:

Mof

a nice

Suit or Jacket at a reasonable price and have a
choice line to select from.

4th 5th Total MaJ. visor of Polkton.
after be under ’the management of the
|0| it.; 771 3*
Blendon township elected Cornelius Holland Sugar Company, and
ten 180 0: 107 i-s 68 730

Hykhull 204 IIS

have a few Heating Stoves
which we will sell at reduced

grand opportunity to buy

a

|'R5

Mu rslml:

all fixtures.

We
left

Van

Ladies’ Ready-

Jackets.

Mayor: 1st ward -.’ml3rd
101 Mi

at our store a line of

11,

to-wear Suits, Skirts and Jackets, and Children’s

U

Hrussc

#

Olive went Republican as usual.
Herbert Pelgrim was elected by 23 ma-

sell to be rather discouragingin this re-

Windmills,

j

-OF-

at once with the agents of the

•y, or at either of the following
^Rutgers & Tien’s store, Graafspect. Towards ten o'clock the skies
jority.
them and do business.
Jrouwer Bros., Hamilton: Van
became clear and the weather for the
[Bros. Zeeland; A. Visscber'sofWe pay spot cash for every rest of the day was beautiful. The can- Allendale re-elected Frank Fox. supervisor by a practically unanimous
at the factory, Holland.
watch we buy, save all discounts didates and committeesbegan to hustle vote.
Holland
Sugar Company.
and when tht polls closed the largest
and give our customers the ben- number of ballots ever cast at a city Talimadge had a close conteston suFARMER’S MEETING*
pervisor.W. W. Dickerson was reelectien,had been deposited in the balefit.
will Ik* a general round up
elected over John Turner by one vote.
lot boxes.
tr’s meeting at Holland Opera
Don’t buy till you see us.
Geo. H. Soutcr was re-elected superThe whole number of votes cast for
on Friday. April 13th. beginvisor in Holland township, Win. D.Van
»t 9 o’clock and continuing all
Mayor, including blanks, was 15H8. UnLoo in Zeeland. Cornelius Huyzer detil the closing of the polls both sides
members of Farmer’s Clubs and
feated O. M. Sherborne in Blendon and
were confident of electing their mayor.
rmers are invited.Dinner will he
Henry \ an Noord won Jamestown.
It was soon L. rned, however,that Wilfree to the farmers by the Sugar
Aloys Uilz was elected supervisor in
»ny.
liam Brusse, the republican nominee,
Spring Lake township,on slips, by a
ijrewill ho Pagnier's Club speakers
Jeweler and Optician,
hai receivedthe majority, the Fifth
Ires* the meeting; and also speakclear majority over Geo. P. Savidge
Ward casting the decisive vote in this
om the Sugar Company about runand George W. Christman.
Cor. Eii/hth tit. timJ Central
instance.The result of the votes in
[the factory on Sunday and growI he election in Talimadge resulted
beets.
the differentWards is given below.
as follows:Supervisor, Dickerson 125,
John Vjcnhuizen, Pres’t.
Considering the large majority of reTurner J2I: clerk. Wells 129, Hatch
publicans in this city, Mr. Van Putten
THE same officers.
lift; treasurer,Harmsen 148. Bronkema
made an exceedingly strong run. There
.ktThe annual meeting of the Board
101; commissioner, Oelker 132, Burdick
is no question that the Mayor elect, Mr.
of directors of the Holland Sugar Com*'
113.
Great'Variety to Select from!
Brusse, will serve the city creditably.
Grand Haven township went Repub panjrt held Tuesday afternoon, the old
Very little excitement was evident
lican. Peter C. Xorthouse was elected offkgrs were all re-elected. They are:
Stoves, Ranges, Cook, Gas- during the day, but on every hand it
President. Isaac Cappon: Vice Presisupervisor over John M. Van Doornc
could be noticed that the candidates 80 to 01.
oline and Blue Flame.
denjj, J,C. Post: SecretaryF. C. Hall:
and their hustlers were busy getting
Tregurer, G. W. Mokma: Executiw
Ticket No. 1 was the winner in RobBuilders’ Hardware.
out their utmost strength.
Cunwjittee,George P. Hummer. A.Visinson township. Chus. H. Clark was
To those, who are acquainted with
schgr
Manager, C. M. McLean.
elected supervisor overChas.E Stearns
Graniteware,
the complexity of the city's polities,
by 25 votes.
following resolutionshave b-en
Tinware,
Monday's result does not come as a
pasgd:
Crockery township went Republican
surprise.
Whereas. The sugar factory of the
Paints, Oils,
by 130. Fremont Brown was elected Holland Sugar Company ha.- now been
The results in the various Wards
supervisor.
turosd over to the Company by K. H.
Turpinetine, were as follows:
Walter S. Cole was re-elected super- Dyer & Co., Ihe contractors. ‘and the
Cl TV TICKET
Glass, Putty, Alabastine,Gypsine.
oj>e|fctionthereof will therefore here-

cheap as any man living can

.1i' *

want.

•)

sale. I,•
Jta^ycare^

/

!

FOU
pok SALE.
.

......

-'*-j Chester

Mull and Ail-ovcr Eml I wti
Laces. Just what you Benj. Lugers, Graafochap,
“Gobbo!!”

“Gobbo!!!!”

st,

-

“Gobbo!!!”

‘ !rn.iran1l(>f1

t,.nn
1

,

; h
, *” 7
rite hnu or call up by Citizens

»
-12* j2-i7 Geo. H.
Souter, Holland.

Ladies, subscribe for the Ladies’

Home

Journal at S. A. Martin's.

Body

building.

n-TAWA County Timks.

m

IF

THEY WOULD.

CALVES WITHOUT MILK.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

OTTAWA COUNTY.Grent Rrnv.'if* Would t’ome I’rom k C'orreaiioiidentWho linn Derided
Followlurc Competent Authority.
i-ldd
W
Ives
and wif.; to Rernloc
Vleua 011 the If neat Ion.
lit in Greece and
APrtIL a, 1000.
Young partof lot I blk I Thomas
Though not addicted to cnsl Iron
Rome, seems a
I do not holieve Unit a good calf can
Watson's add village Cooperspledges, the thought frequonlly comes he raised wllhout milk, says a correlost art. Young
,4.U. WANTING. I’ubIM'ir.
ville ............................
? 450
men flit chested,
to ns that it would tie a very good spondent of. The Kura I New Yorker,
flabby muscled, PtiMlsbSdKrer/ Friday, at HollandMtahbtan. -3^- — i — jr-.:-—. rr^vi-iy
thing for some nine-tohthsof the pool* and in these days, when good cows are Ernest Do Wecrd to .Inn 1-! l)e
slouch along the
Weord net nw fr 1 suet 7 town 5
wreg. WAVRtU.V BLOCK. RIGHT H ST.
TO HANDLE r^EES. try keepers of America If for one year so highly valued, it seems a plea; of n r l.'l west .....................-500
streets,with scarcely
they would rigidly adhere to a resolu- . {ho wom kiml of shortsightedness
one physical attribLaura Randal) to Do Witt Randall
ute of man flood. rarmaof Subscription,11 M) iter year, or SI per : A Ccrkrrprr'aItlrna of S«fo Md tot* tioti to be guided iii everythingper- nn(j mismanagement to try to produce and wife nl lot 511, 54 west add
year if paid In
la factory Way*. t
Mining
to
their
poultry
by
competent
a
ni.st
(.lnss
tw
fl,,ln
n
,.a|f
stuuted
And yet these young
village of Lamont ............... 100
Idrartlsin*Rates made known on Application
men would like to
becketqier
will
authority. Saying this, we do not for- jj.
of Its
I The prospective
..... ----------*•— nntu............ ..
in w.w beginning
uvK'uuiiin
1*0 life.
mi'. It
*i may Hcnderiku Veimenm ctal to Jacob
be well muscled,suprw- Fntered at the post offloest Hollaitd, I ra,1‘V U‘ i,,,,,r<,s,ei1 ^ “Uow to handle get that authorities are at odds on ai,pPltr liI;o mmomy ,0 take the milk
fjokkerej lotHblk42clty t)fiIolt>!e, erect ami hardy.
vtti'h..for trat emission tArouxbthe mail# »‘J bees." A theory of the operation is some points. (As authoritiesare plain,
the calf and sell it to the creamland .................
1200
But they don't know loeondcUu matter.
thus set forth by a writer la Rural fallible men and women, It would be cry, cheese factory or milk station, but
Sarah L Cornelius to Smart M Mchow lo go about it.
New Yorker: To lieeome familiar with I passing strange If they were not.) Ho It is n poor economy. The cows of the
They try dumb bells, Kee lot 10 blk 10 Monroe & Harthe habits and life of the hontyhee In far as the purpose of adherence to this future demand that the calves of toGEN Fit A I, ITEMS.
rowing and boxing,
ris add city of Grand Haven ..... 2000
.
, an intelligent mid practical way It Is of resolutiongoes, it would make no dlfbut only in a half
day be well nourished. Ten or 12 FredDCSnellingand wife to Ralph
.hearted way. These
y*""?
uw ‘ ““'-ableforonoc if II. following l» chown au- pounds of new milk daily will carry a Dutton lot 24 in Bosnia's add to
sports should be play
frame hive of some sort, la .order to thorlty the poultry keeper made some calf nicely until It is 10 days or 2
West Mich. Park ............... 707
township contains more heroes to the
to them but are realmeet their needs we must know what minor mistakes. What he would avoid, weeks old. Then, if the milk is made Henry. K Banning and wife to Hensquare foot than any section In Michily work. The main
gan. if not the whole United Stales, is going on Inside the hive. When bees j which Is of far greater importance, Is into butter, there Is skimmilk to feed.
ry Van Noord sw cor sec 10 town
factor in this condiPorto Rico, and the other |M«se«.Hlcns are In the Held gatheringboncy or the costly blunders which beginners Change from whole to skimmilk grad5 n r L'l west ....................
U50
tion is an ill nourcombined. You can hardly meet a man when s wanning, they will new volun- 1 make through diregard of advice on ually and at the same time supply the Saloma A Weller et al to Sarah H
ished body. The
Smith secor lot I sec 11 1 8 n r 10
stomach is not work- that cannot show a blister from the size leer an attaek, because they ire then points upon which authoritiesare vir- fat by feeding cornmcil,making the
. ............
...............
ing properly. The of a pin head up to a silver dollar re- fllled with honey, but when t&«lr little tually
west ............................
3500
calf
eat it dry.
Later add some oats.
ceived in his efforts to subdue the home Is molested they will tMlt net In ' To illustrate: Is there any difference gW)Untj |)refcrVt.d,but whole If ground
digestive and nutritive organs are not in
Jacob Phillips and wife to Louwe- •« :
flames.
And
each
individual hero is
active health. The result is that the nu•elf defense and resent the attack. It of opinion among those whose opinions onp8 aro ll0t obtainable, and bran or
rus I)e Jonge si n? ecj swj see 32
firmly eonvim 'd that the whole town
trition for the body is not distributed in
7 n r 14 west ...................1300
is therefore necessary to use ^smoker are entitledto consideration as to the mbWitop,. If the milk of tin* dairy
would
have
been
in
n>h
s
had
he
reproper proportionsto make blood, bone
factory, feed whole Tiberius C Van Raalte and wife to
mained
at
home
We
have
noticed of some kind. Before opening a hive advisabilityof doctoring sick fowls? | KOOH to
ana muscle.
Bond in a few puffs of smoke at the en- j We say doctoring sick fowls-l. c.. glv- 1 ^uj. im||| t|u, (,a|f jK at ‘],,nst „ ,m,ui!i
Thys Stad pc land situatedto n r
Weak young men who take a course of that the one who does the most effect15 west. Lot 10 blk 40 .......... 140
sweet
whey,
not the
ive
work
on
such
occasions
has the least trance to alarm them, and they will lug continuous treatment calling for a 0|,|
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
to say about it. At a recent tire in this Immediatelyrush for the combs and great deal of time uml a great many sour stuff which Is bailed out at 00 Tryntje Scheniper to Derk Dams
will find a marked change in their physvillage several persons saw a very win- fill themselves with honey.
nj nej nwj see 10
0 n r 15 west.
600
I drugs to fowls which had been nogical strengthand energy. The body will
per cent of the choose factories. Feed
be built up so that gymnastics will not dy young man suddenly run up V* a post
After smoking them It Is well to wait looted until disease had become estab- jn Kmn|| quantitiesnt first and increase
“ ALLEGAN COUNTY.
tax and tire them, but be the natural that had been charred and rubbing his a minute or two that they may gorge llshed or which had shown that they gradually while the milk Is decreased, Milo D. Cooper to Ernest Conger,
hands till well blackenedsmeared his
exercise enjoyed by muscles which are
themselves. The cover can then he lacked recuperative i»ower and could i
time feed some grain,
lot 50 village of Plainwell....... 300
face and th*‘n darted back into the
nourished into firm health.
lifted
tiff and n little more smoke blown not throw off mild disorders when glv- con,pOSP(|(,f nuseed meal, bran, mid- Charles A. and Ida Grabber to Elcrowd with the exclamationthat ho
la t letter rtcrivtdfrom A. D. Weller,H*Q
en the proper simple remedies when flings or oats and a little eornmeol.
seth B. Corveth, parcel of land
of Fenncola, RacambU Co.. Fla. (Bo* 544), fie never pot into such a hot place in
disorders first manifestedthemselves, j ,f „l0 miIk ,K 8oUi outright from the
in Otsego township ............. 350
Wales :
I have, wnce receiving your (liagnohis
his life and that ho believed that his
of my cane as stomach troubleand liver com- whole face was blistered. For an hour
As far ns we know, there are not
aiHj nothing brought hack, then G. Lafavctte Stout and wife to Maplaint. taken eight bottles of the ‘Golden Med..... 'Pinions about the foolishness,k|Hip tl|0 ca,f ou whole „,uk until it
bel Burke, parcel of land in
ical Discover}' ' and must say that I am trans- or so he was quite a hero, excepting to
formed from 'a walking shadow (as my friend* those who watched his performances.
Cheshire township ............. 280
of doctoring. I hose who, knowing bet- ! js n|(j (,notigh to thrive on hay. grain
called me) to perfect health. I value your remBut of such is human nature— either
ter. continue to physic sick fowls, will
ani] water. and see what a fine calf it John Whitbec-k, sheriff, to Edgar
edies very highly and take pleasureIn recommending them to any and all who suffer as I heroes or martyrs. Douglas Record.
admit that they are influencedmore by j ,s! „ |s n
practice \n ordinary
F. Beck. 40 acres in Cheshire
did. Four months ago 1 did not think to be in
Over in Trowbridge township there
township ......................
184.16
shape to assist our Uncle Samuel ' in case of
sentiment thatiMiy sense, and they do dairies, where the milk supply issiiort.
is said to be a queer household. It is
hostilities,but thanks to you, 1 am now ready
not advise others to follow their exonjy enough calves to keep the Milo D. Cooper and wife to Laura
for the Dons.' ”
composedof four men, who live together
Blair, lot in Plainwell ......... 105.22
! herd up. ami those only froiti the best
Dr. Pierce'sPellets cure biliousness. and do ail of their own housework, the
Lucy
J. Day to Allen Butler
Another
point
upon
which
opinions
cows
and
give
them
extra
care,
wives of all four being dead. The pedo not differ is this: It is better
wife parcel of land in Plainwell 40.00
culiar part of it is the ndationshlp of
to breed from the best specimens, by
Andrew J. Staring and wife to
the four, they representing four genHandling Milk.
whatever standard quality is determinJesse E. Hutchinson, 40 acres in
erations. The oldest of the quartet is
In handling milk, says C. D. Hess
Ganges township ............... 2,500
nearly 100 years old and the others are
ed, than from the best and some infe- of Ohio, exercise at all times the
respectivelyhisson.grandson and great
rior ones and that it does not pay for a strictest cleanliness. As soon as pos- Geo. and Susan Harably to Charles ^
grandson.— Fenn. Herald.
UNDERTAKERS and
Franklin Harably, 40 acres in
"
breeder with a purpose to plod along sible after being drawn from the cow
A casual inspectionof jteach orchards
Lee township .............
500
! two or three years behind those aniget the animal bent out of it. If botin Berrien county and southwestern
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
mated by a similar punnise, "grading tled for city trade, run It through a Horace Peck, et. al., to Alonzo M.
Michigan discloses the fact that the
Hulsen, parcel of land in Fenn1 up" Inferior stock. The man who does
separatorns soon as possible (this
peach buds are in line conditionand the
,1,300
ville.
tld; is on the wrong track.
helps to aerate it and also to purify
orchards give excellent promise of a
George
Harably. et al, to Charles
And.
ns
a
last illustration, we have
bountiful harvest this season. Peach
it), run the milk and cream back toHANDLING DICKS.
F. Humbly, 40 acres in Lee town
Calls receive prompt attention growers expect to gather one of the
never yet heard of a poultry keeper of gether again, and then as soon as ik»sship, $1 and other valuable conlargest crops in the history of the la on top of the frames, and the bees je months’ experience who would not siblc run it over a good cooler and botnight or day.
siderations.
Michigan fruit belt.— Dougl. Record. will adhere nicely to the combs. With | decidedly advise against beginninga tle it. In a well arranged room milk
A.
B. Wakeman to Gerrit KruitLady attendants.
screwdriver or tack puller the division 1 poultry business, building houses, etc.,
should Ite in the bottle inside of ten
Clarence M. Van Cleave, the forger
hof, 60 acres in Heath township1,000
board
can
be
removed
and
the
combs
in the late fall or early winter; yet this
26 East Eighth Street.Holland. who is in jail awaiting sentence for his
minutes after leaving the udder. Milk
George Hendrickson, et al, to
misdeeds committed in Holland tried pried apart and one by one examined yt.ar numerous cases have come to no- 1 ^ouid ’ncvcr at any time bcToft standFrank Germain,80 acres in HopBell Phone 105— I
IGtf
to cut his way out of jail this week. without danger of being
, tlce of persons a .out to engage in p ml- ing cxvomi No bottles should be used
kins township ...................500
Sheriff Van Ry was on to his little
In an apiar> where there are man: (ry keeping making desperate efforts that h.lve not lh.st |)CCU properly washgame however and soon had VnnCieave bees Hying it is always l>cst to be on from a start ma(le after Nov. 1 to get t>d nn(1 ti,0n sterilized.1 have made it Wallace Goodell and wife to Isabel
S. Moore, 20 acres in Monterey
in a place where he could make no more
I ,!lin"? .in rI!nuing^der ,,efore wint^ a practice to put all my bottles and
township ......................
100
The money that
milk utensils of nil kinds in a steriliz- Asenuth Conn to Stephen B. Moning chest, heat same to 2 it) degrees
also bt'i'iifound in the jail where it was j
1
I ',ar,l,-T l,'e ra,P'f",,!0 ,'"T
roe 10 acres in Casco township. . 250 f
IN
secreted bv the
apat t e\ » r\ t.w uajs tor mere tunosi fore being told; others certainly did and carry them at this temperature
,
. |
.1 ty, hut should be examined oecasioual- know better, but thought they would for 20 minutes. This is done every Vietorine B. Cross to H. M. Martindale and wife, parcel of land
iuS inianett Moravia
’,1" "m'° of "ll ”K'S «.k« the ehanees. No. one loM be day. Whether you are selling your
in the village of Otsego ........ 1.00
bate court and an order was made for an<1 con‘,llio“‘U the colony Is weak, p0rsl1a,iodtliat it would he better
milk or 'only selling your cream or David P. ib-rlun and wife mAlk
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to that institutionby Sup*
visor Koopman of Ovcrisel. Allegan
Gazette.

Last Sunday a collection for the
Nice lots at the Park and other starving inhabitants of India was taken
buildingsites near the city.
up in the First Reformed ehurch at
Zeeland. About $200 was contributed.
E. B. SCOTT,
Speaking of the funeral of Judge
Box 73 Holland. Mich.
Hart, the Allegan Gazette says: "There
were many beautiful floral tributes.
The Ottawa bar brought a large, open

mont D.

Miller and James C.
Leggett, H acres in Hopkins

township ........ ............... 100
diatigeable.atid not h:ne t"o or tluee year and those who don't know to be every gaiIoI1 of n through the machine Albert A. Mops and wife to Perry
kinds of hives in the apiary, which
hy those who do for the same
Machemar. lot 73, Plainwell....800
before cooling. Nothing you can do
surely cause a great deal of vexation iengll, 0f time. If they will do this for
will purify your milk so well. If you Mary Jane Waters to Charles F.
ami
ono yi.ar> there is little danger of their
Harably, 4u acres in Lee townare selling your cream, inside of 30
Bees should always he handled very lapsing from the wise course aftership ...........................
50.00 g
minutes after your milking is done you
pently. They seem to dislike quick, : Ward.-FarmPoultry.
can have the cream Cooled and ready Cassius M. Burlingame and wife to
Jerky movements.In early spring
A. C. V. R.
Elton W. McCaslin, 80 acres in
book, the leaves of which were of white
for market, and you will have an artiautumn, when the days are eool, it is
Lee township ...................
1,000
carnations with a border of English
Prize Wlnn.’nK RooLb.
cle which will find ready sale. If your
violets, bearing the inscriptionin pur- prudent not to open the hives until
dairy rooms are sweet and clean, I will John Neuman and wife to Joseph
ple letters. ‘Ottawa County Bar." On near midday, when the field hoes will
Neuman, 60 acres in Dorr townguarantee the quality aside from the
each page was a bouquet of roses, for- then lie out gathering honey. On cloudy
ship, andotherconsiderations.
per cent of butter fat. and this you can
get-rae-nots,primroses, and English ! or rainy days it is host not to open
gauge to suit the demand of the trade Charles Neuman and wife to Joviolets, and entwined about the whole | hives, for the field bees are then at
seph Neuman, 60 acres in Dorr
you eater to. !f you sell to the ice
were sprays of smiiax.
home and are cross, being deprived of
township ....................... 500
cream
people,you will find that cream
It claimed by leading memb'i -.ij the privilegeof gathering the precious
Horatio
L. Rumery and wife to
that will churn one and one-half
Over Vaupell'sHarness Store, Holland.
j the Cook County bar that the law busiueetar.
Garrit J. Navis SO acres in Monpounds
butter
to
the
gallon
is
good
ness of Chicago has reached a condiAt uight is the very worst time to
terey township ................1,800
enough, hut for retail city trade you
tion of collapse, and that the great mamolest bees, as some pilferiugpersons
will want cream that will churn at John Sommer and wife to John T.
aii , - i »ni
i r>
jority of 4,000 attorneysthere are bareAll kinds of Platt*. Crown and Bridge
lkin(, expens-s. They have found out to their sorrow. It is
Poole, part of lot 16, village of
least two and one-half pounds of butDorr ........................... 250
Work, Gold and Plastic Fillings.
blame the new bankruptcy act for this true that bees do not fly at night, but
ter to the gallon.
they crawl and sting. By injudicious
condition of affairs.
J. Kolvoord and wife to
^
Private
Hooker, lot 12. Otsego .......... 932
There is at least one villagein Mich- handling bees can Ik* made very irritaigan whose inhabitantsare notashamed ble and cross, s-.- that they will sting
At the meeting of the Vermont State Auditor General to Kate Strana(of their sympathy for tin* Boers and everybody near .ind far and will reDairy associationa paper was read by . *Vl.n> su acres *n Monterey town
38. 13
j have shown. this by naming their town
main angry and viciousfor weeks.
Mrs. Carrie Nelson of Ryegate,
^ ‘’I* ......................._
1 after the brilliant general Cronje, who
Merritt
E.
Bush
and
wife
to
G.
Lasaid she believed that the private daiwith only 4.000 men held an English
HUrn Early INiIntm-h.
Fayette Stout, parcel of land in
ry, If properly managed, could make a
HomoeopathicPhysicians.
army .it bay for twelve days. HenceCheshire township .............4.00
If it is desirable to have potatoes
The
Illustration
shows
Nutmeg
and
product that would compare favorably
forth there will be no town of North
seven to ton days ahead of those pro- 1 bis four matos. This pen. owned and
Llewellyn R Pierce to G. LafaHolland but the name of “Conje” has
with that of the creamery and usually
Tower Block.
Holland.
takm its place. On Monday the brake- duced by ordinary field culture,place I tixhlbitwl l)V Charles H. Wells of Strat- bring as high a price. She spoke of the yette Stout, parcel of land in
Cheshire township
....... 20.00
men on the the trains began callingthe uncut tubers, blossom end up. jn shal- ford. Conn., was a first prize winner necessity of clean stables,clean bedTrustees of First Baptist church of
e 'li0ur-,
U a. m. and 2 to 4 and , new mm me. The people of that village low boxes fillet 1 with sand. About at the New York show. 1800.
ding and clean utensils, but we must
7 to 9 p. m.
Cheshire to G. Lafayette Stout,
were unanimous in this election. So quarter the length of the potato should
note what she said about the effects of
parcel of land in Cheshiretownsays
an
exchange
but
we
cannot
vouch
protrude from the sand. Put the boxes
Bell Phone 171. CitizensPhone 107.
Sqnnbn For Market.
food on flavor of butter, as a certain
ship ............................
34.00,
for the authority.
10-13
in subdued light in a temperatureof
At this season squabs are very high professor has lately advanced the Idea
Margaret Griffithto John C. and
Dr. M. Veenboer, well known to 50 or GO degrees. From 25 to 30 days
and frequently bring 50 cents each at that It has no effect. Several years ago
Jacob Stein, 80 acres in Manlius
many of our Holland residents, died at after the potatoes are thus started
township ..................... 2,900
bis home in Grand Rapids Tuesday take the tubers from the sand and retail. The wholesale price ranges In August her cows were running in a
from $2.50 to $4 per dozen. A pair of field that had been lately toil dressed. Seymour B. Smith and wife to
morning.
place iu a field in the same -.position
John R. Schoonmaker,parcel of
Lena Hecker, noted for her connec- they occupied iu the l*ox. Potatoes pigeons will produce from six to ten For two or three differentweeks her
pairs of squabt? a year. They are not butter dealer wrote her that the butter
land in Plainwell............... 2,000
tion with Rollinger,the Chicago murtreated iu tills way will be couslderprofitableIf permitted to fly at large, was “off flavor.” The cows were turn- Sanford O. Smith to Roy Smith,
derer, has married Albert Fridrick,a
ably earlierthan if the seed is taken
as boys, hawks and other enemies de- ed back into the pasture, and soon the
parcel of land in village of AlleParties who are thinking of going Chicago saloonkeeper.
directly from the bin and planted in
stroy them, but can be made to pay if dealer wrote, "Butter is all right,” and
gan .............................
100
The
democrats
of
Grand
Haven
have
west can save money by writing
the
ordinary
manner,
says
an
exkept iu a suitable building with a wire she took two first prizes on her butter. Frank F. Sloat and wife to Frank
put op Henry Meyer for city treasurer,
Jacob Baker for city clerk and Charles change.
covered yard. A house 8 by 12 feet When the corn was harvested, they
D. Spalding, 40 acres in Clyde
T. Pagelson for justice of the peace.
g. m.
and a yard 100 feet long. 20 feet wide were turned into another top dressed
township ........................ 1,150
A Favorite Lrttare.
The city committee will place a candi- When planning a garden, the many and 12 feet high will serve for 20 pairs. field,and Quickly came another report,
Esther E. Martindaleto Alvin E.
date for mayor on the ticket.
Wilson, part of lots 3 and 4, Otvarieties of lettuce may well puzzle the The food should Ik* wheat, bread, "Butter again off flavor.”
EmigrationAgent N. P. Railway,
sego. .........................
1,225
cracked corn, fresh meat (chopped),
novice.
201 South Clark St., Chicago.
Canadiaa Batter In Englaad.
Joel Clemens to John F. Wakeman,
Prize Head is apparently an Ameri- seed of any kind, finely chopped grass
QUESTION
ANSWERED.
10-16
lots 1 to 25, Leightontownship, 2,500
Consul Brush of Niagara Falls sends
can type and a favorite,being quite and clover,ground lione. etc. A box
Yes, August Flower still has the larof ground meat, one of ground bone the following to the state department: GeertOetmonand wife to Evert
gest sale of any medicine in the civil- generally grown for family use. The
Van De Poppe and wife, 80
a
and one of pulverized charcoal should “The growth in the exports of Canaized world. Your mothers’ and grandin Overieel township .......... 1,400 *
be kept conveniently for them, with dian butter to Great Britain is attract; mothers’ never thought of using anyfresli water at all times. Tut high and ing general attention. In 1S97 the av| thing else for Indigestion or BillionsCleanse the liver, purify the blood,
1 ness. Doctors were scarce and they
low roosts across the yards and hang a erage exports of butter from Canada invigorate the body by using De Witt’s
i seldom heard of Appendicitis, Nervous
salt codfish for them to pick at will. A to the English market were 392,000 Little Eearly risers. These famous liti Prostration or Heart Failure,etc. They
point in keeping pigeons is that the pounds per mouth. In 1898 the av- tle pills always act promptly. L.
i used August Flower to clean out the
sexes must be equal, as an extra male erage was 016.000 pounds per month, Kramer.
system
and
stop
fermentation
of
undiVETERINARYDENTISTRY
will break up the matings. Only an ex- and during the first eight months of
gested food, regulate the action of the
“Boston Blackie” a notorious tramp,
A SPECIALTY.
pert can tell the cocks from the hens 1899 the average exceeded14,500 hun- whose real name is said to be George
liver, stimulate the nervous and organwhen the birds are quiet. They must dredweight per month. In August, Williams, was shot inVanToll’ssaloon
ic action of the system, and that is all
Office, Seventh St., near Central Ave. they took when feeling dull and had
be kept clean and free from lice.
1899, the tremendoustotal was record- at Grand Haven, by the* proprietor
Calls by mail, telephone, or telegraph with headaches and other aches. You
ed of 1,624,000 pounds, or 52,387 Wednesday afternoon.Van Toll had
only need a few doses of. Green's AugCondeimiH ArtificialHeat.
pounds of butter per day. The butter ordered him out, which so enraged
promptly attended
10-14
ust Flower, in liquid form, to make you
“I do not believe in artificialheat un- is prepared especially for export, Blackie that he started to smash thesatisfied there is nothing serious the
der any circumstances,”says E.O. Rocs- brings a high price, and the demand panesin the front of the saloon and*
PRIZE HEAD LETTUCE.
matte** with you. Sample bottles at
then returned to cut up Van Toll with
plants are unusually vigorous and en- sle iu Country Gentleman.“A flock for it seems almost unlimited.The his knife. The latter grabbed a gun
Heber Walsh’s drug store.
kept
in
a
house
without
heat
will
minister
of
agriculture
lias
been
espedure hot weather better perhaps than
and shot bis assailant, it is thought
Farm For Sale.
any other kind of equally good quality. thrive (letter and remain decidedly cially active in promotingthe sales of that Blackie is not fatally wounded.
If you want a good hand made Kitchen
healthier.
My
mortality
for
several
Canadian
butter
and
cheese
throughThey also do well iu early spring and
80 acres of good farming land. Just
Knife for every day use, call on
during the coldest weather lias out Great Britain. The resultsof two
School Books and Supplies.
me. Every knife warranted, Also | outside of city. Apple orchard and late fall. The heads are large and years
been so slight as not to be remember- years’ work show possibilities that are
I have a full line of school books and
loose,
sometimes
two
feet
across,
the
'
some
small
fruit.
House
and
barn
and
butcher knives made.
E. Fairbanks,
plenty water. For particularscall on leaves gVeen, with reddish or brown ed. and the result in egg production worthy me earnest attentionof United school suppliesand customers will find
my prices right. S. A. Martin,
has been up to my best expectations.” States shippers."
A. W. Kleis,
Near the old Harrington place just
tinge.
Cor. River and Eighth st.
Half mile south of City.
south of the city.
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t the care of the churn,

JO.

Newell in The Amerl-

>

!C,1U L’lili.'.aKr.Slight negligence In
thi- direction may erst you the price

MILIv.

mssm
CASTOR

, if n.ai.y u pound of butter.
Doctors, scientistsand agriculturalI After a churn has been some time
------ —
7 T"!!!!'!!
r~' 7. J ~
For Infants and Children.
experts are all very much concerned at
YOU ARE A DEMOCRAT
it should be thoroughly
“Where clover hay is stacked onfsido Hie present time about the coutatninnand of oour'''. wanl u domocnttic nowsscoured with salt and repeatedly scaldpaper, Tin; Chicago Dispatcii is Uk* many farmers use the devices describedj tlou of milk nud the serious conse- 1 i-d before being again omidoyed.
Great DemoeraticWeekly Nowspapi r by Mr. .Jamison in the followingarNothing win penetrate the crevices
of the Country It advocates the re ticle : The di n ick r- volvc.s in the frame. j q nonces that me apt to result from It.
adoptionof lie Chicago platform and The high arm permits the slingful of In the tip to date dairy every effort Is of a churn like hoi water, and it needs
tlio renominatlonof William .ion nines hay to be lifted above the stack. Then ! made to keep tho milk from being con- I to be at a boiling temperature when an!
A\rc8etablcPrcparalionforAsBryun.
by pullingon the bar shown near tho taminated by stable dirt or foreign
similatingtiicFooanndHc^ula*
There has never been u political cami There Is nothing gained in patching
I matter, which may adhere to the cow’s
ling the Slonuidis and Bowels of
paign that will equal in importance bottom of the pole the load is swung
up old utensils about a Home dairy or
teats or Hanks, or which may be tloatthat of the one to he fought next year. over the stack ami dropped where it is
I manufactory. Like farming tools, the
|
ing
around
in
the
air
in
the
stable.
The republicanparty, backer, by the wanted. Tho rake elides on the ground.
lNKANXSi'(HlL»RE
j apparatus of a creamery or cheese faemoney power of this country and A good horse with a smart hoy on bis : Among tin? precautions suggested arc
tory generallydeterioratesmore quick|
mechanical
milkers,
but
these
have
not
Mu rope, Is alert and aggressive, l-'lnshed
ly in value from neglect than from
j tome into extensive use, although in
with the victory of Hire-' yours ago it
Promotes Digcslion,Cheerful[ practicaluse la its especialsphere.
will seek by every mens in it-, power to
i one form or another there are isolated
ness and Rcst.Conlainsneither
| ihc greatestcare should be taken to
maintain it.- supremacy.
j examples of their use in dairie- in difOpium, Morphine nor Mineral.
expunge every atom of salt or briny
Democrats must be up and doing.
! feretit parts of the world. The illusThey must wage an unceasing war upon
I water from the ironwork of dairy uten; trot ion here presented Is a suggestion
their enemies. In no better and more
j ails.
j along this line and represents the Idea
otTectivo way can this bo done than by
Rigid drying by both an absorbent
ibtipt ofOld-DrSMtmnrCIM
I Of .lolin (’. Dulgnn of .Melbourne, Viethe circulation of good, sound demo.cloth and beat will do this satlsfacJUtipiw SftJcratic newspapers. Tho publisher of
i torlly. I have known a new 825 curd
dlx.Struut Tine Chicago Dispatch will -end a
J/tjitlli .f«4/mill to In* so erode I by rust in one seacopy of Tiik Chicago Dispatch from
dniu bi t? •
son as to be nearly ruined.
Jipf i nmnl now until .Ian. 1st, 1901, for .*,0 eents.
Jti Ciijiiaat SiSa
D.v proper care it could have been
If you are not already taking this great
ftljmScrrl made
to
run
ten
years
without
repair.
flunfui!
Sitgar .
political weekly, send in your subscrip\\u\kryntt>t'(a\xr.
tion at once. You should not only do
H It is important to keep butter tools
tliis yourself, but you should induce
scrupulously clean, how much more
A perfect Remedy for Constipayour friends to join you. By a little
Importantis it to be' rigorous in the
‘ .-'•** * -H v
tion, Sour Sloiikich.Diarrhoca
effort you can easily raise a club of ten
treatment of milk utensils.
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishor twenty subscribers. An extra copy
DKKP.ICK FOR STACK IN;. JJAV.
In private dairiesit won 1(1 be well to
for club of ten.
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
back is hitched at each end. They drive
emulate tiie methods in vogue in milk
Tin: Chicago Dispatch is indorsed along the swath and push nr pull the
shipping
stations and creameries.
by William Jennings Bryan and other
Facsimile Signature of
hay into hunches at the side of the
First, after a rinse of cold water, the
democratic leaders.
stack,’’ says Tho Rural New Yorker.
cans nud other tinned lacteal utensils
Address Thu Chicago Dispatch,
In tho articlealluded to Mr. Jami1-0 and Vli Fifth Avenue,
arc washed thoroughly with warm \vaChicago,Illinois. son advises in part as follows:
ter, changing the bath frequently to
At b months old
As clover hay in stacks or ricks, to
keep it clean.
J5
Dosi s — |) Cl
For Sale «r Kent.
be kept from spoiling,must be covered
Now follow? the coup do grace, the
with
some
other
material,
tho
stacks
House and burn on 8 acres ground
death dealing blow to bacteria and
Located about a quarter mile south of should be as large as po uble, ortho
spores. This is tin* scalding process.
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
the fair grounds. For sale or rent on cost of the coveiingwill approximate
Where a good steam pressure can be
reasonable terms. For particularscall in cost the mine of the hay. The riskobtained superheated steam is the best
at or address
in allowing the hay to cure in the cock
agency t(. employ, whirling the cans
Ottawa County Times, makes it necessary to put in the rick
rapidly while it is applied to every
Holland. Mich.
from swath or windrow, or, if from the
part of the interior.
NEW MILKING DEVICE.
cock, before it has thoroughly settled.
toria. It comprises teat cups, with
On the farm, however,water if used The season for partiesand socials is
By the nse of a derrick, with arm
at hand. So is Tony Rosbach with swinging 35 feet high, a haysling in- linger loops for the thumb and finger while bulling will be effectiveenough
arranged longitudinally on opposite to render utensils aseeptie.
a fresh and complob' line of fruits, canstead of horse fork and the hay bronght sides, which prevent the milker’s
Do not scald milk receptaclesby
dies and cigars at his store on River
to the rick with a large roke. it can be hands from coming in contact witli the pouring the hot water from one to the
street. Do not fail to call on him.
pnt up very rapidly. This plan will teat- antj thus transferringdirt or dis- other. It cools too tapidly to he efsave the cocking, bnt it should be drier ease germs from one animal to another. fcctlve on even tin* second can so
Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sines and talks ns
.
to put in rick from the swath than if The milk is conductedto the milk pail treated.
! den.1, cost as much, tt reproduces the music of any instnmicnt—band ororchc-tri-u-n
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointmentwill cure put in cock. The material for the der- thromrli rubber tubes, and. as the pail
W, tOimilrtahvnys l„,„- In min,! that
blind, bleeding,ulceratedand Itching Piles. It rick illustratedis as follows: if the
is inclosed,there Is no contamination
aurorbs the tumors, allays the Itehlm;at once
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Wil- pole can bo secured in the nearby there, so that, provided the milk is
I 1"sll*ofal1
or NAT,0NAL
liams' Imlion Pi leOln Intent Is prepared only foi woods, only the labor in securingit
from a good, healthy cow. tiie dairy- and scams which appear clean to the } - -------- *'
‘
Plies and itchingof the private parts, and nothIng else. Every b-x is guaranteed.Sold by Stands against it. The base is H feet man Is assured of milk as pure and naked eye may in reality be teeming
dnntglsts, sent by mall, f<. r *1 per box. Wiliams square, built on runners; frame, 10
free from contaminationas it is pos- witli millions of those vegetable orMTkCo., Propr ' :icv( Jand.O.
feet high. The polo fer sling use should sible to get it.
ganisms.
Sold on tu-uarantceby J. t). Doesbunt.Holland
be 30 feet long; long boom, 17 feet;
Winter Flavor.
short end, 4 feet; long end, 13 feet;
The Omil rui-poMc Co iv.
short brace, 7 feet long; brace, 14 feet.
M
hen
the
weather holds down below
Numerous have been the articlesreTop of frame should bo 5 feet square. garding the dual purpose animal, and
„ Thcrc is
'""K »«** » room more attractive than nice Wall
The whole should be bolted together,so it has been noticed that the. last ditch
that it can betaken to pieces ami stored in the line of defense taken by the op- thrifty patron sets his milk cans away 1 aPtr* ^on 1 “bite on cheap trash, h wilt only cost you a few
A full lino of Humphrey’s and Mun- in shelter when not in use. If built to
ponents of this valuable animal is the in tile horse barn and covers them up cents more to a room for £0<-d substantia' paper: then urn will be
yon's Homeopathic Remedies fur .-ale nse a sling, the long end of the arm diliiculty of producing Iter, writes Pro- like so many Lskimo babies to kcHM) Latfcd,.
' 111 UL
should be 35 feet high.
1 he Pnce for ^ettin«r n put on the wall is just the same,
fessor
Hopkins of the Wisconsin them from freezing, and after
J. O. DOESBURG, Druggist.
Tiie long rake shown is 18 feet long, College of Agriculture in The Breeder's days he loads them up and sends them
wc uRike Wail Paper our special
we can certainly
with 12 teeth (i feet long. The head- Gazette. Judging from the standpoint to the cn amcry and expects the butter : give you some pood advice in thi-- Hue.
piece is 2 by 8 inch hard pine. The of the specialpurpose man, this objec- to sell for three-quarters of a cent
,
teeth are heart hickory, 1'2' by 3 tion is well nigh insuperable, and yet above highest
0ur slock ot Wall Paper is complete and up-to-date, and
nuu at
ai
inches and « feet long. The teeth when investigation is made among j 'UI l‘ al ll»‘ ollier cud of the line , pneo; ir m 5c per double roll and up to the very best in the marshould he set in the headpiece an inch those pure bred* and their grades,
liU(> “an the butter has ajket. You will do well bv p acin': your orders with us.
in front and one-half an inch at hack which are allowed to come the nearest
' fiuxor after it reaches the deal" •
and tho teeth sloped for a boat n foot to dual purpose stock, we find that the f*'/'11'1tll!U il is due to tainted
back from the point on the lower side. objection stated Is no longer tenable. * *s cas5’ 10 s;,.v dial the butter
JD jJJXD i.
DEALER in
Set in headpiece as directed. This will
No one
will deny but that the
..........
nix. special I 'bould refuse all milk which
....... is
- the
The Paper Hanger.
cause them to follow the ground close- purpose cow has her place, and in all | k‘a“t ,ainte<1: but. all the same, the
ly. Over the teeth where set in tiie fairness we should also allow as much j creameries are few where there will j Citizens’ Phone,
Cor. Thirteenth Street and Central Ave.
and Groceries headpiece should be placed a plank 1 for the dual purpose animal. To be ! m,t 1h> at ^iae-s some milk which is:
by 8 inch by is feet and bolted specific, tiie place for the dual purpose j 1101 Kil’L'tlyup to the desired standard,
through teeth, plank and headpiece. cow. a cow that will not only give a aut* 'be fact that the boys ask their j
—
202-204 River Street.
The teeth should not be set too rigid, fail' quantity of miik and butter, |>„t patrons to take special pains when
as they will work better with some that will also produce a calf that will ; lbl‘.v ,u<-‘ making butter for a enliven- j
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Dry Goods

j

--

play. The rake should have

Strictly One Price to All

We always manage to keep

tiiree

stand-

ards in the headpieceabout 2 feet
high. A bolt is put through each end
of the headpiece.Two small holes are

on

also wish to call your atten-

tion to a

few of our

specialties in

the Dry Goods department:
Blankets from Sue up to 85.00.
Comforters from 50c up to $3.25.

Underwear for Gents, Ladies, Chil

GROUND BAKK FOIt HAY.
bored in each end, the narrow way of
the piece, and sufficient wire run
through to make a strong loop.
For hitching use n light chain 8 feet
long at each end, with ring at one end
and grab hook at

dren and Infants.
Ladies' and Children’s Hosiery—Cotton. fleece-lined and woolen.

Also Infants'
25 cents a pair,
and white.

•

Curtain and White Goods.
Bed Spreads,

Stamped Linens,

Lunch Cloths.
Table Covers,
Table Linens in patterns from 2i to

Napkins to match

Towels, hemstitched and fringed.
Silks and. Velvets.

Fancy Collars,
Ribbons for neckwear and trimming
Handkerchi.-fs iflom 1c up to 50c.
Corsets from 25c up to 81.00.

Wrappers and Aprons,
Yarns— Germantown,Saxony and
Shetland;Spanish and German Knitting yarns.
Flannelettesand Percales.
Cretonnes and Kobe Prints,

And everything else found a

I

i

often a convenient

way

of doing this.

first-

Dry Goods store.
Come and examine our goods — no
trouble to show them.
class

VAN PUTTEN.

WE SKLL

—

BEST ?U\r\ ED

HEATH

is

The

HILLIGAN’S

PAINTS.

best Prepared Paint in America,

AND THE CHEAPEST!
First— Because 25 per cent
Second —

It

oil

can

lie

added.

covers more space.

Third—

It lasts longer.

Fourth—

It looks better

Because brighter than any other paint in the world.

Cremm-rj ItelnllotiN.

The grain should be fed uncooked or
the cut fodder moistenedby steaming
or otherwise.Cottonseed meal is preferable to oil meal for cows on account
of its lower cost. Both should be fed

Hon. Z. A. Gilbert of Maine, in his
Over a largo part of South Dakota
paper before the ConnecticutDairy- Ask for ‘‘CREOLITE1 Floor Paint. Dries in one night. Posi*
artesianwells may be readily sunk and
men’s association,reported in The New
lively the best.
water reached at a depth of 50 to 1,200
England Farmer, spoke from the standfeet. Artesianwells are largelyused
point of one more familiar with the ‘•RAILWAY" White Lead- Whitest, Clearest, Most Durable.
for irrigation and for watering stock.
In moderation, the cottonseed because proprietary than the co-operative
A six inch stream thrown to a height
It is somewhat feverish and constipat- creamery. He alluded to the fact that
of 80 feet is not uncommon. .Sometimes
ing and the oil meal because !t is laxa- producers of milk are of the first imit costs from $3,000 to $5,000 to put in
tive and tends also to make a soft, oily portance and that their interests
an artesianwell, but this is the price
butter.—Country Gentleman.
should Ik? carefully guarded nud proof success, and the farmers are generalvided for; but. speaking from the
ly willing to pay it. One of the greatRi|)enrNN lu Cream.
standpoint of associationwitli proprieest troublesis that some farmers have
DRUGGIST,
The preferable degree of ripeness in tary creameries, lie says that this is
driven too many wells, and have flooded
the cream will be indicated by the fol- not the ease. The proprietorspay the
their land continually,without stoplowing points, says Professor Robert- farmers for milk supposedly what they
ping to cultivate between the irrigason of Canada: A mild, pleasant, acid can afford to, but. in fact, what they
tions. This produces magnificent vegetaste, a uniformly thick consistency please. Afk*r the milk leaves the mak- N. B.— A full line of Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Painters' Supplies
tables to look at, but so watery that
and a glossy appearance somewhat like er’s hands Ids rights and interests are
they go all to pieces when cooked. Score
oil paint. If not at the exact tempera- wholly unguarded,unprotected and in
onu for tillage.
ture desired for churning, it should lie some cases uncared for.
cooled or warmed to that point, which
WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY
They have itood the
of ,-an.
yea
Mix Gilbert suggestedas a remedy
— test
-----SlirinklInK;Kond* With OH.
and have cured tiiouwndi
thouiands ol
Supervisors of Los Angeles county, may range from 54 to <51 degrees F„ for tliis that creamery proprietors
icavpj of Nervoui Disease,, tuck
la* Debility,Dizziness, Sleeplet*Cal., recently examined severalsections according to the season. It should be should do what they can to increase
nrtt and Varicocele.Atrojihy.&c.
which had been sprinkled with oil and strained into the churn, and the churn Intelligenceamong the patrons of the
They dear the brain,iren^theB
siinuld
not
be
filled to more than two- creameries.A creamery can make no
the circulation,make digestion
found them in excellent condition. A
~
.
...
.
.
,
.
perfect, and impart a health*
mile stretch at Alhambra, sprinkled Gfths of its capacity. If butter color iK'tter outlay than to place a weekly
j. vltjor to.........
the whole being. All draios and *k'ss
losses
L'nlcs
u
- are
.irv rhecke
iiciKsti permanently. L
mess patients
\ areproperly
£ properly cured,
cured, their
theircondition
condition
wort
u
>JNar»'V
often worm
'.hem into Insanity, Consumption nr Death.
once, a year ago, had no dust, and rid- Is to be used, it should be added to the dairy journal in the hands of every paWESWrrwV
Mailed
sealed. Prtcefci perbox:6 boxes, with i- r-dsd le;,t| cuarantre tn cure or refund the
ing over it was like riding on rubber. cream before the churning is com- tron. Second, bulletins might I).* ismo:.ey.$5.oo.Send for free book. Add,-.-,.LEAL MEDICINECO., Clotland, 0.
menced.
sued frequently touching upon special
Another section bad 33 barrels of oil
for SALE IN HOLLAND BY HEBEK WALSH
features of timely importance.Third,
used on it three weeks ago and was in
Are Von n Dniryninn ?
the proprietorshould cultivatefriendly
perfect condition.Roadbed oil costs
“Because you own cows, do you conrelations with his patrons. The proabout $4 a barrel. — Rural New Yorker.
sider yourself a dairyman?” asks
prietor of one Maine creamerygives all
The acreage reported as under barley George E. Newell in The American of Ids patrons and their wives a royal
BotStiiCM nee^s s relinbl*’,month'y, rcmlillni:medicine.Only lartaloM^
Cultivator. “You are not a dairyman
fibows an increaseof 8. 1 per cent over
good dinner at his own expense every
lac purMidri.gsshould b« uwm. If you ..10,1 iha txw:,gel
In the true sense of the word unless
last year. The average condition is 91.4
year just before the Thanksgivingseayour cows are making you financially
as compared with 78.8 on June of lust
son. Fourth, informal institutes should
better off at the end of every year.
year and 89 *1. the mean of June averbe
held, a sort of schoolliour.c camThe* arc prompt, ss'e Red certain !n r-rnlt.The uennlae (Dt, I'm]’*} never di«a^
Are they doing it?”
ages for the last 13 years.
ooinL Scntaoyffhere.11.00. Aodita 1'xal M r.riciak Lt., Cetef-U,
pa ign among those producing milk.
FOR SALE BY HEJJF.R WALSH. HOLLAND. MICH

-A..

Pillow Shams,
Sofa Pillow Covers,

G.

S.

Yorker, says:

Ladies' Knit Skirts and Flannel Pet

Trimming

other.

Thornkerof South Dakota, in
Fine Cashmere Hose at an interesting talk before the Cornell
in red, tan, pink, blue, Lazy club, reported in Rural New

ticoats.

31 yards long:

the'

Score One For TIllaKe.

W.

Mittens at all prices.

—

of.

hand a fresh line of Groceries.

We

make, if properly fed. a marketable, j ^on sb°ws that they sometimes take
fat animal Is In the west, in northern
bi for the everyday make which
Wisconsin.Iowa, Minnesota,the Da- 1 *s a,,t so bne as it ought to be and that
kolas and the Canadian northwest,
see 110 "'ay out of it under the law
According to ray owu observations and of competition. Where, then, does
experience, I have no hesitationIn say- lat‘t come in? Bight here for one
Ing that the Shorthorn will give us j l,Iace- There being two or more grades
tj^e dual purpose nnimal. and doubtless I
delivered as to cleanliness,
such breeds as the Bed Polls may also ! skiin as little mill; as possible into the
do it. As to the other breeds I am tin- i m'am from milk which is not. like
able, through lack of experience, to Ctcsar’swife, above suspicion and then
claim sticit a valuable quality or char- dump warranted milk right into the
cream. This stmts out as much as posacteristic for them.
sible of the taint from questionable
t ookiiiK Food For Cow*.
milk and puts in enough casein of the
There is no advantage in cooking or acceptedquality to set up the right
steaming food for cow’s in the sense of kind of fermentation.In practice this
changingthe character of the food by milk is generally in part or as a whole
heat as is done in domestic cooking. “started” in fermentation tin* day preCorn fodder and similar food will be vious, but adding good, fresh milk
more readily eaten by cows if it is has of Itself a good effect.
softened by moisture, and steaming is

—

DeKrviif,
ZEELAND, MICH.
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Dr. Peal’s
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WOMAN

FsnmyroyaS Pills
i
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RELIGIOUS NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Cumiann Council

The Third Reformed church aud
Holland. Mich., Aprils, 1(00.
Sunday school contributed 1100 towards The common council met in regular »e»hion
that are worth fie. Six cts.
strictly first quality: S5c
boys, age I to 14. ’
and Silesia for Dress Linthe India famine fund laat Sunday.
•nd wa» in abucuce of the mayor, called to order a yard for heavy Outings that are
for Oilcloth Table Covers, fancy made, heavy blue denim, with bib ing. Worth 10 cents and 12 cents
At the county Sunday school conven- bypremdeut pro tern Van I'utteu.
worth 10c.
and l . S Maps; size 52x50 in lies, and suspender straps.
rreaeut— Aldn. Ward, De Merrei, Schoon, Takper yard.
tion held last week, Rev. T. W. Millionken, SprleUma, llaberuann, Van i'uttcn, Kooj
burg was elected president of the coun- era, Rikaen.and the city clerk.
ty association;Rev. Adam Clark of this
Thcmlnutea of the lant meeting were read
city, first vice president:G. W. Hance, and approred.
Ladies’
riTlTIOXB AND ACCOUNTS.
Grand Haven, vice president;Margaret' The followinghillswere presented:
Blitz, Spring Lake, vice president;J. Vl'mO Van Kyck, salary city clerk ------- f M3;
Kor Ladies’ Wrippers.
U Wllteralnk, . do do treasurer....‘ii IS
C. Leh min, Grand Haven, secretary; HJUykhuis,do do manual ..... Njou
For Ladies* regular or
well made and worth
do do at comm r ... SfKo
Myra Woodman, Berlin, treasurer.
summer
Corsets,worth
J C Brown, do do night police. 40 uo
The Holland Classls of the Reformed J F Van Aurooy, do do dep marshal,is ho from 75c to $1.00 Other kinds
to 35 cents. 39c for 50c and 75c
Coleubranuer,Janitor .................
4 Oo made in best possible way, worth
churches was held in the Third Ref. JA.H J.
Ward, Inspectorof election ...... tluu
[kinds. Short or medium length,
Johannes
Te
Roller,
......
e on to $1.25, for 98c and
church on Wednesday.There was a
fancy colors and plain.
do
(Meter Van den Tak.
01C
large attendance.In the evening, the K. D. Be .Mercll,
do
0UU
do
Wm. Hayes.
*100
retiring president, Rev. A. Zwemer, John Van den Berg,
do
0 UU

Well

t.

-

THE

Wjapptrs.

Corset Attractions.

OOrr

TNauta.

*4**^

i

|

75c.

do

do
uo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Kvart Takken,
Lucas hprlenma,

preached the usual classical sermon.

The Y. W. C. T. U. will meet at the (iernt Batman.
Herman BaRtM>n,
home of Mrs. G. W. Browning on Fri- Geo.
K Kolleu,

-

Henry Hruss,

day afternoon,April 13.

H. RikM'ii,
Irving Garvelink,
K. ii.
r»
II. M.
.m. Westerhof,

The closing examinations at the
West. Tbeol. Seminary will be held

Loul#

uo

000

........

0

do

do
Fairbanks, do
'

evening.

The Sunday afternoon servicesat the
Y. M. C. A. rooms came to an end last

Sunday. During

do
do
schoon, do
Ttikkcn, do
do

A.

many a

Be

L.
K.
L.

the young men gathered there.
of

Grand

.

J. G.
J. A.
H.
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yearot this store's career with a

ment this store has made in
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which

sale

is in direct

keeping with the steady advance-

i" tilc llast’ "'e

its

^' anting

10 keeP

"''s'1

three years of successful business. So as our trade has increased from year to year
this store’s worth to the people

and continue its advancement and increasing

trade. The people who look forward to our annual sale will be greatly surprised, when they see the great speckd

I

oo

:t

300

we have got for

offers

::oo
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start the fourth

i
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no
00
30u
3 00
10 Nl

we have spared no

this special occasion,

efforts in

making this sale a success, and appreciated
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Kooyers. do
do
ouhwh
County Times printing ..........
English services at the Ninth Street
Mm. Be Feyter,washing for tire Co ........
Chr. Ref. church next Sunday. Rev. (J. Molegroaf,killing dog# .................

KikM-n,

Rapids, will conduct the Holland and

00
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Hubermann,
Van IMittcn,do

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
APRIL 12, 13 and 14, 1900.
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Hiom hauling booths ................
A. Huntersservicesreglst ration....
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Kooyers
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Anniversary Sale!
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do
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THIRD

000

000
000

be held on I*eter Be six-lder
.........
Bykema,
.........
Wednesday evening, April 25, in the Johannes
I. II. Fairbanks,
.........
Alfred
Finch.
.........
Third Ref. church.
JokIIii Van Vyvcn,
..........
The Rev. Mr Di eps, of Chicago, is J. \V. Vlsschcr,
........
Fred Kerkhof,
.........
conductingrevival services in the M. Jacob Mow, gate keeper .........
........
E. church this week. Services were It#rm-.vCook.
Alt. Van dc Nagel,
.......
held every evening except Tuesday, Geo. KckeN.
......
K. M. Shregurdua,
..........
when Elijah l*. Brown lectured at the John IK- Griuf.
..........
J. F. Hofcr-.
.........
church. All or .nvlted.
Gfent Scott Jr.,
.......
The Hope and Third church Chris- ivter Slersnia,
_____ .
Thonia* Klompnren-.
...........
tian Endeavorcrs will hold a union K. Kanten.,list., rent reg., mid election.
do
meeting on Tuesday evening, April 10. C. Illom.
It II. Ilal/ernmi.u,do
The delegates to the state convention .1 A. Kooyers. do
It H (Vmk repHlriiu' nilllng
at Grand Kupids will report on that sinion
Roos, putting up booths etc .. ..

Sr.

Biston Stire

0UU
000
000
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do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Schoon.
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0

neMernoi,
..... fl(W
ouu
John Me#, clerk of election ............•100
0 00
Thursday and Friday, April 10 and 20. Simon Kleyn, do

The commencementwill

i
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1
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Peoi,le- This wil1 bc

t,le

(ami our store

10

is full to

tlie

greatest sale

we

held. All goods which we have received for spring trade,

ever

we bought

overflowing), arc only of the latest styles and makes, which

much under their

at

;r.

Austin Harrington,coal .................
C. Van Goor will fill an appointment at First State Bank, paid |ioor order ....... 2 16
200
Ihllng Bros. ,v Kvcrard, election pencil#.. n 00
the church on the Lake Shore.
A..I. Klotuparens,paid |N>or order ....... 2 60
The Ladies* Aid Society of the M. E. B. Be Vries paid |KHirorders ........... 10(10
Itlkscii.rent of dog pound 31 weeks.... IT IN!
church will meet with Mrs. John Nies, H.
Wm. Hut kau. hou-c rent ...... ......... 800
I
nina
Harrington,house rent ............
Tuesday the 10th of April at 2:30 p. m..
2 hO
G. Tubcrgen, house rent .......... ” •360
to sew carpet. A large attendance is F. Kleft. house rent . ........ ........ I o
Hoot .v Kramer,supplies ......
..... "!
desired as there is much business to be It Rikscn.tcam worl ..................... 46
!i 87
attended to.
J v Alisburg
............
FTerVrec,
..... ........' '
SCI
The V. W. C. A. Gospel service, next i:.
........
Brink.
............ .
ITS
•I v d IMoeg. Inlior ................
11 60
Tuesday evening, win be led by Mrs. C. |
do

present worth.

We

have marked them at a very special low price for our Third Anniversary Sale, which will be

held April 12, 13th and
practice

14th. No economical person should fail

take advantage of this splendid opportunity to

to

economy. The bargains offered you at this sale can not be duplicated.We cordially ask you

come to

to

this sale and be convinced of the truth of our assertions.

.

l

...

do

V.

II.

>

Gilmore.

L.

I

A specialmeeting of the Ladies' Aid
Society of Hope Church will be held at
home of Mrs. Dr. Kremers, next week
Wednesday, at 2 o'clock.

do
do
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Clothing Bargains Extraordinary.
Don

Special bargain chances at our

sale. Every garment made

special

Allowed and warrant
!

worry because you find

t

,,

j

,*lf‘

‘,,1’l,on of

•

expected. All young
r'.11"" '!Pri! ,7, ,&'W’ ,he M"“ of H!'50, U!", ,’a'5„
n people
i pi - interested
njLtu.ieuI i„g
render. d uanimmry ij to the amount <>f
i*. he movement, members or not

well

jiresent. —Adopted

nnm.Acv
UDIIUAKY.

j

,

»

j

0

the age of nearly 59 years. In 186S

he

moved to America, settling down in
Holland .1 oao
, ,,
dolland; n 1 . he wa? elected elder

v. ,

i

1

I

.....

......j

“'ll

Mj

at 2

11,1,1

for Ladies' Skirts, Black

$7.95

what

Skirts, tan, blue or

made

Q8

f°1' Ladies' Tailor-made

an<^

th#t the work he done under the

Suits, extra $10.00 value.

$12.00

and

' A

up in

II-

woo! Suii> that are made well and
were made to sell for $7.50.

will

lit

12

A C yard for the new Jacquards
Dress Goods, worth 15c and 18c.

yard for Black Crepons,
worth up to $1.50, and for fine

t0

ra,12;e <>f prices on' our entire line
of Men s Suits, in all the newest colors, weaves and

f01' Suits

$1.95

$1 l.Oo for better

ages

I to 14

I*

ages
in reefer style, worth
for Suits

.‘J

to 8.

to

made

$3.50.

$3.2o

lack Serges and Henriettas.

39C

yard for Dress Goods, worth
and G5c Granites, Venetians,
Mohairs and other fabrics.
•»0c

Trousers.

years.

'Ac yard for the 10c kinds of
double fold Dress Goods.

89c

. They

Children’s Suits.

75c

Dress Goods,

patterns, worth up to

yard for Dress Goods worth
if 15c, 3G and 42 inches wide in
the latest figured goods.

made

f01' Ladies' Tailor-Made

for 36 inch

25C

latest cuts, with double breasted or regular vests.

to >ell for $8.50 this spring.

$8.75

made

this spring’- latest cut. worth $12.00. The suits are
make them.

perfect

grew They

yard

new spring
35 cents.

7
I'ine Grey Suits, .strictly all wool,

as a tailor would

are the regular $5.00 kind

$5.00

19C

an extra $10.00 value.

For

f°r Fine All-wool (.'Svcrt

Suits, all wool goods. Were

SUJK'rvlsionoft,ieclt.Vstreet,:ommis.ioner.
L. Schoon.
•I. A. Kooyers.

held on Thursday afternoon at 1:15 at
the house and

culvm-

less than

n

l-'01’

$3.75

“'H-conauct water cour-c on fifT premises,the
| city aj.proprinte the -urn of Sivoo to help defray

1

lity Italian lining,

--------

in the Ninth Street Christian Reformed i exl"'Ilsts make proper connection with -aid

church and retained that position until
his death. The funeral M-rviceswere

$1.50.

$3.50.

,

an illness of about two weeks. Monday i Vo::r cc,lira,tt‘‘e<10 "horn un* referrc<l the
morning at -I o’clock, at hi< home n
A- ^ Kumernitd. n-kiuK for the reW.. t T nti
S3 11
' constructionof culvert of 13th St., west of Mawtst lenth street. Deceased was boro ; pie. afterduly corndderluK the same, would rein the Netherlands in 1S41 and reached {con|mendthat the prayer tic not granted. Your

•

made, worth

perfectly hanging, worth uii to

SCI1ELTE HOLKEBOJEH died after* t;«ntlem<n:-

much

> Black All-wool Clay Worsted Suits, made up
up this spring, perfectly made and lined with good qua-

Ladies' Figured Skirts,

Serge and figured Orleans Cloth,

nud warrants ordercHi Usut^i.

To t!„. iionoral.’../, th. M:,;.or and tiie Comnci:
t ..niicll of thf. il;. of Jlo’lnnd.

;

fr'r

$2.25

i

metnbiM’s. are invited to be

prices are

ries will cease.

*,°r
$1.19

,hclM,orf"rthe f.\o week*.

>e

up in the very latest style.

Poor “nd >uid committee, recommending

ror

tin

you have been paying. Buy your clothingat this store, and your wor-

REPOUTSor STAND1XOrOMMITTEKS.

TheV.P.C. T U. will hold a reg- The commitlee(111 orx.r n-unrli.Jnroci
ular meeting at the M. E. Church tin M.-rnl niomlily ni'-on'of,’Vhe'‘dlrwto‘r^
tomorrow evening. Good speakers will
be pres* nt and a profitablemeeting l-

Dress Goods Bargains.

Skirts and Petticoats.

2 Tvi

| J!;

'*

Wear Jackets.
Tailor-Made Suits, Separate

Ladies' Ready-to

300

smith, do

H.^tckife^

'

mu

.

WASH

f°r Men’s Fine Pants that

FABRICS.

4C For Lawns, fast color

are worth $5.00. They come in
all the newest colors of fine
Worsteds.

Calicos light Shirting
Dimities and Ginghams.

Dress

Calicos,

H. Itlksen.

o'clock in the church,

Tailor-Made Suits, and separate

Committee.

and down to $1.15 for
Children's Suits, vestee cut. some
made with regular cut vests and

$1.95

ages S to Hi with vests and knee
pants

57C

$4.00

foi' Men's 'Fine Pants, 4/2V yard for Percale,yard wide,
Cassmeres
and Worsteds that light colors.
leaves a widow, four daughter- and on.. LHM,,,'-N,"TioxsriioNuoAK:.-AxuriTvormi:its
are worth to $3.50.
j Justice Van Buret, reported the collectionof
89C 6n d up to $2.25 for Ladies'
7/icfor dark Dress Percale, 36
10.00fines for violation of the penal laws, of
detachable yoke, ages 3 to s.
$1.00 a pair for Men's Fine Cot- inches wide, the 10c kind.
DIRK STRO VEX JAYS died -it hi ,h'‘ S,“,e of •MicLiKauH,“l recell't "f the city
Petticoatsin black and all colors.
$3.75 and $5.00 for fine Suits ton Worsted Pants worth $1.50.
home. 21;: West Tenth street, on Satur- -Acccj.tii aidmulsiw ordered char«edwith

the Rev.

C.

__

Van Goor officiating.He ~T1,ere,"m"as

soni

adopted,

!

Skirts

” ‘‘

down from $7.50 each.

J f

1

$3.75

j

morning after an illness of but one theamount.
week. He had reached the age of 52. j t1k‘ street commishioucr

(lay

and upto$7.50

for

Ladies'

Spring Jackets.

reported his doings

a pair for Men's Heavv Cotton Pants that are worth 8*5c.

The funeralserviceswere held at 2:30 for the month of March 11*00. Filed.
The marchal reportedcollection of $809.42 elecMonday afternoon at the Third Re- tric light rentals for the month cf Feb.. 1900.
formed church, Rev. G. H. Dubbink and receipt of treasurer for said amount.
officiating.He leaves a widow and six —Acceptedand treu-urerordered charged with
the

children.

amount.

The street commissionerreportedhaving condied la:A Friday at structedsidewalk adjacent to south *. of lot 0.
his home, 54 North block il, city of Holland, belonging to Fred 4c
Met/, i usi of -aid sidewalk T5 cents.

Domestic Dry Goods.

JOHN ALBLAS
the age of 03, at

River street. The funeral was held -The tep-.n was accepted and referredto
Monday morning at 10 o'clock
board id us-essorsfor assessment.

JOHN HAAN

died after a lingering

many weeks of consumption,
Saturday evening at his home on
Twenty-third street. A wife and six
children survive him. The funeral
services were held on Tuesday morning at the Third Reformed church, the
Rev. G. H. Dubbink officiating.
illness of

last

MARGERET VAN DEN BRINK,

JBNies. do
Gilaky, do
G W inter, do

..... 2100 7*c for yard wide, 12c Taffata Lining.
..... 50 00
C 1' Bamstra,
fireman ............. 3700
L Kamerliug.
.....
37 ro
.1 I* IK- Feyter.lineman ...........
3M'5
H H

Dekker,

aa#'t engineer

do do do

do

do

do

H ByUiuls, lamp trimmer .......

2;

MILO VAN DEN BOSCH,

to°k place this afternoon.

2c yard for Checked Toweling.

oo

35110
4

00

29 00

60
14 76
33 62
2

9
2

00
09

Standard oil Co. renoun engine...

10 60
Walsh-Be Roo MillingCo., fire clay ........
60
J. A. Dogger, wiping rags ..............j

^

... .

.

’•^fur

Hosiery.

Laces, Embroderies
and Ribbons.

b

T

1,r0fit
Ik' ,nakes™
silucs
>'c
we make over our
competitors
we give
you
lots of good shoes which we can let go at very

big saving

Kleyn. Eat., tlmoers to unload boiler

1

....

;;

Boy's

lc for
lc for
lc for

19c for Suspenders, worth 25c
light and heavy ones.

and

35c,

25c for Men’s Silk Neckties, Imperials,
Four-in-hand and Tecks, this spring's
latest colors, up to 50c values.
19c for Men's heavy

2c for paper Safety Pins.

Working Shirts.

45c for Men's Fine Negligee Shirts.
2c for 200 yard spool Machine Thread,
Kings.

VelveteenBinding.
yard ElasticWeb.

2c for yard
2c for

Carpets'

m.

The common counciladjourned
April 6, kmio. at 7:iw |i.

till

for Boy’s Suits ages

10. worth $3.50,

'

leather.

Shoes for Men and

,

,

‘

Women

T^0J^“d8 «,r'r
j est^styles. arc

^

;

here in the new-

Hto

Hats and Caps in all the latest sty],

at price8 thatsave you

money.

Men's Cru.4 Hats in large an
‘wall shapes, 50c values.

;:!,c

f01;

for Boy’s Suits ages 14 to 89c for Men’s *1.25 and *1.55 Fedora
and Stiff Hats, black or light colors

IS. all goods $5.00* values.

this spring’s styles.

$7.50

aud down to $4.75 are the 19c and 45c for Children’s Tara-o-sban
ters of the very latest styles.
special prices on suits ages 14
to 19, that are worth from $6 00 Children’s,Misses’, Women’s and Men’
Caps, m all colors and very lates
to $10.00.
styles at specialbargain prices.

;

‘
39c fowhalf-wool Ingrain Carpet
j y , ^ !Purses.
’“If8'
for Ladies 1 mbrella, Silk Serge, 10c for heavy Felt Window Shades
Pargon frame, Dresden
and Congo
.....
'"~— with spring rollers.
wood handles.

19c for Ladies* Fine

*

Hats and Caps.

made with vests

and long pants.

$3.25

<i'

b,ack
have just received
the newest shapes.

Suits.

Ribbon.

Thun-day, of

Win. O. Van Eyck, City Clera.

$1.89

2 10

le“the''’ l“ct' 0''

Little prices, latest goods.

Paper Pins.
Paper Needles,
good Sewing Thimble,
Card Hooks and Eyes,
Dozen Agate Buttons.

^

8

button. '
bw Women’s
values.tip
PIXGRKE
Shoes ^
a,,(j

Men's Furnishings.

Needful Notions.

ir

Mi,88e8 Sboes *
“ 'VT. . &*,— >* (Train, kangoroo,call

lace or

Si,

2c for yard no. 2 Silk
[ Carpet price surprises that will in25c for Belts, the new Pulley styles, in terebt 3’0UMOTIONS AJfD RESOLUTIONS.
Hy Aid. Schoon.
grain or patent
j 13c yard for extra heavy Hemp Carpet
Resolved, that the clerk be Instructedto pur- 25c for Belt Buckles,russet gold and I i'ard w’ide, fast colors*
chase new dockets for Justiceof the Feace, Van
gun metal, and the new Pulley styles. , 19c for heavy Ingrain Carpel.
Duren.— Carried.

^
9J

|

sham

25 lc for
1c for

.....

,

“K°lSerShr;
**'
Kress or buckle, warranted solid
Shoes that are worth every way.

s

2c a yard for lot of Val and Torchon
Oxfords, patent
10c for Men’s Fine Black or Tan Socks 'Sc
Laces, values to 6c.
coin toe *1 00
15c values.
9c for Embroideriesworth 12k and 15c.
5c for Men’ Heavy Socks, mixed colors, *1.9.! for Men s Fine Colts Skin
12je for wide Embroideries,worth to
that are worth *3 00, latest
seamless.
20c oer yard.
19c for Boy's and Girl's extra heavy
6c for lot Silk Ribbons, nos. 5, 7 and 9,
itas,
Ribbed Stockings, 25c value.
values up to 15c.
tie narrower than the latest style.
Special low prices on Black and Fancy
T
Ribbons for Belts.

Fere Marquette By Co., freight on coal ... 58

BOE, for many years a Jacob Flieniun, use of trucks ........... j 4(J
llU0
trusted employee at the tannery and I. Harris,unloading boiler ............
K. Ryder, labor .........................4 ^
deacon in the Chr. Ref. church oi Cen- J. Be Feyter “ .......... ... ....... j gs
tral ave., died last Monday. The funer- H.Gunzert“
.....................
,•*
, t..
al services were held on Thursday aftei- W.Wiebenga “
a. Be .lough •• ........
............
noon, the Rev. H. Van Hoogen officiat- Fere Marquette Co. freight, boiler, brick.'.98 70
ing. The flag at the tannery was at —Allowed and warrants ordered issued.
The clerk reportedthe followingoaths of ofbalfmast in memory of deceased. He
fice: Geo. E. Kolleu.Isaac Goldman and Henry
leaves a family and many friends to
Hruss. members of the board of election commourn his loss.
missioners. Filed.

,

Women

8c for plain Ladles’ fast black, full $1.10 for Women’s Shoes, worth $1.50,
seamless, extra heavy Stockings.
fine kid leather,kid tips, new shapes
5c for pair Ladies' Stockings, seamless.

Lievense,raising smoke stack...-....... 3000
Thurston McGill,coal less freight ....... =,370

JACOB DE

children survive her.

you
jou. Th
fhe

S.

.1 R.

MRS. J. STEGGERDA died Wednesday forenoonat her home, (13 West
Twelfth street. She had reached the
age of 61. The funeral services will be
held at 2 o'clocktomorrow afternoon at
the residence. A husband and four

el s
sells

The followingbills approved by the board of 6c yard for fine Bleached Cotton yard
25c value.
common counwide.
19c^for Men’s Medium Weight Random
cil for paymunt.
Underwear,
4ic yard for Shakker Flannel.
.las Be Young, salary euj>erlutendent.... T5 00
7c yard for Heavy Shirtings, checks 39c for Men's Fine Macco Yarn Under
electrician .......... ;uoo
wear, 50c value.
and stripes, 10c kinds.
1
engineer...........7.5 oo

J'ear old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hoot ,v Kramer, -tipplie#...........

Bosch, of Zeeland, died of
blood poisoning Tuesday morning. He
was until recentlya student at the Holland Business College. The funeral

bleached Cotton, yard wide.

the

Underwear.

Women, sleevelessor half sleeve besides we pick up big
Summer Underwtar.
19c for Womens Summer Underwear of

9c for

piihlie works were certified to the

C VVheatly. dynamo tender ........
littl.- daughter of Jacob Van den Brink,
J Jonker.Sunday relief man .....
o, the North Side, died Monday mornA 1. McC'lallfi.substituteengineer..
ing at the age of three. The ‘funeral Harvey Sullivan,substitute tireman
General Electric t'o.. globes ........
was held on Wednesday.
E. Brink, hauling coal ............
the 15 Albert Be Jonge, labor ........

Van den

yard for extra 6c quality LL Un‘

!

89c

.

Lace Curtains at special bargains.

our low

hocb

THE BOSTON STORE,
HOLLAND, MICH.

home in tho dark till he obtained
lantern from his girl, which he
returned the next morning. The
older boys say. JConraadhad b-tter go'
home next time before ii gets dark. ^
to go

a

KNOWN

THE WELL

OTTAWA COUNTY.

!

ZKlU.ANU.
Monday wu* township election, und

|

unlike the hist few yt •ur.-.some hustling
was necessary to elect the desired
did ales. This was especiallyso in the
ease for Justice of the Peace. Mr.
Van boo who has tilled the ollico for
fourteen years, n.-fu^ed to be nominated
“Rain. M . C. Ver Hayo was put on the
t|cket by the republican caucus but resigned a few days later. Then the
I Township Board put A. G. Van flees in
his place. The majority succeeded in
electing ( ’. Boosonraad for that office
by the "slip" method with a majority
oi T! votes. L. W. Harlwyck, editor of
the Record, was also u candidate und
received 50 votes. Entire number of
votes cast was about 2.*>U.
Wm. U. Van Luo was re-electedSupervisor.

Harm Arnoldink has been elected us
Constable. We do not expect any
...„
trouble with the boys now on Hal-

can-

C.

Cardino Coffee
Is

pronounced by

all

who

use

it to

be
I

THBJ3EST
*

Mocha

M

H
"
'I

and Java Coffee ever offered at the price, per

lb.,

28 Cents.
SOI.D

& Co.

WILL BOTSFORD.
!!• WV.si

»

HENRY VAN DER

LEI.

Kighth Street, Holland.

(

1

1

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome

Our Creamery ih meeting with good
success. Over 12.000 pounds of milk
was .receivedMonday. A new Turbine
Alpha separator is likely to be put in
this week.

The

Crisp
Cycling Club
,
n',.(! ('.vcling Club hu-i
...r, consideration the bu,.«i..f
building of

SOV»l

BAKHW MWPtW

S

.

NEW VON*.

CO.,

COUNTY.
folunan-

ALLEGAN

Alurrla^ i.

ORAAI-’SCHAP.

taken

(orsrv.

alt.koa.n

Laketown Township elected the
a lowing olliecrs Monday, by nearly

D^C?ti0n.th«
Bicycle path along the highway.
uicjcie path along the highway.

Woordbuisof Hamilton
F,lnn-V ^'^raauof East Saugatuck.
iraous vote: - Supervisor,Henry Brink- ! John Be It man and Gertrude Van
, man: Clerk. Benj. Xeerken: Treasurer,Leeuwen, both of Fillmore.

CHONJE.
Mr. John Meeuwsen made a Hying
trip to Grand Haven, on business last Bnecioi,.mo. (,. Rutgers; Member of w(iit„„,i ,
and
week.
and Sylvia Allen,
the Board of Review. Bert. Scholten: ]J,1V if r 1m 1 n8
Rey. A. Strabblng preached at Kal- Justiceof the I’oace (full terra) Gerrit
Uughton.
OTTAWA CO
TV.
amazoo last
Xeerken:
------- —
(vacancy)Gerrit
v-rurruTien;
i ten; ConuonHenry
J. Wyman, Grand Haven,
. Mrs. A. Strabbing and her son Henry
Fl I EvL*rJennie I*. Travis, 10, Irving, Bay Co.
s|KJiit Sunday in Holland with relatives.
.
x un ^buur and Henry
Garabed M. Manavian..'14, and Grace
Ihe Misses Christina G. Brouwer and j Ditto Vi limur.
Sup rvisor, Gerrit M i’arkhur-t.20, both of Nunica.
HenrletUi sieglngu
Steginga returned last Sat- .SleukSN-nk:
rienrieua
m ,.i, .' m
Jan Blaauwkump. 2:!. Blendon, Jen-

IS• '

Sunday.

U

1

l'

N

I-

CI.m-i-

nie Loker>e,

2.!. Olive.

Deter Brouw.-r, 24. Allendale, Hattie
iV 1
blsaon Wiilieand Inspector, J. VV. Garv^linkiCommishls daughterEthel were in Zeeland last sioner <if Highways.D rk I miU is- i.eisnian, 21. Allendale.
week
Justic-of M,e I
(full term) Henry
FranklinH. Cole, 2.*». Berlii:,Ruby
Rubber b(Kits are in fa-bion now-a- U* n: vacancy) (5. W. Kooyers:Cun- B Cm,., B). Tallmadge.
days. Even ladles wear them here in
-. A R. Strabbing.J an H. DieJohn (Jrooters, 2.1. Dina Baas, U, both
; per,A!b.-rt
Dykhuis ami Deter Zuidema. of Holland.
Mr. A. De Vries is now proprietor
'^etown poHed 127 votes and Fill
a Feed and Livery Barn. His rigs ur, Iii"re 118. On Local Option Fiilmon
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
first cl a- s. Either one or two-horn1 wont "dry' by 40 and Laketown ‘•wot*'

and hud been going to tin.- businesscollege at Holland during the past winter,
making the trip every day until comliellecito stay at home. The funeral
took place Friday afternoon from the
North Sir. Christian KeformcdChurch.
Rev. .1. B. Jonkman deliveringthe
funeral sermon.
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Mr. Marin us Sweeny, of Grand Rapids, has made a Hying visit to Mr. and
Mrs. K. Rouhorst Tuesday.

A sad death occured at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van den Bosch, one
of our local merchants. Milo, the 14
year old son of the above, was taken
sick about a full week ago, and departed this life at J a. m. Tuesday morning. A necessary operationwas performed upon him Monday afternoon
which seemed to relievo him considerably. but it proved for the worse. He
wu> the oldest son of the above named

ONLY BY

Will Botsford

Jowoea Kve

Saturday.

Cronje.

Wo

;

(

of

1

by 21 votes.
The youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. carriagescan he hud on short notice.
OTTAWA COUNTY.
Robert I)*; Bruin, of this place, died as
, A proposition by Highway CommRMr.
Pieter
Luidens
and
family
will
Henry
Zwomer
to W n D. Rott*
consequenceof heart disease Friday
Moner Lenters, of Fillmore, to reduce
sebufer, pirt of lot 2 block 11 s w
night. Evelyn had attained the ago of move to Holland this week Wednesday. the number of road districts iu the
ad City of Holland .............. * 275
years and a few days when death took We wish them success in the city.
town to four, was downed.
Henrietta
W Vis-ers to Johanna
Mr.
!
rank
.1.
Brouwer
brought
iu
her from her pleasant home and surAn unusual uninteresting election
roundings.
samples of lettuce and radishes to sum*.' day was livened up in Laketown by un
D Vi-sers.lot 12 block 1 w add
City of Holland ................ S00
of his friends in the village. Frank exciting contest between J. H. Tripand
It is said that the Zeeland Brick Co.
will soon resume operations.A full can raise somet hing else besides beets. Luke Knoll for Road Overseer iu Dist. J U Dost and wife to Wm II Van
Mr. 1. Honting is called to Holland No. u. Several polls resulted in a ti. Do Water, lot, 7 block ft. Marsilje
force of workmen will he employed.
The matrimonial link was employed quite frequent,on account of the sick- between the rival aspirants and the subdivision,City of Holland. .. 150
ness of his mother, who isqui'c low and matter had to be settled by a drawing Dries je Bronkhorstto Grades
to couple four pairs of young people in
not expected to live.
a hieh resulted in favor of Knoll, and Srait nisei- «• * T 5 n r 15 w 2300
one evening lust week.
improvements
Mr. Manus Stegeraan is at pre-out
1

-Out

Closing
To make room

for extensive repairs

in the interior of

my

store,

I will

and

ii

I

Sale!

|

JAMESTOWN

close out at strictly

visiting with his friend Mr. Willie
den Berg.

,111

.

Van ltOStia'iLff0fbtbS.<!“Slm'
,,

o^-Her.

“r

Kokn

e i s w i see 8, T .» n r low ...... 1000
Dope et al to Abel H Brink

1 •miner is verp danger- i a H
The weather looked very threatening
One of our citizens has invented a
on the morning of electionday, and the
roads being in a very bad condition, had farming mill to sort potatoes,on which
Cora Van der Meulen und Mis.
o^HoUand^.!'.1^11.'Cit‘ •")0
U) M?1.l|oj Cook
"
a tendency to keep many of those liv- he expects a big rushing trade next llekjnan are eon valesing from serious Gradufl
ing at a distance from coming to the full.
polls to vote. There were but a very
Dr. \ an den Berg was in Holland Mrs. John Spyker, nee Fannie Brink- n j- is’lv.
*
U * 1 ' ir,oo
few German votes cast, which had the City last Tuesday.
man, from Grand Rapids, is visiting Tb-mn,,
Slag
and
wife
to
Abel
ell'eet of cutting down tho majority
The prospects for an electric road her parents, Mr. und Mrs. H. BrinkBrink", e i lot i I block s w add
somewhat on the Silver ticket, as near- between Grand Rapids and Grand Hav- man.
City of Holland ................ 1 000
ly eveiy German votes the Democratic
Mrs. L. E. Brink is on the sick list.
en through this part of the country to
•John Ven Huizen to Anna W Ven
ticket. But, all things considered, the Holland looks very favorable.
Mr. Boeve of Luctor, Kansas, is the
Suites, Book Cases, Sideboards and Chiffoniers. prospects are very bright for the union
Huizen. e { n e i see 21 T 5 n r
A few more weeks and our Feed Mill guest of Rev. Jac. Van der Meulen.
15 west ........................
1000
forces. The entire ticket was elected
will closedownfor the season.
The tramp who followed snow shov- R L Davis and wife to Bustiaun
All other j^oods at reduced prices.
with majorities ranging from 2.') tot »i4.
cling as an occupation, will now get a
Following arc the results: — SuperSteketee s w j. n w i gee 2u T 5
i..\M
much needed rest.
visor, Henry Van Noord HI: Clerk, Corn r 15 west ____
DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.
nelius Struik id: Treasurer, Lumbertus Shoemakers40: Highway Com.
'
j:;
John Brower SO; Justice (full term) Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. Meyer, on w in the employ of H. A.
' n.i
Success.
............ ...... liW
Sherman Morril 27: (vacancy) Corne- Friday, a
lius Pi kaurt 25: School Inspector Geo.
Cnrli^
A. Brown 2S: Memi«er Board of Review H ike Van der Wall JO.
Mr, and Mrs. Peter G. Rooks have I Ai‘’,'rtK:!-’
>tto
An auction sale willbe he!
l*Mt for Dakota again. They have spent 'quite a trapp-r: he caught two erowc in April 13, at 9 a. m. at the estate of John
VitIKSLANIJ.
Van Dam, 3 miles north of Grand Hathe winter with relatives and friends.
Miss M. Fretts, of Grand Rapids, visMiss Sen ice N. Niess. from Grand , Mr?' H' EvzenKa staying with her yen bridge, next to R. It , of one horse,
ited her relatives here for a few days.
Rapids, will spend two weeks at Home
Button, at
OldKmv mare. •» years old; one
Miss Hattie Pelgrim has returned
land, for a few
good work horse; 4 cows; 2 calves:2
All.
liaron
attended
tin*
.
vearlines:
50 chickens* lumbar
from a weeks visit at Holland.
o
l)r Vc«n.r, « Oran.d lUyM*. Ia,t
2
Mi.-i Lucy Pelgrim, accompauiedby
week
. M - -v Dykhuis L caangm/ the leuks
iand roll,r. plow-, drag-, light
Mr. Frank Warehara of Holland, called
Miss Jennie Herdis will leave for ! '.I1;1: b-'t t0|,i,ine lh,;
; and heavy harness: robe, blanket, culon the former’s parents Sunday.
Doug!as in about two
tivator-. of all kinds: binder mowLost, strayed or stolen — K’s mus
Mr. William Thiele is acting
•l^^ber is busy making ma- , er, rake, corn sheller. fanning mill and
A number of members of our C. E.So- coachman for Mr. VV. J. Rooks
i pie syrup.
iron kettle 10 bushels wheat; 'J0r bushciety enjoyed the State C. E. ConvenM,'.
Lhmo luiit*: will move Von
, els corn: OO hn.hels oats: In busht-:- po--- ----tion. at Grand Rapids, last week.
i tatoes: seed corn; straw: 2 cook stoves;
farm here, some time this week.
iue W. C. f. L. members entertained 1 heating stove: bureau; bedsteds: safes;
Are blends of the choicest teas from
M rs. J. Van Zoereo and her brother,
Mr. Henry Geerlings is in the cattle their State president last week at the dishes and churns,
Vogel, were called to Grand
I William
the best gardens of China, Japan, Inhome of Mrs. W. F.
Terms, cash on all sums below §3,
Rapids on last Thursday, on account of business.Esp. eially iu trading.
Mr. John Niess is out canvusing books
dia and Ceylon, so blended as to prothe serious illnessof their brother G.
John Closs, living four miles south of above $3 time will be given to Oct. 1st,
every day.
the village, sustained a severe stroke of I'-.'bb without interest; the purchaser
i Vogel. At the present writing he is
duce a character of flavor distinct
somewhat improved.
Mr. John M cursing from Crisp passed apoplexy while entertaining a company g*ving well indorsed notes. After Oct.
from other teas. Are unequalled at
1st interest at the rate of 8 per cent
Students Leestma and Tunis are through here Just week canvassingof friendssome time
nursery stock.
spending their vacation at home.
Samuel Dullett, who bar- been
^ charged,
the price, and are as pure and full of
John Kerkhof,
Miss Ida D. Nies, from Grand Rap- for the past year with cancer, died
Mr. and Mrs. Jno. Horst expect to
<
aroma as when picked from the trees.
Executor of Estate.
leave Vrieslund soon.
ids, is spending a week at home with his home last
i
parents
and
friends.
Packed only in lead-lined, air-tight
Altera
long
illncJ,
Mrs.
GEa
H-SOCTK^eUo»eer.
Born to Mr. und Mrs. J. Huber — a
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SOLD BY

RANTERS

R. A.

den

To Mr. and
a girl.

Mrs. G. Wijngaar-

Mr. H. J. Rooks spent Wednesday at
Grand Rapids on special business.

Mr. M. Baron will build a new barn.
Mr. G. Van Zoeren. of Forest Grove,
formerly of this place, celebratedhis Architect R. Bouwman. from Borculo.
80th birthday, surroundedby children is drawing out the plans.
and grandchildren, last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wierda. from

^

-ays

V\

n tatte
E. Lake, Happy Creek. Va.

.

\VAYL\ND They remove
McHeraln, who
R. "
' Kmmc?”1

all obstructions of the

the
qUiCklj' and
winter with her cousin, Mrs. A.
!
Sooy, left for Galesburg last
LOCAL MARKETS
G. R. Sooy, Rev. Westfall and Rev.
„
TTT.Monroe attended the C. K. Convention
Jlma-'ri: '"1''
at Grand Rapids lust
Butter, j.erib..............
..0
Pro/. E M. Vroman baa been
........ g
gaged as Superintendentof the Way- I’otatoeh. oer bu .................. ____
land schools for another year. Grace Bmiu-. fund picked, per bu ..........’’ ".1.50
Mrs. K. Sluiter is on the sick list.
Walton of Plainwelt will 'teacb in the
...................
,3
’ "
The East Holland Band will give a intermediate
‘

i
>

Miss Bessie Kroodsma is visiting Holland, spent a week here with Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Rooks.
with relativeshere.
The East Holland Band made a surMr. C. Heemstrn, of Boyden. Iowa,
who attends Hope College, called on prise on Mr. and Mrs. H. Rooks Monday night.
friendshere Saturday and Sunday.
We are glad to announce that Mrs.P. Rev. Schuit, from Sutphen, occupied
Witvlietand M. Den Herder are re- the pulpit here last Sunday.
covering from their recent illness.

EXCLUSIVE GROCERY
Tower Block, Cor. River and Eighth

—

•

and chang-

air-tight, the odors

boy.

,

1

week.

department.

......

lrmn

i

Streets.

.1

Misses Gertie Van der Meer, Clara
Hofma and Emma De Hoop, will return Concert next Wednesday evening,
i Wheat, per bu .......... ........... ;o
HOPKINS
0at"1 »*”
..................
from Grand Rapids, this week.
April 11, in the Husscher sehoolhouse
Buck when;
......
Bucku
iicut perllii ....... .................. .
George Greenman and family, Willis corn, per bu ......
Miss Maggie Tillenga has invited her in Fillmore. The program will consist
VsT-ia
. «u
friendsto her home, on Friday evening. largely of band music, interspersed De Long. Claude Hewitt, Ruv Spran !I,ir!e-Vt f’?r 100 .....
60
with string music and coon songs.
ami Claude Null have moved to Mon- cRe^Seed.'rier’it.................. ........ 650
Miss Johanna Meengs is working in
Timothy seeu, perbu. do consumer*) ....... j mi
John Lemmen and G. Onk, who have
Grand Rapids.
been low with lung fever, are improvMaple sugar sells for nine cent?- a /.u,
, beef. I'ORK, ktc.
Miss Lizzie Leestma, of Grand Raping nicely.
pound with plenty of
cbfckX
..... \* J"
ids, is spending her vacation with her
rank Wierda, of Holland, spent a
Walters Brothers have enough logs Sprim; Chlckeiihlive ................... ‘
parents.
few days with Wm. Veuring.
on hand to keep busy four or live [“rd 'i.’JrYb
b’ .......................... h
Tlmt TtirolihliiflicMdiiclir
‘ "p — ......
Beef.dreiked.per
lb..
John Luidens, of Cronje, visited L. months
Pork. dressed,iierlb....*..........
Would quickly leave you, if you used Hoeksema on Thursday.
The David Herlan farm has been sold Mutton,
dressea,per lb ..........
Dr. King’s New Life Pills. Thousands
Vet), per lb .. ....................
The E. H. LiteraryLeague was or- to Lewis Steffen for $3,000.
of sufferers have proved their matchless
Lamb
.......................
ganized last week. J. Etterboek is actWm. Weiss has purchased the George
merit for Sick and Nervous Headaches.
FLOUR and FEED.
ing as president.
Greenman farm for $2,550.
They make pure blood and strong
Price to consumers
Four
Hopkins
Station
lads
wanted
........
.......................
is to m*:
nerves and build up your health. Easy
Million* (liven Amh.v.
see for themselve. what the world
........ *,g
to take. Try them. Only 25 cents.
Money back if not cured. Sold bv HeIt is certainly gratifyingto the public fered und left Home. After getting as Ground Feed *1 per hundred. iWper ton’" *
bei* Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree & to know of one concern in the land who far as Vicksburgthey returned and con- Corn Meal, unbolted, *; per hundred,i960.’ per
Son. Zeeland, Druggists.— 5
.....
are not afraid to lie generous to the fewrftlmt •there is noplace
needy and suffering.The proprietors
Mlddllnuh to) per hundred 1C 00 per ton
Bran Si per hundred, IS.OOper Ion
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for ConCRISl*.
Llnweed Meal (LfiO per hundred
sumption, Coughs and Colds, have givThe Crisp Holland Reformed Church
has extended a call to Rev. Brink of en away over ten millions trial bottles
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STATION.
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buyers.
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longer.

\ve

are strictly
in
*
We

tention

it.

attended

to.

nomt*

We furnish
You with our own

hearse,

carriages, chairs and all other
equipments.

Half the World

Dearline, Allendale.

of this great medicine and have thesutisfaction of

knowing it

lias absolutely

John Lievensi is on the siekMist.
cured thousands of hopeless cases.
knows where to get the best shoes Free cigars were had at the store of Asthma, Bronchitis.Hoarseness and all
carry in stock
Nienbuis Bro.’fi,on Tuesday, as the re- the diseases of the Throat. Chest und
and we want the other half to know.
sult of Monday'selection. Wybe prides Lungs are surely cured by it Trial
The finest assortment of It is only fair that people should himself on his success over the great bottles 10c. regular size 50c and 81. 00
Caskets, Robes, etc., from the
odds of his republican colleague.
at drugstores of H. Walsh. Holland,
understand where they can get the
cheapest to the higher grades,
Nienbuis Bros are contemplatingto and Van Bree A; Son, Zeeland. Every
best value for their money. Good put in a platform wagon and cattle bottle guaranteed or price refunded.— 3.
at prices that are right.
goods and low prices are constant- scale in connection with their store.
I>i»lry Kurin Fur Kale.
There is great satisfaction among our
ly increasingour trade, and when
ServicesPrompt and Courteous.
citizens over the re-electionof John
one buys of us once, lie always Dalmeyer as overseer of highways,in An 80-acre dairy farm within two
Rest of livery in connectionat comes to us again. Men’s, boys.’ this district, because John gets* the miles of Holland, is offered for sale
cheaper than any other farm so near
people to work their time.
the “New Brick,” No. 18 W. 9tli
women’s and children’s shoes, in J. C. Welling and family will move to the city. Inquire at this office. 8*tf
'Street. Both phones.
Kalamazoo in the near future.
newest styles.
Mrs. John Tjietjema of Cadilac, Otto Korb, Grand Chancellor, K. D.,
Mich., is visiting her cousin Mrs. W. Boon vi lie, Ind.. says, “De Witt’s Witch
Hazel Salve soothes the most delicate
Nienbuis here.
skin and heals the most stubborn ulcer
One of our voting fellows went out to with
........ . . ...... ....
certain and good results.” VjU
Cures
!aBtii^untltt,y
D,8',lt
and
P1Iesand
diseases. Don’t buy un
. 28 West Eighth St., Holland.
lingoied out till he did not dare venture imitation. L. Kramer.
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About 200,000 feet of logs have been ;; • aos-n hlde..'.'.‘..!! 7^
marketed here this winter, about equal- 1 tallow .......... ....................
ic
ly divided between the Michigan Burrel Company and Joseph Brautigam. Dry Beach,
f,fiolo 2011
Ihe latter will cut it into lumber here Hard Maple,
...............
. : from
............
.. •••• .\fi.S6 toiLs
Green
Beach,
from
.................. ||.io t0 | g,)
and ship the lumber to the Wadell
ManufacturiugCompany.
A bonus of $400 will bring a flour H. Clark, Chauncey, Ga., says De
mill here. M. O. Walker, of Shelby, is NVitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cured him of
the person who is anxious to locate that piles that had utllicted him for twenty
industry in our village.
years. It is also a speedy cure for skin
diseases. Beware of dangerous counterfeits. L. Kramer.
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Tonselitis has kept George Barber
indoors for the past week.
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nrr Onion,
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Ab'ireln P^B*- worth 41.W, wo will
Mil tun free, togetherwith onr

A STABLE VENTILATOR.

8»«»w.

Deslunrd to Df
W*“d
and Sparrow Proof.
When a man goes, into his stable and
finds a bushel or two of snow under
the ventilatorshaft, he wonders if it

l

wouldn’t be fully us conducive to Uit*
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CREAMERY HELPS
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.1 I Carson, Ihorhonotary, U ushtng-

Mb Crop

THE WAY OF THE WORLD.

ton. Ihi . -»>>. "I have found Kodol
tf you want big crops of wheat or
I )\ pepfia Cure an excellent remedy in f
We listened to a county superintend-.other grain,
North wc^.rn Mil*
of stotriHcli trouble, and ba\e do*
i i,. zer. H has be. n us. d bv umnV farm icti-c
i rived great bem tlt from its use. B
nt of schools not long since as h* la' er8lind my,* the best if rttti.->faetion.
digi ts what you eat and can not fad t‘»
j.’,,,.
mi'iited In a long address the fact that j 'prv
: ur !*ale bv
cure. L Kramer.
B. I. AbllEHH.
the nice girls would not remain as
fiver] -el, Mich.
teachers, but would get married and

,

,

^

I’rayrr llooks.

Midi EXHAUST- J
imiuuEHY. 4

go, front his standpoint, disarrange
prayer Book- from 25 cents
I OK SALK
the work of the schools. This super80 acre farm, 0 miles from Holland. each at S. A. Mai tin s.
0 intendent was a sort of old fogy as
.-”>,1 v* ..... .... “
with <*1 good buildings, 2 hous r. and
Most men and women know better we look at It. Who wants our nice, harn. good orchard etc. For further
than they perform, says Jonathan pretty girls to keep on teaching till information enquire.
lwtb i Feb. 22,
hSiKici..
Freeman In the Albert Lea Mining cn.N red. mr
________
Times. It is only by many repetitions bear mute evidence that the bloom
and reminders that they are led to their youth has departed and not even > ..ys-(lf„lnj)v (.un Hlford to be without
the "rooked matrimonialstick Is to he One Minute Cough Cure. It will stop
perform the most effectualand useful
Plckwl III. by tlmuiV Tlierfi 1» no nwoct- » t-«itl. wid niry « wld quickw tliat,
labors in their lines of work. Espej

.

|

w™ of m
;

I

:
comfort of ids cows if he had less ven----- 1 tilation. and it is uot essential that wo
have snow to have ventilation, accord™nu ttaj.
U «
cially is tills tru - of the dairy farmer. « Ibik'
DOES IT PAY to BUY CUKAPy ing to The Fanners' Institute Bulletin, 1 Nature.
..... . In all its moods, consists of
Jubu |)liii'lu,S tbi liiii* jo s
,?J|crmip,bronclilllsand all throat and;
which says the plan here shown will 'continued repetitionwith slight varia- aud seeing the (ioi.picu..no I ^ • j |„nir inmbc- and pivv.ml- coDsnmp-,
A cIhmp rotuody f »r auijjl^ and
school ma'am trudging along to sc.moi
jih.jj.HDiand hunid-r-. L. K ruUuil lijjlit.*»nt
^‘Ui'dhinirsolve the difficulty.A a are windows
in the stnniuer morning, and In* tliink- ! rael,
that will reliov • and mr-the im>n: »o* hung on easy working hinges. B is an
ven: and d.oi!'«.-roua t'l u.roai Iron rod. not too heavy, connecting the
lag about her all day lung and watch*
Nnd lun^ tnnihli ». What *liali you do. two windows and long enough so that
iuj, fop her to return at the evening | If you wish to buy fresh eandic.-, fniits
Go to it warmer and more reeu.u" e.l- when one is closed the other will he
lime, he managing to be at the high- 1 ,iud cigars do not fail to call at the canmate? Yea, if poaaible: if not
way end of the Held as sin* passes hy- j dy mid fruit store of Anth«»iiyIhwbach,
open,
as
shown
in the large cut.
lor vou. tlieii i'* either ea^e take the
he ‘dusty, dirty and bashful, she all successor to 1 ettr Do Boo, Kum* *t.
When
there
is no wind, the windows
ONI.Y leinodv tiiat liun heeii intrnuiHvo
come a
smiles and sweetness. Then conic
in all civil i/'d count rie.' with miccom will hang, as shown in small cut.
buggv ride and a good ileal cl swinging
in never.* ihroat »od liuju' trouh.es, When the wind is in the west, the
In the hammock under the old trees,
• Bonehee’s German Syrup
u<*t on*
pressure will close the window on that
ly liea and slimuiates the tirnu.-n to|
while the moonlight tillers down
dc?troy the eerm di-ea- *. but allay.-, in*
through the rustling leaves like a sllilanimation. eaimes e tny expe.-tora.mn,
ver Hood, and John soon Is clean gone,
dvcs u emxl nidi Pa re.-t.,and cures tic
ami Susie Uotllies the directorthat she
mtiont Trv<'N-i:hoitlc.Uecouiinend| will not teach after the close of the
ed many yearn by all druirpiststn B»e
1 summer term and but why go on. ft r
world. Sampli biittles at H. '' a^h •.
! you know all the rostV Make an old
drug store.
innid teacher out of Susie! Not much,
i We would not if we could, ami. what
S. A. Martin is taking subscriptions!
! is more, we could not if we would.
for the Ladles* Home Journal.
Let the old fogy superintendent keep
on growling, and all you pretty schoolWe will pay a salary of $15 per week
ma'ams keep your eye out for John in
and ex ponses for a man with rig to nil m
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duce our Poultry Mixture in the conn*
tv. Only good hustlers wanted. < L*ferenee,Address, with stamp. Kureka
Mfir. Co., 502 Mo. Ave., Last St. I»uis,
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the cornfield.

|

MILLING CO.

I

WOMAN AND FLOAVUnS.

j

otor.vAT

woman to love Howers. but not every woman who loves
tin*m can grow them. We went by a
home last summer where this woman! v
love for fiowers appealed to us lit a _ most pathetic way. By the side of the Jv
house where the soil was very poor a
little bed had been fenced in with some j /
brush and sticks stuck in the ground | f •
It Is natural for

1

can always be relied upon to receive

1

OrttflVT

|

A BNOWfltOOFVKNTII^TOK.
side and open the opposite one.

tin*

seed store in

bothering.
The best plan of cupola will provide
for windows on till four sides, connected as shown. The shaft should be open
at the bottom, but provided with a
slide to close it in warm weather, and
an opening should be made near the
top of the stable, which may bo opened
in warm weather when the lower one

n.'.s

Building. Diver street, is now
ready for business. Have on
hand a full line of Vegetable
and Field Seeds, such a>

Is

i

-

:

prices.

a

Our record for the past 17

years proves

it.

|

CONVLNH'.XTCREAMEHY.

tions. so that we many times think
that we have succeeded, mathematicHungarian
! Cm* important point in the irrigation ally, in understandingits laws and
f of blackberriesestablishedby the cx- can plow, plant, cultivate, harvest,
Millet, Redtop.
• poriments of Professor Jordan at the store, feed, slay, manufactureand sell
Orchard-Grass,
I New Jersey station Is that tic* effect of without mistake or variation.
Blue-Grass, • J irrigation Is not confined to the year in
But how soon' and often we are
• I which the water Is applied. The pros- brought to a sudden halt and compelPens, Beaus,
S : cnee of sufficient moisture to provide led to exclaim: "As farmers and dairyBuckwheat.
J for the growth and development of men we know nothing with certainty.
Corn, Fodder,
Gurdcu Seeds, Etc. • plant and fruit seems to favor a What is a fact this mouth or this year
f growth of cam* thoroughlymatured is less than Imagination next mouth or are uot half
Farmers,gardener- and others • land fitted for the succeeding season's next year.” Also, like all other occupawho desire lirst-clas-f'V!*b seeds II work. The dry season of WS occurred tions and professions,we are subjectto
should give me a call.
• j during the ripening period, and great all the machinationsof the business
? ' clusters of nearly develop 'd fruit dried
• I up completely where not irrigated.
J! Nothing of tlte kind occurred when wa• ter was given. The dry period of ISD!)
SBKD MEUfllANT,
1 occurred very early in the development
ItIVKR STKl’ET. HOLLAND. • I of the fruit and was not long enough in
duration to materially affect the crop,
the resultswere again very mark-

in

j”

Irrigation of Blaokberrlo*.

WOOL ALSO BOUGHT.

wheat offered every business day

the year, and to pay highest market

to keep the pigs and hens which had
the free run of the home yard from
rooting ami scratching up the flowers.
In the bed wore growing a few sicklj
popples, nasturtiumsand sweet peas, ' x
and as we looked tit this pitiful effort
to satisfy a craving for something refined and beautiful we wished for the | 'T
moment that we could g<» and prepare
this dear woman a nice flower bed and , ^
were boss of the ranch long enough to ;
shut up the beastly bogs, the dirty,
waddling ducks and the ever scratch-j v
ing old hens. It is so very easy to
grow an abundance of beautiful flowers that every woman who loves them
should learn how, and if site lias any
half way white sort of a man for a
husband he will at least help her prepare the ground and keep his hogs and
poultry nut of the front yard. But
then there are a whole lot of men who

closed.

C1o><;r.Timothy.

all

^

draft will l>e formed to draw all the
foul air from below. The cover to the
shaft will further prevent snow coming in and will keep sparrows from

Seed Store!’
NOW OPEN.
My

Enough

^
W

%

way

Walsh-De Roo Milling Co.
HOLLAND, MICH.
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white about such
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m

,

SPRING

world.

IS

NEAR!

From this rapid survey it will readily he seen that the dairyman cannot
much that they should have a chance
depend upon seeking after the new.
Instead of Sleighs and Cutters, Wagons and Buggies will soon be needed.
to work their beautiful mission In all
but must learn how to utilize the old
I I would call the attentiup of all in need of jobs on wheels to give me u call. I
to the best advantage under each in- homes.
' have a well assorted stock of Wagons on hand, made of the best selected stock,
dividual circumstance.Lot me hrietly
consider the advantages accruing to
The™*
the dairyman from the modern cream- the developmentof an educational fuo- partly seasoned timber. We use second-growthspokes u. ul our M ugons, and
edly In favor of Irrigation.
ery and cheese factory conductedun- ior sn agriculture in the shape of the endeavor to build the best Wagon for the least money. On examining our
Sew Nation In Grow Inis l.lnm Mean*. der the co-operativeplan.
farm institute, which has been a most goods ami obtaining prices you will find our claims correct. In vehicles our
numerous to mention. We give below a few of the leading
by the bushel For the past nine years 1 have raised Contrast in your miud the amount of marked success. From somewhat af;i0|.ltneQ|
labor upon the farm by the old and crude beginnings the farm institute has
lima
beans
In
my
garden
and
for
two
have this trade-markon
a
.. , years past have used wire in place of new method in conducting a herd con- evolved into one of the most
lf fac;0rV wagon is wanted - jue that is known all over the country— we
a icutu-u
leaden seal ..........
: Smaller
the ..Bel'kliap.”
ri?Wrr%\ quantities in paper ; bean poles, and I wish to say that any sisting of 10, 20 or :;u cows. Becall taut and well attended gatherings held :
\ bags an* scaled with a | 01ie having once used wire will never the many hours of hurried work requir- by the people of the several counties
Arthur ^*0,Jti Carriage Co. goods, which have u good reputation,
j grt-cn label and
t0 the old system. On the ed on a hot summer’s day from the of tin* western states So far as we
* ^
^
()f jonesvllle.Mich., who also make good goods.
You ran no risk it* I oulh
of au ,,1,1 |,uilding1 bave milking of the cows to the packing of
vuu plant tm-s. sealed ;
ll(,,-s feet OP more the butter in a jar. tub or firkin,to say
^ » «w.
| tbe
T,,:' u tbu krKest
10
Seeds they
: al)ov(?
ami
feet nothing of the trouble and success of
Snrmauefs1'
tbdr
|
'
Then
the
Hint
Wa,o„
Worka
of
Flint,
Mieb..
i.
another
of
the
many
firm,
pi
from the building. On these posts have the marketing in the near or distant
whose goods we bandit .
been spiked some 2 by -1 scantling. future.
business. The field covered by the paWe have a good assortment of vehicleson hand, and if anything is wanted
Under the old custom, who perform- pers, addresses and discussionsat
Some
heavy
screw
hooks
are
fastened
"Best that
we have not In stock it can bo obtained on r-hort notice. W e also have a Milk
ed
the
1
ist
labor?
You
will
answer
to the building, and to the hooks I
these institutescovers a wide range
Wagon to which we call the attention of those interested.
as honestly described, Iroiu notes taken at
fasten a heavy single wire (or double if at once. "Why. the women, of course.” and touches' not only the business side
our famous FOHDHOOK T ARMS, the largTime given to ail having bankable credit, otherwise part payment is neces-*
Yes.
indeed,
with
very
few
exceptions
of farm life, but includes the schools,
est Trial Grounds in America. If not preferred)and run the same to the 2
the women slaved from early morning the home, the family, the social and bury. Liberal discount for oaeh.
bv
4
for
an
overhead
wire.
1
have
my
already received,you s-hould write
’ We do all kinds of repairing in Woodwork and Blacksmith ing. Also JobTO-DAY for tlic “Leading American hills all boxed in with six Inch strips until late at night, with not a moment intellectualside of life on the
" VnT' ‘‘‘rnTr’inf/
for
reading,
study,
writing
or
quiet,
These
meetings
also
bring
out
uot
a
| bingand Hoisebhoeing.
of lumber and drive a plug or short
Seed Catalogue.”
stake in the center of each hill and restful, instructiveconversation,thus little musical and elocutionary ability
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Phila.
missing even the chance to prepare which would otherwise remain secludthemselvesto cope with their lordly ed in country homes. The interest
and wise husbands and fathers. Now, taken in the meetings increases year
when the farmer jiatroniz.esa cream- by year, and tlte work accomplished
137 RIVER ST.. HOLLAND, MICH.
ery or cheese factory, it is a shame for so becomes more valuable as it reaeh- CITIZENS’ PHONE 157.
the wife and daughters to remain Ig- i‘s a wider field. It Is perhaps still too
norant of the world’s doings and true that the class of farmers who
growth.
would be most benefited by attending
PEBCH
;cul,.f yetio**, ftc. l*nie «4qrk "I
these institutesfail to attend them,
Prut-, l»luaTTl>«rry7A|*ple. Klc. Immense supply ol await frulte.H.-aT
Glotru Men! For Cow*.
iiiarterH
-•
—
\\\ J. Kennedy of the University of but the leaven is working,and they
_ Thousands u! gardenIllinois writes that, in figuringout a will be on hand before long.

W. H. SUTPHIN
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ersdependon Ferry'sKer-ds
every yiar and never nutter
disappointment.Cheap suliell.
tut'-H brine loss, not payingcrops.
It |Mi)s to pay a lltti* more for
Fekky’hHf.m*.rive cent* per paper
^v*irvwhere.mid always wortti It.
At wars t he Best. IWOSeedAnnual fri-e.
c m. rni! «. co., on ion, wcs.

balanced ration for winter feeding the
PRODICE WHAT IS WANTED.
dairy herd -at the universityfarm, he
thought bran at $15 per ton was too
The farm should be run on the same
high, and he lias dude a little figuring plan as the store in this, that the things
on the protein of that and other foods which the consumer wants should be
LIMA 11KANS TKAIXKI) TO UI’UIGHT WIUES. The protein in bran *u that price costs raised, and not tlte things which he
0 cents a pound. Taking the known does not want. This is a most importhen fasten to the stake a wire, such
percentage of it in other foods at the tant matter when the farm is turned
as stovemen use for wiring stovepipe,
and fasten the same to the overhead same value, It would make oats worth into a factory— when finishedproducts
wire. In a windstorm beaus receive IS'/L* cents a busU-1, clover hay $7.50 a Instead of raw material are sold. If
ton" corn stover $2 per ton. corn fod- the market calls for baby beef, raise It;
less punishment than when poles are
der $3 per ton, corn ensilage$1.08 per if for good road horses, don’t breed
used,
and
no
wire
has
ever
broken
a
RAILROAD company.
stem. The soil here is sandy, and by ton, gluten meal $30.00 per tou and dromedary scrubs-a cross between a
A M.!r. M |r M M'.M
oilmen i $33.00 per tou. As he could Percheronand a cayuse; if all white
Lv. Grand Rapids.... 7 1011200 4»oill M
boxing the hills and using water freebuy gluten meal for less than $20 per eggs will bring more titan half brown
An Holland ....... Ultimo, Blloj lift.
ly I cun force the growth and have
Ar Chicago .........I I XOi 5 00. 10 la, 7'J5|
ton. delivered at the railroad station and half white, change your breed of
jl*. M.! H. M.
'A M.
early beans. Limas have matured here
there, he decided on using that instead hens and get layers of white eggs; if
A. M.lP. M. *P. M i MOO" with me in Michigan as early as tlte
* • 5 00 1150 12 00
of bran, and as It has twice as much the public wants white oats, don’t raise
L* GttlCBBO .........
Hist
of
July.
The
vertical
wires
that
A.M. 1*.M
a. *i.
protein as the bran he substituted black or yellow ones; if it will. pay as
5*20!
4 ~
*25 I have used for two seasons I expect
956 —
, ,
Lv Hollaud ......... 7 50
K fill 1 2b 10 55, fl*20l 5 05
three pounds of gluten for six pounds much for a 150 pound veal calf as it
A i ;ra ml Kuplds ...
to use again, and the cost is much less
MUKKMiOX DIVISION.
than poles and more satisfactory. I of bran, and thus his proteincost him will for a yearling, let it have the veal;
less than 4 cents a pound. Since mak- If it will pay you as much for your
I'.M.lA.M i A.M.
II*. M
think my vines have grown in favoraMimkepon.. ...... 9 45 t 05 1 001 C 45
ing the change the cows have Increased good apples or potatoes sorted as it will
ble
weather
not
less
than
six
inches
in
Grand Haven. .. |IOi5 l*.M
their milk production from one to three for big and littlemixed, sort them aud
dollund ......... 11 05 5 40 12 15 K 15
a single day, says a correspondent in
o
1 9 in
pounds each per day, and he is satis- feed tbe small ones to tlte hogs or the
AlU-itin .........
Vitk’s
Magazine,
who
also
sends
a
I'.M.I
! A M
lied that the gluten meal is the cheap- cows; If It Insists upon an ounce of salt
|A. M.|A M.|A.M.I1*.M.
I'.SI. picture of the portion of his garden
est source of proteiu he can Hud at In a pound of butter and a June color,
*
to
5 £.
Ulcijaii .....
here described.
7 50,
1*2
c:t0
Au. Holland . ...
present prices.
salt and color it so. You cannot con| 0 00 12 45 4 30
tolland .
! 7 15 2 151 5 45.
In recent years a new industry bits
trol or shape the public taste. \ ou can
As Muskegon...
I*.
Iluttrr Fnt ami Cliecne.
sprung up and developedinto one of
only cater to it, and tbe man who most
Tlif Ontario Agriculturalcollege
Slraof tlto pubPrutubt for Ail' u, leave front Bert Y ut considerable commercial importance.
2 I" P. M.
tiltcrB t0 tl,om will be
The hygienic value of nuts is better that an Increaseof 1 per cent o butte
who w|u mak(, tbe ,uost mom,y
•Dally.
understood and appreciated today, and fat In 1,IK>0 pottmls of mint gives an *
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the consumptionof them has steadily
1nc?Wkie4 in this country.
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Nut a Cu»t Irmi stomarh.

H/TCHL3.

lusyortruit

TEACHING SCHOOL VERSUS
RAISING POULTRY.

Tli:H Doth-

nu*u.

eriiitf tn r.arii>sj pt. uitp>
The opportunitiesfor the young wo*
To my de-k have oim- many IctL-rsman to make her own living are all
he does not
in the last few weeks askiusr, "Why do too limitedat best when
CII A n AfTKIUSTIOS o !•' TlinJ
imtc-h so pomlyV" Having looked have the chance or does not desire to
DITCH HKI.TKD IJIMTIH) J.
OF
T Into the niatn-r considerably,I am eon- marry. Thus it conies that a large per
vinced that all explanation' so far ad* cent of our nice girls take up teaching
vii need nro iiivre wsswork.
It I. a. the u» t dy.drabk' and
Digests what you eat. I The domestic cattle of Holland ap- ijuite
eii::y to soy “too fat or lack of them tin h «‘mingi.\ only busiuos
Itartllicially digeststhe food and aids pwu to have had a common origin, and 1 ej.cl.(.jK(,
*» now ran tins In* proved? which they ni. y ludependenlly support
Nature in strengtheningand reconthe prevailingmarkings of all are black ; i have visited many yards, have ask* themselves.In tin*, comparison
structing the exhausted digestive ormid wliltc. wivh Clilcf Alvord of tlie cd tit tlm fnrniliumi'wlivii scilnt' by, wu Imvo ivfvivuvo lo ilin voumry
gans. It is the latest discovered digests

THRIFTY BILKERS I

1

^

CATTLE.

weak 1 >u icli.
Business or ResidenceProperty.
Stomneh. big >Niniin*'>or linlr stomach,
Splendid fruit farm, 2H acres, good
or any Irregularities
caused from iniii*
gestion or e'ltistipiiUon.I hey can lie buildings,windmill and tank, good paspernnttii'ii y mid ihoroug'ycured by ture with running water; only one mile
the n- of lir. (Ja itl weU'.- .Syrup i’- tisin, from heart of city of Holland; sidewalk
Widen is made in Hire' si'z inets, .*,0 1 nnd goe d roads to town: too much other
'IV ij.h,,. j husiilvs.. reH.on fur hiIIIub. Also. 20
neres withio one mile ol the Hein/,
•
pickle work-: just the soil for cucum*

•
15
j
[

,*1.11
in
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u„||MII(|-
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rot:

stonmeh t'-<iulii*
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For Sale or Fxchange

Of coui^e yon haven't.. No one need
have. D(h;U>I‘Caldwell'sSynip Pepsin
is a retm'd.v preimred on |)nr|t;*8efor
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! hers and tomutot r: will -«11 one or
„i,n i,J»vi' s a.'ivanUid. Inquire ut
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I0,t

River

more
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d
ant and tonic. No other preparation dairy divisionof .be b„m„. of mibna. ! bavo ..... bod inio vo„„„,' yards and reb«...oaobor and not ,o .be one who
can approach it in efficiency.It in- Indus, vv. Tin* distribution of colors I must testify to never having seen
virtue of u superior edncnllon «u>
(•nrni'U.esir ./ohol
Iil'" Sl- H<,U>na'
stantly relieves and permanentlycures differs However, and one branch of
!«»»* 'hl^
coinniand a $ ..... ........ In some el , v„„ Ilor,lt, Tbomas A. Edison.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn,
, , ,
nndi* spring.
Rnrbif' Some
Sonic* breeder:! of
ol so called school.
whonl. She
Site needs no
no help from US.
—
/(ll.l„.<k|
in po-i]f —
8raall
avcrace ladv
eoun- 11 .
''--'"••r
* ..... once rr.-ived l50.(HinlU
'!,.
Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea. Ibis general stock Has ..... „ so i ccnb fancy fowls, both large and small
(Tho average
holy foacber
teacher of
of our
our connIan^
,.n.|.„tiv
Sick Headache, Gastralgia,Cramps, and larly marked for a century or twobreeds, report poor success. In some j try schools receives, say. *2.. IM‘r
„s .Ul- !,t,nrne<v’sfee. It is the
all other results of i mperfect d igestion.
cases Leghorns have done but little month for seven months in the year- 1 jnr{reKt retainer ever given to a I.*olish|
Prepond by E C DeWitt ACo , Chicago.
better than Asiatics and the farm out of this sum she lias to pay for ! i;lu.VK.
la wye.-.
fowls but little belter than either one. board $70 and other expenses InsepThe latest poem of King Oscar II
One farmer reports seven chicks from 1 arable from her profession not less of Sweden is
sonnet entitled
00 eggs: another In same locality, 47 : than $15. When she lias properly “When.” It advocatesin a measure,
from 100 eggs. Both lots of fowls have j clothed herself, she will have less than Herbert Spencer's doctrine of the unTJKACII. W. H.. Commlwlon Merchant and
the run of the farm. Another,from
left for her year's work. And this knowable.
i> dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce. Illifhthe cold upper counties of this state. 'money has been well earned at the exThe kaiser's r<*Muest of the reiehstag
e* t market nrlce |«dd for wheat. OIDce, at ITli;rator, Hast Kltthth street, near C. .V W. M. track.
an Increased personal allowance r*reports good
| pease of a vast amount of nervousfor
......
81 Hast 13th St., Holland,
While the fancier may have taken strain am! fret and worry, never her calls the fact King William I saved
ITOLLANU CITY STATi: BANK. CanlUl
better rare than necessary ami overfed, ' own mistress and independent, but a about $250,000 a year on a ‘Upend of
il tso.OOH.1) B. K. Van Ban He. President.
tliis will not apply to the out all thu| public employee to be criticisedand $2,000,000.
W. II. Beach. Vice President: C. VerSohure.
Cashier. General Banking Business.
time farm fowl. One man reports found fault with as It might please
Accordingto the London Mail, since
DUTCIl 1IRLTKD HULL I»UKK OK RALPH.
having bought eggs from three parties: unfeeling constituency. Now let's sup- the Maharajah of Patiala sent a ehargL1AIKBANKS.1.. .lust Ice of the Peace. Notary some claim throe- as to llx its name located In different sections of the j pose that our nice girl, instead of ! er to Lord
Public and Pension Claim Agent. HlverSt.
and secure recognition ns a breed. country and obtained only three chicks, teaching school, devoted her time
AiH.’a.
near Tenth.
AND
What are known in Ilollamlas “Lakeu- from one lot. none from the remainder,attention to poultry,and we are going
K
F. A A. M.
feld*’ eattle are called Dutch Helled in There Is some good reason for all this to assume that she has a father or
..
\...
Regular Communications
of Unity Louoe.Xo.
this country.
Infertilitv of eggs in all localities and; brother who will assist her in getting 'v- 'V,
.‘'l-, ......
*111. F. ,Y A. V.. Ilollaml.Mich., will lie held at
The animals of this breed are all Jet under so’ many conditions. Surely too' „ start, for in* u will generally Imlp a mI0^,';)^dt,rVll|' ^.didne, quick and
Masonic Ball, on the evenings of Wednesday,
Jan. 5. Feb. •-*. March April *5. May 4. June 1. black, with a broad band or belt of
much food or lack of exercise will not woman who thus wants to help herself. ! hJlf(, .. |t jf. t,ie on|v hunnle-s remedy
tune id. July !T. Aug. 31. Sept. UH. Oct. -Jfi. Nov.
J3. Dec. •-’I: also on St. John's Days-.!uuc tit and pure white encircling the body, 'ibis answer for all these.eases.1 called : Such a woman could easily take care that gives immediat result-. It cures
Dec
F. M. GILLKSPIE, W. >1.
belt or blanket differs In width, but recentlyon a very ext’euHlVe breeder of 0f enough poultry after the first year | C(,Ughg> co|d6, croup, bronchitis,grippe,
Otto Bbeyxan,
2rarely reaches so far forward ns the pigeons, who confines his stock and to bring her in an income of at least whooping cough, pneumonia and all
Estimates given on all
shoulder blade or buck to the hips. On keeps a constant supply of food in $400 and give her n net profit of more j throat, and lung dir-i ases. Its early use
work. If you are thinking of
cows the fore part of the udder Is usu- their feed boxes. His bit'ds are as fat than four times the amount which she prevents consumption. Children alally Included.No white is admissible as pigeons can be, and he has had can make teaching school nnd not one- ways like itund mot tiers endorse it.
building, let me know as I
elsewhereon the body and no black good success in producing young.
half the fret, worry and hard work.
With Savinq‘8 Department.
can save you money.
within the white zone. In general contench..... .. ,"rn,-i „
While I believe that an excess of fat There are loo many of
M-n
$50,000.00. formationthe cattle are of the dairy will retard egg production, I question ers, but there never will be too many | In an article in the Botanische Centypo, although not to such a degree us
C»r. Eighth mid M’lrket Streets.
very much the right to blame the in- 10 cent eggs. We know personally of tralblattHerr Helurieher says that in
a species of fern (Cystopteris build
some others.
fertility of so large a percentage of all several women who get a gross return
G. W. Mokma, They are docile beasts and fairly
fcrai there an* produced,in addition
ISAAC CAPPON,
from
their
poultry
of
more
than
$200
eggs on this one condition.In many
MOUTGAUK SALK.
hardy nnd vigorous in growth and ac- sections duck eggs have failed to re- per year, and they give their poultry to the ordinary adventitious buds, cerCashier.
President.
Default having been made In the conditionsof
tion. In size they rank with the Ayrturn their usual percentageof duck- but little care, having a husband, chil- tain “regenerating buds,’’ which have a certain mortmijai.dated the twenty-sixth day
shire, although perhaps somewhat less
a strong faculty of rejuvencscene. of March. A. 1). 1*1*7.made ami executedby
lings. Can tills he laid to the oft quot- dren and hired men to provide for. It
Foskarl F. Fonder and Lucy M. Konger, his
blocky and with longer legs. IndividThese
do not, like the ordinary adven- wife, of the Townshipof Olive. I’omny of OttaHolland
is
lots
easier
to
feed
chickens
and
ed causes? If tin* eggs provwl to l»e
wa. Mini State of Michigan, to J. I*. l*c free A
uals are larger in frame, but not often
titious
buds,
give
rise
to
fleshy
scales,
bad. we might conclude the germ was gather eggs than it is to teach the mulWITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
h co-partnership,
of the villageof Zeeland
heavier. This breed Is not numerous destroyed in some way that could l*e tiplicationtable to BUI Jones’ boy. containing food reserves, but produce Sons,
in said County ami State, which mortgage was
Corner Elgb'h and River Streets,
recorded in the otllce of the Register of Deedeither in Europe or America. A few accounted for. but when entirely de- Now, If any of our young lady readers at once assimilating leaves.
. HOLLAND. MICH.
for the County of Ottawa. In liber 4a of Mortspecimenswere brought to the United void of life we must eonslder the total should find themselves interested in
ea^es on jiage SSS on the thirtieth day of March,
ttttblitktd
i8j 5. iHeorfinrattilat a Staff Bank
Next Tuemlay
States
in
1838,
ami
for
a
long
time
A. 1). IRC. at eight o'clockA. M.; upon which
in /S90.
Infertilityquestion. This is one of this propositionwe would say go slow
there Is now due and unpaid for principaland
there were more to be found In the fa- considerable consequence, as It brings at first and increase your (lock as you At 12:45 p.m., standard time, you be
A general lianking business transacted.
Interestat the date of tniB notice, the sum of
gin and take after each meal a half tea- one hundred two dollars and fifteen cents
mous
dairying
county
of
Orange,
N.
Y.,
Interestpaid on certificates.
such an extensive loss In many ways, acquire experience.If you take up
(.*102.151, ami the co-t-ofthis foreclosure,
and
spoonful
of
Dr.
Caldwell’s
Sump
Pepthan in all other parts of the country the loss of value of many thousand the poultry business in a businesslike
Loans made.
sin, you will be permanently relieved an attorneyfee of fifteen (15) dollars provided
combined.
They
have
become
more
bv law and' in -aid mortgage,and no proceedings
$50,000
eggs destroyed by Incubation,the loss way, you may rest assured that you of any stomach or bowel irregularitiesof
anv kind in law or In equity having been inscattered during recent years, and the
of time devoted to their attention and can make twice the money you can j and ^ wiH gain your friendshlpby this stituted to collect said debt, or any tart thereofD. B. K. Van Kaalte. - President. interestsof the breed are represented the not to be despised loss of time use- teaching school and find the work in- timely advice which we give in all sin- now therefore, notice is hereby given that bv
virtue of the power of -ale containedin said
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. by the Dutch Belted Cattle association lessly devoted to them by the broody I finitely lighter and pleasanter,
cerity. Heber Walsh, druggist. Hol- mortgagemid in pursuanceof the statute in
C. Ver SCHURE.
Cashier. of America. As milk producers these
such case made and provided,the -aid mortgage
land.
hens. We know that in many localities
..ill be foreclose.!
by h sale of tbe i»rcuiiM.-s.
belted cows seem to give good satisfac- the clear eggs tested from th«» incubanow to iiaise <
.
,
hereinafterdescribed,at poblie auction totlxs
tion, although the milk is not above the tors can lx* sold at moderatepric s, but We have three letters inquiring
Grand Havon township has the fol- highest bidder,on Monday tbe fouru-Mitlulay
of May. A. 1). IfODat ten o'clockin ihe forenoon
average in quality. The claim of a after allowing for all this the total loss to raise celery. This is the way 've
of Unit dav. ai the north front door of the
lending breeder is that these cattle are
in the at,
to bau-b ebb-b, fren, j ralre II. It may not be .bo best way.
i',
Wa,! Court llousi- iu the City of Grand Haven. County
“deep milkers, practical, profitable, infertile eggs is enormous,aud no ad- , but it is goo* enough: Get a paper of , S(.)in;i(U.hj,;hwav ,.,,,,,,,,1^^,,,.,..A:tn*n of Ottawa, and state of Michluan. (that being
the place of holding the Circuit Court for the
thrifty and picturesque in the extreme
var.ee seems to be made 'toward a seed of tlie self bleaching variety. *’0" Saw
Mthool inM).H-tar, .las. Binail: county of Ottawa). The premises to is.- hold
are describedin huid mortuaRt- as follows: All
Justice of
Peace. when seen as a herd at pasture.”
i the «<*d ou''-balf inch deep about the . stl<i; . All,,.rU- Xonrtl.ou- •: .1 -eph
that certainpiece or parcel of land situut.-d in
gome shippers of eggs for hatching middle of March in a box tilled "'i'b ; j,’,]w.l(.,);board of review, Fred Saul: the Townshipof Olive. County of Ottawa, and
lion- MnrKurlne I* Made.
make it a rule to duplicate the ship- 1 good earth. The plants will be a lom: jconstubl John Huber. Fred Kicft. State of Michigan, and described as follows:
Margarine was fust prepared by M. tuent provided the nonproductive eggs time in coming up-three or four j Henry Bierroa", Jr., Michael F. Dono- East >. of tbe north west q of tbe north east *4
All legal papers executed and
of heetlonnine, town -ix. north of rao.*.- fifteen
Mege Mourles. says the London Lancet. are returned to them. This, l presume. ’ week , When the little plants get in- hue. On the Union ticket are the fo - west being twenty acres of land, more "f less
according to the government survey.
collections promptly attended to.
In this process LOCK) kilograms of
Dated at Holland this uth day of February-,
ground fat from freshly slaughtered
A n. 1900,
J. 1*. DE FREE A SONS Mortgagee.
eattle is mixed with 300 kilograms
hatching well at home, I know it is not | garden if danger from frost
Xmd-sionerrfTiarles V. lira school Gao. E. Kollkn. Attorney for Mortgagee.
of water. 1 kilogram of potassium my fault if they do badly elsewhere. | prickingthem out about one Inch apart. 1 ^
F. Id- M. 11
Office over P Mulder’s Store,
carbonate and two sheep's or pigs’ but when nonproductivein my hands I When they cover the lied, transplant inspector,Baldwin Heiy: justl es. Win
.1. Emery, Martin Van Doorne: beard of
OIANCKRV ALK
_________________
^Vrn.Donoh uc; constables, Frank
MICHIGAN. stomachscut into pieces and heated at l duplicate without hesitation. At the them again into a lied four Inches review,
45 degrees C. by steam for two hours.
STATE
OF MICHIGAN.
same time I do not consider that the apart and let them remain there until I Ryder. S., Jacob DePcnder, Paul Mas
The Circuit Court for the County
The fat rises and, after being skimmed, purchaser has any right even to expect I they are wanted to set out perraa- tenbroek, Ed. Sillman.
In Chancery.
te nju oft' and heated at from 30 to 40
duplicate sittingsunder any condition | neutly in the trench or bed. The
WILHELM ISA HASGOHR. Comp
degrees C. with 2 per cent of salt, the unless the eggs are warrantHlto hatch, jjeet of this frequent transplanting
C
A.
— vs—
clear fat being then poured oil from
ilhe Kind You Hare Always Bought
The vital point is how to know that to secure strong, bushy, vigorous, well Bear8tj,e
AUGUST KRAATZ and
the sediment and cooled Jit from 20 to
the eggs are infertile before either rooted plants, which, when last set. g- atMe
ut*.
BF.BTHA KRAATZ. D*
25 degrees C. The granular solid prod- sending them to customers or trying I may he moved with plenty of earth
",i’
.....
of
IN PUKSUANCKam by virtue of :• i1
uct is cut into pieces, packed into linen to hatch chicks from them at home; anu go to making a vigorous growth
said Circuit Court fort he com: tv of Ottawa, and
----------------- ------- state Of Michigan iu Chaneery ninde in the above
and exposed to hydraulic pressure at
entitled cause on the 9th day of Januar•. 1900.
about 25 d'trrccs with the producu Wil*»{ 11
uud UgUKt
tion of a solid cake of stearin and a this problem will be of far more value I bed 4 feet wide and 24 feet long, I was necessary, smee they were colon- belmiua llnngobr is -umpliiiniiut
J. A.
Kruatz Hid Bertha Kraatr. are defendants.
liquid oleomargarine, which is passed to us all titan any experimentsthat; throwing out from this bed six inches: ial, to be very quaint about :
il
Notice is hereby given. that on the 21
of
April, lyou. iil ten o'clock in tne fo renoon
through cylinders and washed by a can be mad.* as to the feeding of fowls of dirt to tbe sides, then spading deep- i thou come and bake my bread, asked
thereof at the north front door of the Court
Grodwet Printing House,
shower of water. Of the melted oleo- for best results, and all must admit its ly aud thoroughlyenriching the bed Ezekiel "No. replied Mercy. M itb House in the city ••:'G rand Haven, in sail Counfor holding the Uircuit
margarine 50 kilograms is mixed vast
1 and planting tliese big, strong plants candor, "for
1 "hall not m-* *. tu.* ty, tbatocingthe pin re, the
North Klvt-r St., MoUuihI
subscriber. & Jircuit
Court for said county.
with 25 liters of cow’s milk and 25
We know by experience that birds ten inches apart each way. The bed is dough:-' From this we
Court Commissioner
ii and for said Conn y win.
kilograms of water in which has and pigeons of all kinds, also animals, 1 well hoed and watered, and when the | cv was somewhat i i«'h m lu row u i-ht. '••11 at Public Auction to the hisneM wader, tne
lands ami premises describediu said decree as
been macerated 100 grains of finely positivelyrefuse the attention of the plants are ten inches high a part of
|,or ShJ|. or Fxi.lllin„e
follow s, via:
All that certainpiece or parcel of land situatground mammary gland of the cow. male except when desirous of repro- 1 dirt thrown out is returned to hill
‘
ed in the city of Grand Haven, County of OttaAuuotto is added and the whole churn- duction. Might not this be the case to i them tip. this being repeated as needed ! 100 acres of land. LO acres of it in wa. aud state of Michigan and described us Lot
ed for about two hours and the product a greater or less extent with our fowls, during the season. A box of boards a ; standing timber- maple and beach, o- five (5) in Block (6; of Akeley's Addition to the
city of Grand Haven according to the recorded
kneaded and washed.
instinctteaching them that the back- f„„, bisb is placed areund
pla’t ttiereof.
Said -ale will be made subject to a certain
In the method employed in the Unit- ward spring was not for tin* best inter- of the bod to keep the oarth hi place.
MiKaukce Co , Mich
Will also mortgage made by said August Kraau and
ed States, Austria and some parts of ests of the chick, the same intlueucere- The bed must have an abundance of ] eX(rban{?e for citv property or for good liertba Kraau to said Wilhelmina Hsmgobr
Germany pepsin is not added, the orig- tarding the supply of broody beus? water, so it is best to locate it near factory stock, For terms enquire at hearing date January it, l*'.*:. and recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds in and for
inal finely ground fat being subjected The whole question is one deserving your source of water supply. When
tf said Ottawa County on tbe 11th day of January,
this office.
1KC in fibre M <>f mortgages on page 425.
Highest cash prices paid for Raw to a temperaturebelow 50 degrees C. the considerationof scientific men. for the celery is large enough to use. which
Dated March s. 1900.
will be In early September,commence
for
some
time.
The
oleomargarine
is
In
Its
solution
would
be
saved
much
PETER J. DANHOK.
Furs of all kinds.
Fear of certain things in boys inmixed with sour milk and a small time, trouble aud vast sums of wasted at one end of the bed. When cold creases from the 7ih to the 15th year, Solicitor for 'omplaiuant
Address.Grand Haven. Mich.
quantity of bicarbonate of soda and money. -T. F. McGrew iu Country weather comes, cover the part of the aud then declines,while in girls it inGEORGE E. KOLLKN.
J.
CircuitCourt Commissioner
bed not used with a lot of bay or creases more steadily from the 4th to
tnuotto and is churned. After about Gentleman.
in and for Ottawa County,
straw, and you can dig nice celery well
East Seventh St , Holland 15 minutes It is cooled in ice and thep
Michigan.
the 18th year before diminishing. The
White
Wyandotte
Cockerels.
into December. By taking up the fear of thunder and lightning,reptiles,
kneaded
to eliminate the water, then
Call at noon
This group of White Wyandotte plants and packing iu moist sand in robbers and machinery were found to
returned with more sour milk and Is
ready for sale. In Holland the oleo- cockerels was bred aud raised by Mr. boxes In the cellar a good supply can increase with age.
be carried over for use during the winmargarine Is melted at about 50 deter. We have iu the mauner described
grees C. and Is mixed with the requisite
FOR SALK OK TKADK.
raised year after year an abundant
amount of milk ami of the best Kara-
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Raw Furs Wanted

'

KARSSEN,

^

mOaSO
Blom’s

FOR SALE.

batn^dS

pen butter nnd earthuut (arachis)and

Real Estate

supply for family use of this deliciousI
vegetable.It may be mentioned that * |Jalf of farm jg black clay loam, other
20 Acres with house and barn. other oils (cotton, palm, eocoanut, etc.)
the celery thus grown at home is very j buif j8 gravelly loam. Located 2 miles
Just outside of city limits. For to lower the melting point to that of
much more tender aud toothsomethan f,-otu city limits on the Zeeland road
butter. The Karnpeu butter is preparticulars enquire ut this office.
that
near Scholten’sbridge. Will sell for a
pared specially for this manufacture
reasonable payment down and balance
from an unskimmed mixture of milk
If you are thinking of going into
AGRICULTURALALASKA.
at five per cent, or will trade for desirand cream and is preferred on account
The agriculturalpossibilitiescon- able city property. Also have a lot business or looking for a nice home,
of Its powerful tiavor. which, though
nected with Alaska are being slowly and good new house and barn on East call on
uuplcusuutalone, imparts a pleasant
developed aud are very Interesting. Fourteenthstreet and u vacant lot on
flavor to the margarine.
During the past season 11 varietiesof East Thirteenth street, good location.
G. J. SCHUURMAN.
JR.,
spring wheat, a dozen each of barley
FrepotiMit Power.
Office opfiosite Walsh-De Koo Mills.
aud oats, rye, flax aud buckwheat have
The one tiling that is absolutely es1 been grown aud matured In the vicini115 W. Twelfth St.. Holland.
sential in dairy stock blood is a pre> o rroKceH*.
ty of Sitka. Bed clover has lived
You certainly have the chance if you potent power to create iu progeny a
He merely stuck his head Into the
through tbe winter and has matured
mammary capacity that shall be great S^T'
I have several nice Houses and
eat our fine meats.
seed.
The
finest of cauliflowers,cab- office of the street railway company
in proportion to the other anatomical
bages
and
other
garden
vegetables to suggest that they ought to he more Lots for sale and a few A 1 BusiWe aim to have choice meats at all times aud physiologicaldevelopmentsof tbe William E. Sargent of Lancaster, Mass.
have been grown. On the coast Is- progressive.
—Fine Roasts, Steaks, Pork, Veal, Ba- animal. If the farmer Is going to feed The picture was made from a photo"Progressive!” exclaimed the man ness places on my list.
lands, which are warmed by the Japan
a
broad
ration
to
bis
cows,
a
considergraph
aud
reproduced
iu
Farm
Poulcon, Mutton, Poultry, Sausages, Lard,
nearest
the door. “Why, we pride ourcurrent of the Pacific ocean, cattle and
It is cheaper to buy now than to
selves on our progressive methods.”
Etc. Everythingbelonging in a first- ably greater developmentof frame aud try.
sheep
have
been
wintered
on
the namuscle may be allowable In his breed“Then
why
don't your cars prog- rent next spring.
class meat market. Prices as low as any.
Mnucavr Dackx.
tive grasses alone, and sheep iiave been
ress?'’ demanded the stranger.
ing stock than If a narrow, well balThe
Muscovy
duck is one of the lar- kept the year round without housin;
We pay the highest cash price for anced ration is to be fed, but even if
They had only to look out of the
Yours for bargains,
gest of the duck family and is very or food. We have had the Idea thu. window at the string of waiting cars
poultry.
the farmer is not going to feed a rahardy. Crossed witli the Pekin or because of its latitude Alaska is en- to see that he had them on the hip.
tion that will entirely utilize the powC. BLOM. JR.
Aylesbury breeds, a superb fowl for tirely without agriculturaljiossibilitlos
WM. VAN DER VEERE,
ers of such mammary development
market results. The crossbred birds and that only furs. fish, lumber and
Bell Phone.
W. H. Shipman, Beardsley,Minn.,
Proprietor City Meat Market. and also the demands of the general are sterile, and the eggs do not hatch,
gold could be there produced, but the under oath, says he suffered from dyssystem still if the large mammary dewhich indicatesthat tin* Muscovy may contrary Is being proved true, and as
East Eighth
50pepsia for twenty-five years. Doctors
velopmentIs present that mass of tisnot be a true duck. Their eggs re- the resources of the’ country are de- and dleting gave but little relief. FinDoc* your Stomach trouble you? Are your
sues will attract to Itself and turn tc
quire the same length of time for veloped the products of the farm will ally he used Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and Bowels’reguiarf Are you Billions?
Houko For Kale.
account its due proportion of all of
hatchingas do those of the goose.— yet add to the marvelouswealth of the now eats what he likes and as much as S
A good house and lot for sale. Also the blood manufacturedby the cow.— Utah Experiment Station.
he wants, and he feels like a new man.
Hllllousness.
Headache.
country.
choice vacant lots in Kerkhof addition. Dr. Kitchen In Hoard’s Dairyman.
25c per bottle at Heber Width's Drug Store.
It digests what you eat. L. Kramer.
Call
Fred Ke* khof, 72 E. 16th st.
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.Grow Fat!
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StopaMoment! I’loasant.
WE WANT
school has

i

TO CATCH
YOUR EYE.
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j
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May
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inHiigmation of the imaaongef aerv*

Cltyclerk Win O.Van Eyck addressed ice between Milwaukee and Holland by
an enthusiasticBoor sympathy meet- the Pore Marquette Railway company.
ing at Shelby on Wednesday evening. The steamers to cover the route will in
all probability la? the F. & P. M. No. 2
L. E. Van Drezer is having the inand Petoskey. The No. 2 has a full
terior of his restaurant neatly decolength cabin which will have to be
rated. Will Thomas isdoiog the work.
altered materiallyin order to he
The services of M. R. Ward, an exbrought in line with modern steamers
perienced barber from Kalamazoo, have
engaged in passenger carrying and
been secured by the Hotel Holland barber shop.

'

then outfittedin first class ityie.

A Store

Full,

Spring Prettiness!

The

Bright, Beautiful, fresh, dainty. The Spring and

Summer

stuffs invite

Petoskey is thoroughly equipped. She

you here.

List of advertised letters at the Hol- was purchased a year ago from the
land postofficefor the week ending Northern Michigan Transportation Co.
April <1: J. O. Bakker, Mrs. J. Brems, by the Hart brothers of Green Bay for
Jonnie Dugan, O. A. O’Brien.
their Green Bay and Mackinac line.
Governor Pingree has Issued his an- The charter price agreed upon with
nual Arbor Day proclamation, setting the Peru Marquette people must thereapart Friday. April 27, as officialtree- fore be in excess ol possible earnings
on that route else her services would
planting day throughout the state.
The Son City left on her first trip for not nave been dispensed with —Even-

she took atrial triptotho parks.having

GeerardusMolengraaf

of this city, is

showing of what’s to be worn. The store

to-day, and we’ve

made more

is

a fashion sheet

make the showing

thanr ordinary efforts to

of

Spring Goods wonderfully interesting. Come, look around and enjoy it.

MADRAS CLOTH

GINGHAMS
In dainty

Chicago last night. In the afternoon ing Wisconsin.
on board many of the stockholders.

It’s a

Pink and Blue checks and stripes !; Soft and pretty, very wide, in stripes and
j checks, etc. ; nice for Seirt Waists and Cliil-

and Fancies; on immense assortment, per yd.,

OttSKKAIj ITKJIM.

dren's Dresses: per yard,

10 cents.

The famous old Columbia theatre in
Chicago was burned Friday with a loss

18 cents.

Also a nice line at H cents per yard.

serving a 60 days sentence in the county of *200.000. This was one of the oldest
jail for retailing liquor without a playhousesin Chicago, and such prolicense. He has also to pay a line of fessionals as Burnhart, Davenport, Irv-

YOU ARE SURE

IF

PARKHILL

ing and Terry, Robson and others as
famous,
were frequenters of l j stage.
Engineer
Shields,
of
Alvord
A
Your vision is good in spite of those
Shields,
the
firm
that
wvs
asked
by
our
pains in your eyes and head, step
The Ferris wheel, one of the attracin some day and prove it by our common council to draw up plans for a tions of the World's Fair, is to he torn
sewerage system, is in the city, making down and the 2.200 tons of iron and
lenses.

CORDS

*100.

Extra wide, good wearing, fast colors,

pretty

and neat, per yard

COTTON COVERT

12

CLOTH
quality, In

For Bicycle Suits, Skirts, etc.; heavy

sec our large

i’utten.

liar-

gains are offered.
Born on Sunday, to Mr. and Mrs. S
Webenga— a daughter.

fic, were

41

PRINTS
Can Suit You.

\\re

new

line of

Spring Dress Patterns; newest shades and weaves.

DU MEZ BROS.

a farewell reception.

J. Van Hees of Zeeland,said at a
The Allegan County local option law meeting of the Grand Rapids Fruit
suffered defeat at the pol£ lust Monday, Grower’s Associationlast week, that
being voted down by a majority of the buds on the peach trees were in exnearly 600. Those who favored the traf- cellent condition and that a good crop

cents.

endless variety, newest styles and color-

12V2 cents.
Be sure and

12

ings.

pretty shades, per yard,

W. R, STEVENSON

Heads ads of G. Van

Men s Colored
Shirts; good colors, yard wide, best quality,
J” Stripes for Shirt Waists and

20 cents.

The truth will be shown easily the necessary surveys.
steel of which, it is composed will be
Dr. W. P. Scott, who is connected sold as scrap iron Receiver Rice will
and quickly by infallible and practical tests. If you’re right, we will with the Northwestern University at ask the circuit court for permission to
congratulateyou; If wrong, we can Chicago, is seriouslyill. On Tuesday begin taking down the wheel. It cost
his mother, Mrs. W. J. Scott, was sum- *175.000.
right you.
moned by a mes.-age and she at once The Republican county committee,
EXAMINATION FREE.
SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED. left for Chicago.
chairman and secretary have lixed
Fred Noble, leader of the West Mich- upon April 26 as.t'he date of the Reigan Band, leaves this evening with a publican county convention,On that
view of locatingin some other town. dale delegates will be elected to the
This leaves the band without a leader. congressionalconvention and the state
GraduateOptician.
Last evening they tendered Mr. Noble convention.

LOCALISMS.

FANCY PERCALES

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

very active, while the support- might be expected.

movement seemed somewhat
The Holland life saving crew underdivided.
Allegan will therefore re- went a physical examination at Grand
George Oldman of this city, has had
main wet.
his pension increased from $•$ to 812.
Haven this week. All were found to
H. W. Bardie our 8th St. Jeweler in- be in excellentcondition for the service
Montagu White, the Transvaalreers of the

I

Looking

presentativein this country, will apeak forms us that since his general reduc- of the coming season.
tion in prices on March 1st his watch
in Grand Rapids Monday.
Eczema, scaldhead, hives, itchiness
The average temperaturefor March sales have been greater than any of the skin of any sort, instantlyremonth since Dec. 1896, and this in the lieved. permanently cured. Doan’s
was 2<i degrees, which is four degrees
dullest season of the year. Mr. Har- Ointment. At any drug store.
below the average of years.
die says he is convinced that low prices
Marine Brandt, Jr., of Drenthe,
Potted plants and cut flowers for
win. Don't buy anything in the jewelbrought in some line unple syrup WedEaster.
Orders taken for bouquets and
ry line till you call on him. Read ad.
nesday. It is the first of the season.
baskets.
Charles S. Dutton, Florist.
Next week Tuesday and Wednesday
Work at the Holland Harbor comyou will have an opportunity to buy a
“Gobbo
menced Monday. John Macfie of Grand
line of ladies' tailor-made suits, ladies'
Haven, has been appointed inspectorof
jackets and capes and childrens jackets
the work.
Kind YflO Hw AjWjfS Boilgtt
at John Vandersluis'. Remember this Bean

Wall Paper

OABTOXtXA.

the /f

New

Citizen’s phones have been
placed with Dr. A. Seip, J. Wise, Dr.
M. J. Cook, John Elferdink and W. H.

Horning.

j

Van Raalte Post,

days only. What is
not sold by Wednesday evening is positively returned. Go and inspect this
line of goods and save money. 2 days

sale is for these 2

Is

Signature

days.
Mieunrirr'lnodratriottam.

There

Picfossor Alfred B. Adams of Nov
York was a soldier in the civil wa
The lecture of Elijah P. Brown, at and took part in the Red River cam
the M. E. church, on Tuesday evening paign under Major General Nathanie
was exceedingly interesting.Mr. T. Banks.
“At one place.” he said recently t<
Brown possesses a fund of stories and
jokes, which enable the audience to one of his classes, “we surprised i
grasp his exact meaning and at the southern garrison and took many pris
oners. They were guarding a moun
same time keeps them in a continuous
tain of cotton bales which were in
roar of laughter. When Mr. Brown
tended for shipment to Europe on ac
comes to Holland again, he will un- count of the southern government

G. A. R., of this only.
city has secured the promise of Wil-

liam Alden Smith to speak at our
Memorial Day exercisesthis year.
The

position of chief engineer at the

water works has been given to A. Mc-

Clellan. F. Gilsky, who resigned, left
for Kalamazoo, Monday.

riety in

that

many

it's like

being at an art

exhibit.

The reasonablenessof prices is as striking as the richness of the colorings.
The very design you want is here— probably it is one of our “exclusives.”
Our 2c, 3c, 4c and 5c papers

fill

a whole

book.

All other grades at equally

low prices.

—

In our

Carpel
We

and Drapery Department

have been very busy this

week putting

all the

new and late arrivals in place, and we are now ready
to show them in all their fullness and splendor, and
we hereby extend a cordial invitation to every

citi

zen of Holland and vicinity to visit our magnificent

didn’t answer."

The registrationon Saturday exceedThe resultsof election, no matter
ed all previous registrations in this
who is elected, always disappoints
VOICE.
city. There were 71 registrations in
great number of voters. It never suti
the 1st ward, <11 in the 2nd, SI in the
lies all the people. But if you have de3rd, 82 in the 4th and 39 in the 5th: a
Holland People Who Have Investifective eyesight or your eyes ache or
total of .TH.
gated are a Unit on the
troubleyou in any way, you will never
Henry Van der Lei, formerly of Fulbe sorry or disappointed if you have
Subject.
ton, 111., but lately clerk at Boston
them examined by W. R. Stevenson.
Store in this city, has gone into partThe voice of the people
At no other place in Ottawa county can
nership with Will Bolsford.the grocer.
Is heard all o'er the land.
this be done so effectivelyand with
Trumpet notes of truth
Mr. Van der Lei ban many friends in
such knowledge of the necessities of deSounded from East to West.
Holland and is a hustling young busiHolland has joined the throng.
fective vision. Mr. Stevenson is the
ness man. . F. Clapp, of Allegan, reMany acitizenlifts his voice in praise.
only graduate optician in Holland and
Enthusiastic people everywhere.
tires from the business.
we would advise all who are troubled
Backs releaved of heavy burdens.
Mrs. Egberdiua Koiien. of Overisel, with their eyes to go to him, it will
Nights of suffering, days of misery,
mother of PresidentG. J. Kollen, of cost you nothing for an examination Become nights of restand days of joy.
Hope College, celebrated her ninety- and will surely be profitable to you.
It's the constant working of *
Doan's Kidney Pills.
seventh birthday a few days ago. She
Are these reports all true?
Spreads Wildfire.
came to this country in 1851. Her inHere's a Holland man; ask him his
When
things
are
“the
best”
they
betellect is still undimned and she feels
opinion.
come “the best selling.”Abraham Mr. John Lockhart, of 28th street,
as healthy as twenty-fiveyears ago.
Hare, a leading druggist, of Belleville, near Central Avenue says: “I had a
President G. J. Kollen, of Hope Col- O , writes: “Electric Bitters are the constant aching in my loins and kidlege, left Wednesday for German Val- bestselling bitters I have handled in neys so that at times I could hardly
20 years. You know why? Most dis- keep around. 1 could not rest comfortley. 111., to attend a meeting of the
eases begin in disorders of the stomach, ably in any positionand after a restless
Classisof Pleasant Prairie,where he liver, kidneys,bowels, blood and nerves.
night would get up feeling as tired as
has been invited to consult with the ElectricBitters tones up the stomach, when I went to bed. The kidney sechurches in regard to the interests of regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, cretionsbecame irregular, frequent and
purifies the blood, strengthens the
Hope College and its affiliated school, nerves, hence cures multitudes of mal- unnatural.I used different raedies
but did not receive any benefit. Seeing
the “Pleasant Prairie Academy.”
adies. It builds up the entire system. Doan’s Kidney Pills advertisi-d1 proIt seems as if ail the saloons at Grand Puls new life and vigor into any weak, cured a box at J. O. Doesburg’s drug
sickly, rundown man or woman. Price
Haven were running wide open on 50 cents. Sold by Heber Walsh, Hol- store and tried them. They did me so
much good that 1 got another box and
electionday. Every one of the saloon- land, and Van Bree & Son. Zeeland.
then another. They cured me.”
keepers in that city lias been arrested
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
for violation of the liquor law on that
Anthony Rosbach is able to furnish dealers.Price 50 cents. Mailed by
day. It is said the saloonkeepers are you with the best candies,fruits and ci- Fpster-MilburnCo., Buffalo. N. Y.
gars in the market. Do. not fail to call Sole agents for the U. S. Remember
going to fight the cases. The Good on him. He will be pleased to meet
the name, Doan's and take no substiCitizen’s League is doing some good his many friends at his new store on tute.
River street.
For Sale at J. O. Doefcburg's Drug Store.
work there.

is such a wide va-

our stock, so

really fascinating patterns

County Clerk Hoyt is;ued twentyeight marriage licenses during the
month of March. This is a^ many as doubtedly be greeted by a larger aud- General Dunks promptly confiscate!
in January and Februarytogether.
the cotton and transferred it to hh
ience.
James Kole, the wagon dealer,sold a
SuperintendentKinch, of the H. iS; flotilla.Each bale was stenciled C
S. A. and over this the northern solvery line dairy wagon to P. Van An- ij. M. street Railway, expects to have diers with marking brushes wrote in
rooy the dairyman,south of the city. cars-in operation by the latter part of huge characters U. S. A. I was on
It is the finest dairy wagon in town.
next week. Yesterday a gang of work- guard at the time, and om* of my prisoners. a handsome, bright-eyed young
On SaturdayProfessor La' ta, princi- ingmen commenced clearing away the southern officer, said: ‘Yank,’ what’s
pal of the Saugatuck public schools, snow on the Hue towards Saugatuck. that writing there?’
“I looked proudly at him as I respoke at the teacher’s meeting at Alle- About live miles south of the Y the filiplied. ‘The United States of America
gan, on “The Needs of the District ing was washed out in February and
over the Confederate States of AmeriSchool, from a Teacher's Standpoint.” considerablesand will have to be ca. Can't you read U. S. A. over C.
dumped before the road is again in S. A.?'
Bids will Ik* received on Wednesday,
“He looked at me quizzically.
shape. When the service opens, a car
April 18th, at 5 p. m., for the erection
will run between Holland anu the Park ‘Thank you,' he said. •Do you know I
of a building for Jonn A. Van rier Veen.
thought it was United States uf Amerand Saugatuck every hour and twelve
ica Cotton Stealing Association.’
Plans can be seen at the officeof Archiminutes. Within the city limits cars
“The next question he put to me I
tect Price. Post Block.
will run oftener.

one bf the most entertain-

ing things to be done these

cf

carpet

WITH ONE

room and see the beautiful creations of the

season.

We show

the very latest things in Axminsters,

Saxony Axminsters,Shervan

Axminsters, Royal Axminsters, Sovereign Axminsters, Special Axminsters,
quettes, Extra Velvets, Extra Wilton Velvets, and

grades of carpets, from
large an assortment as

1

is

a 10c Hemp
shown

in

Mo-

Savoneries. In fact, in

to a $2.00 Wilton, you

will find

all

here as

Western Michigan.

Good China Matting,

per

yard,

-

Fancy cotton warp Japan Matting,

12^c

-

19c

100 rolls to select from, in all the latest patterns and colorings.

Linoleums

Come

in 5

grades, from

in, look as long as

tality is a part

..................................45c

you

like before

buying or without

a

yard up.

buying. Hospi-

of this store’s business.

ALL GOODS SOLD OX EASY PAYMENT PLAN.

JAS. A.

BROUWER.

|

i

!

I

212-214

RIVER STREET,

HOLLAND, MICH.

TO

fSUl»l»LiIQMJS.?rr

FINDS CHILD

AFTER SIXTEEN YEARS.

OTMi
TIM
_ PAOISWUllf!
O TO

SUICIDE AT NIAGARA.

FRANCE WAIVES HER “RIGHTS."

WANTS

A

FREE HAND.

DISEASE IN MANILA.

ftthtr Drives Over Six Thousand Miles !|»
Statement of Attltua A ward Sale of the
Censna Completed Shows Death Rat/
Search of His Daughter.
1U.
f anlsh R
ids.
Ovpr 40 Per Cent.
After having searched constantly for
The
foreign
office
authorities
at
Ptriii
M. 0, MaNTINO, PubUlWf.
INSANE MAN MAKES AWAY WITH
BEVERIDGE
ON
AMERICA'S
COLThe census of Manila, completed by th»
eight years, Andrew Webber found In
make the followingstatement regarding
HIMSELF.
health department, gives the city an un*
Holland, Midi., Friday, April, (I, 11)00. Maryville,Mo., the other day his daughONIAL PROBLEM.
France’s attitudetoward American acpleasantly high rank among the unbealthter, from whom he had been separated
quisition of Danish West Indies: “France
ful cities of the world. It establishesa
sixteen years. Andrew Webber and his
will
place
no
obstacle
whatever
in
the
; WadM Into the Water Off Goat lalaad*
wife were a Hungariancouple who came
way of the successof the Dauisb-Ameri- Indiana Senator Says No Precedent death rate of something over 40 per cent
Shoots Himaelf and la Swept Over
to the United States in 1873 and located
Will Serve for Government of New at n conservativeestimate. Former estican negotiations.On the contrary, in
the Falla-lndianMurders HU Uncla view of her cordial relationswith both
in St. Louis. Eighteen years ago .the
Poeecaelons-HeAdvocatee Heel pro* mates and censuses had always given
Manila 300,000 population. This census
wife died, leaving the father and a 4*
for $10.
the United States aud Denmark, she is
city and Free Trade for Porto Rico*
was a careful count of nativesand Chin*
willing to waive her rights over Santa
LAWSUIT OVER THE ADMIRAL'S year-old daughter. Father and daughesc living in buildingsand boats in the
ter separated,and two years ago she was
Cruz, as France values her friendship
A sensationalsuicide occurred at Nl*
NOSc IS BEGUN.
Senator Beveridge of Indiana Thursday police districts of Manila, and It gave a
married at Jackson to Will Kuoth of
ngura Falls, on Goat island, near the with these two countriesfar more high- delivered in the Senate his long-expected
total of 11)0,714, of whom 30,000 were
Maryville. In February, 18011, the father
ly than any claims she may have in the
spring. A man waded out as far as he
speech on the United States’ new pos- Chinamen. There are to be added the
dticago Firm Want* to Know Why learned of his child's whereabouts. With- could, shot himself three times in the Danish Antilles.”
out making any reply, he started out on
sessionsand the policy that should In* inhabitantsof several villages within the
Kxcmencc on Hia Proboacls Appcara a two-wheeled wagon for Maryville. In head, pitched forward into the water,
DIE BY LOCOMOTIVE EXPLOSION.
adopted in governing them. He began city limits, Americans and Europeans,
and
was
swept
down
between.
Luna
and
in Their Medallion Portrait— Ex pedi* his search Webber drove over 0,000 miles
his speech as soon us the Senate con- and 1,400 priests iu the monasteries.
Goat islands, going over the falls at the Engineerand Fireman on the Norfolk and
vened. The keynotes of his utterance From reliable information the officials
tionLocatea the South Magnetic Pole. and wrote hundreds of letter* He said
Cave of the Winds. From papers and-,
Western Road Killed Instantly.
that when bis wife died she left some
were free trade aud reciprocity for 1’orto estimate their number at between 50,000
lettera left behind he is thought to be
The
boiler
on
the
locomotive
pulling
a
propertyin Hungary, which was to go to
Rico. He favored separating the civil and 00,000.
.V suit at law has been instituted which
Hippolyte Schneider of Pittsburg, let- through freight on the Norfolk and Westher daughter when the latter became 20
government and tariff features of the
The deaths in Manila, officiallyreportdi*j*ends for settlementupon the question,
ters in French were found addressed to ern Railroad exploded while opposite
‘'Has Admiral Dewey u wart on his years old. He is not certain what it is Mine. Lillian Russell, Infanta Dahlia, Breeden, W. Va., and Sam C. Buck, the Porto Rican bill so that the former might ed during the six months from July 1 to
worth, but thinks not less than $10,000.
become a law at once, whether free trade Dec. 31 last year, were 0,205. Of those
aiose?" The plaintiffsare Whitehead &
and the Westinghouse Company of Pitta- engineer,was blown into Twelve Poole
is carried or not. Mr. Beveridge said in
2,041 were children. Home of the prinHoag, New Jersey, who make medalBOY HIS MOTHER'S CHAMPION.
burg. In one letter he blames the wom- river and killed instantly. Fireman Da- part:
cipal causes were: Bcri-bcri, 570; tuberlions, ami the defendantsare (Jriesheimer
hu, Lillian R. Russell, for his death, and vid Sharp’s body was blown into frag“To treat Porto Rico ns we treat Ha- culosis, 385; bronchitis, 314; dysentery,
*\ Co. of Chicago, who ordered fi.OOO nu- Albert Stedge Kills William Hobson Be- leaves her alt his property. The letters ments. Pieros of the engine lauded in
waii and to deni with the latter as we 220; fevers, 287. while stomach troubles
mismatic presentments of the “man of
cause of InsultingRemarks.
were rambling and indicate that the man the streets of Breeden and the report
deal with the Philippines, and to apply ranked high. Manila now has three disManila." When the medallionswere exAlbert 8tcdge of Chicago, 17 years old, was insane. Naturalizationpapers were was hoard for miles. A dozen cats were
to all without delay the same fixed lor eases epidemic which would throw the
it mined it was found that upon the nose
struck William Hobson, a cattle buyer, found dated Match !>, 1882, at Pittsburg. derailed by the explosion.
mula of laws which custom aud intention average communityinto a panic— bubonic
•of the metal miniaturesthere was a wart, in the head with a barrel stave and killof statehood has proscribedfor our ter plague, beri-beri and smallpox. Beri-beri
PLAN
TO
PRESERVE
BUFFALO.
WRITES
STORY
IN
HIS
OWN
BLOOD.
which appeared not in any previouslimn- ed him because the man insulted bis
ritories from which our States are form- results from a diet of fish and rice, so
ing of the admiral. Mr. Uriesheimer im- mother, llobsou was 37 years old and
ed, is a proposition us mad us it is novel. that whites do not fear it.
mediately telegraphedto President Mc- boarded in the Stedge household. He is Torturesof an American in Philippines Told Favorable Report on Bill Setting Aside Land
“More than any people of history
Smallpox and leprosy the Philippines
in
New
Mexico.
InoThrillln
Manner.
Kinley, Mrs. Dewey, Admiral Montejo said to have been drinking when be enThe 1 louse committee on public lands events are placing us where we may com- always have, and the people look upon
With the blood that flowed from his
and Secretary Long of the Navy Depart- tered the house and insulted Mrs. Stedge.
mand and compel the peace of the world. them as a matter of course,avoiding diment, asking earnestly and in set terms The boy pushed him out of the house and own wounds Private Charles Baker of at Washingtonhas directed a favorable
report on the bill for a “buffaloreserve" Porto Rico, Cuba, the canal, Hawaii, tbc rect contact,but hardly giving a second
Cleveland
wrote
on
the
walls
of
the
cages
knocked
him
down
with
a
barrel
stave.
whether there was a wart, carbuncle,
Philippines,make us literally the sov- thought to their presence iu the neighmole or other oxcrescncc upon the nd- He left the man dead upon the sidewalk in which the Filipinos confined him the iu New Mexico. The reserve is limited
ereigu power among the nations. 1 say borhood. Smallpoxflourishes in some
mirable nose of the admiral. All agreed and displayedremarkable coolnessby go- story of his tortures, so that his fellow to 12,000 acres iu the unoccupied and
by wire, at Griesheimer'sexpense, that ing to bed. The tragedy occurred about soldiers .should know and avenge. Baker arid district and its occupancywill be mnke us the mnster people of the world, parts of Luzon constantly. Half of the
for 1 never will believe that we will sur- nativesiu the country districts are pitted
the hero’s nose was as smooth as "they 11 o'clock. Shortly after midnight Mi- was a member of Battery L, Third Unit- under a temporary lease. The purpose is
herds of render our possessionsto others because with it, and mothers try to get their chilmake 'em." Then the Chicago man re- chael Cosgrove stumbled over tbc body. ed States artillery.He was hacked to to recruit the fast-disappearing
we cannot invent sane and appropriate dren infected with it under the b- lief
fused to pay the bill, and the suit fol- The police were notified and the boy was death by the roadside.Private John Americanbison.
methods for their governmentand con- that it is less dangerous to the young.
taken from bis lied and locked up at the Prager, who was one of the company that
lowed.
Lives Lost in Coal Mines.
trol. I will' never believethat our con- The towns along the northern coast and
police station. Mrs. Stedge was also ar- tried to catch Baker’s captors, has writHURLS HER BABES FROM FLAMES.
The annual report of James Roderick, stitution manacles our bauds and narrows on the railroad between Manila and Dagrested. The boy abused the officers for ten the facts to Baker’s relativesin
chief of the Pennsylvania State bureau our vision and numbs our brain. I will upnn are full of smallpox now. Gen.
disturbingbis slumbers.He refused at Cleveland.
St. Louis Woman Drops Two Children Out
of mines and mining, contains u chapter never admit that our constitution is such Bonn’s famous volunteer regiment, the
first to speak of the killing, but finally
of a Window-ThirdIs Killed.
GIVEN $10 TO KILL HIS UNCLE.
dealing with mine accidents and their a charterof death.
Thirty-sixth,is sufferingfrom an epitold his story.
Uoy Tucker, ,T years old, was burned to
causes. Iu the thirty years from 1S7U
demic. Lieut. Toncray and Lieut. Wing,
Ismie InvolvesKeeping Islands.
DREAM
PREVENTS
A
MARRIAGE.
death and bis father was probably fatalQueer Confession Mada by a Young Brave to 1800 the report states 0,575 lives were
“The first issue under debate involves both of whom were Tennesseeans, the
ly burned in a tire that occurred in a
of the Choctaw Nation.
lost iu and about the anthracite coal the keeping of our new possessions. For former holdinga commission as captain iu
two-storybuilding at St. Louis. William Rebecca Greenwood Sues CharlesBartlett
Deputy United States Marshal Emmet mines of Pennsylvania.
one I rejoice that we have them. For the Tennessee volunteers,and several
for breach of Promise.
Tucker and bis family, consisting*.f a
brought WinchesterTownsend, a fullone I believe that we have them by the soldiers have died, and there are other
Because
of
a
dream
of
bis
mother,
Chicago
Theater
Destroyed.
wife and three children, occupied three
blooded Choctaw Indian, down from Taldecrees of a Providence, which, in all cases in the regiment.
rooms ou the second floor. Mrs. Tucker whom he has not seen since he was a lihiuu and lodged him in jail at Antlers, The Columbia Theater, one of the oldThe easy-going natives and Spaniards
our history,has outrun the weak and
child,
and
his
old
English
home,
it
is
est
playhouses
iu
Chicago,
was
destroyed
was first to discover the flames. She made
1. T., ou a charge of murderingWillis
halting wittlom of presidentsand con- paid so little attention to leprosy ti nt the
charged
that
Charles
Bartlett
of
Chicago
by
tire,
which
is
supposed
to
have
origher way to the loft, dragged two of her
Weltou, his unde. He enticed Welton
gresses. For one I accept the privileges, Philippineshave never been noted for
children, a boy and a girl, 4 and o years said be could uot marry Rebecca Green- into the woods and shot him with u Win- inated iu the kitchen of the Iroquois
duties and the burdens of our situation, that disease, but there are more than a
wood,
his
housekeeper,
but
that
he
would
Club
adjoining.
The
theater
structure
old, respectively, to a window, and, callchester rifle,giving us his reason that
in the’ spirit expressed to me by our hundred lepers in the Manila hospital.
continue
to
employ
her
and
would
raise
was
left
in
ruins.
The
loss
is
close
to
ing to some men below to “Catch,” threw
his uncle was of no account and would
great
admiral,as we stood on the Olym- Bubonic plague is a recent visitor.Two
the childrenout. Half suffocated by tlie her wages $1 a week. The housekeeper uot work and make a living. He also $200,000.
pia's heroic decks and looked across the months ago the first ease was discovered
has
brought
suit
for
breach
of
promise,
Kinoke she hung over the window sill to
said he had been offered $50 to kill him,
Abandons the Inquiry.
beautifulcity to the blue mountainsof in Manila. Since that time there have*
get a breath of air. After a moment she in which she demands $25,000. Bartlett but had been paid only $10.
The New York grand jury has aban- Luzon, when lie said to me: ’A higher been 200 oases, according to the estit-ereamed,“My baby, my baby!” Then is quoted in the petition ns saying that
doned its investigationinto the alleged power than mine was iu this business;a mates of the health officers,and at least
LABOR UNIONS AT WAR.
nhc disappeared. After awhile site reap- in his dream his old mother wanted him
wrecking of the Third Arenue Railroad higher will aud a wisdom than ours un- 80 per cent of them have resulted fatally.
to
visit her and that he would be compeared without the baby; and, leaning
Company. Assistant District Attorney furled that tlag over this ocean empire,
pelled
to
do
so,
which
would
make
a
out for air, fell into the crowd and was
Big Contest In San FranciscoOver Wage Unger advised that body to discontinue
ours now and ours forever.' If we surReductions.
caught safely. Her husband,who bad marriage out of the question. Bartlett
the inquiry because there is nothing to render them to more discerningand powis 41) years old. He is a coal dealer and
War is on between the International show the violation of any criminal law. erful peoples, succeeding generationswill
Arrived, rushed in for the baby. He was
lives with a daughter, 12 years old, and
found probably fatally burned beside the
Union of Bricklayers and Masons and
curse the folly and the crime that not
a young sou. Since the death of his wife
Ex-Senator Sawyer Dead.
the San Francisco Bricklayers’Associacharred corpse of the child.
seven years ago Miss Greenwood has
Former
Senator
Philetus
Sawyer
died only yielded our high advantage, but plaction. The InternationalUnion wishes to
ed the republic at the mercy of its possibeen his housekeeper.
MAGNETIC POLE LOCATED.
reduce the standard of wages of brick- at Oshkosh, Wis. He had been suffering
from
a
complication
of
troubles
that, ble future foes."
layers from $5, the local union rate, to
Lawlessness in Rochester.
After dealing with the constitutional
starting with the stomach, finally involvThe Borchgrevlnk South Polar Expedition
Vincent G. Johnson was held up on one $3.50, and will make corresponding reReaches New Zealand.
ed the bowels and kidneys. The Senator question involved at considerablelength
ductions
in
masons’
wages.
The
local
Mr. Beveridge came to the questionof reCarsten E. Borchgrcviuk, the leader of the fashionablethoroughfaresof Rochwas 84 years old.
ester, X. Y., and compelled to hand out associationwill resist the decrease and
ciprocityaud free trade, lie said iu
of the south polar expedition, fitted out in
his gold watch and what money he had. proposes to fight with the International
CongressmanKnocked Down.
part:
3898 by Sir George Ncwnes of London,
This took place within sight of numerous Union to the bitter end.
Congressman George W. Faris and
"Reciprocitywith Porto Rico will help
who, with the survivingmembers of his
passers-by. Half an hour later Sydney
Horace C. Pugh, a well-known attorney that island; it cannot hurt us. No, it will
party, arrived on the steamer Southern
Fatal Dynamite Explosion.
The Rock Island has completed a new
Gugginheimer was similarly treated witRand Republican politician,had an exciting help us more Ilian it will help Porto Rico.
Cross at Campbelltown, near Bluff HarA disastrous explosionoccurred at street tight in Terre Haute,' Ind., in which It affords us a safe experiment with our $00,000 passenger station at Peoria. 111.
in a block of where the first robbery ocbor, New Zealand, telegraphs to Sir
curred. The p 'ice seem powerless to Five-Mile Point, B. C., where the dyna- Faris was knocked down and consideraThe Union Pacific holds the Record of
possessionsat the very beginning of our
George Ncwnes that the object of the prevent the lawlessnessnow existing.
mite factory of the Ontario powder bly bruised and cut about the face.
experience as an administering power. time— Cheyenne to Omaha, 517 miles iu
expeditionhas been fully attainedand the
worka is situated. William Way and
For a nation of 70,000,000people with an eight hours— 04.C2 miles per hour.
position of the south magnetic pole has
Portugal Mum Pay Large Sum.
Whip a Doctor.
Harry Oerran were la (Mtpaehiaf Imum
The Clover Leaf was sold recentlyfor \
licen located.
The Delagoa buy arbitrationtribunal, engaged in packing dynamitecartridges Dr. Oscar Richards,aged <3, was whip- imperialcontinentfor its home, and practiced in all the arts of Industry,cannot $12,200,000to Hartshorn & Peyton, repwhich was appointed to decide tbc claims
Big Deal in Coal for Export.
when a terrific explosion occurred, kill- ped by a masked mob at Mounds, Okia.
suffer in competition with a little Island resenting the bondholders’reorganization
against Portugal growing out of tie seizing the two men and completelyobliterat- The doctor was charged with making
One of the largest coal deals ever efure of the Delagoa Bay Railway, has orfalse
prescriptions.
Sixteen
well-to-do smaller than a single county of Texas, committee. r
fected in that district was closed at
ing all traces of the packing house.
1,200 miles from our shores, and peopled
dered Portugal to pay to the British and
men are under arrest.
.After June 1 all IllinoisCentral trains
Charleston,W. Va., by C. J. Wittenberg,
by less than one-seventieth
of our number between Chicago and St. Louis will run
American claimants the sum of 15,314,Suicide of a Noted Iowan.
presidentof the High Carbon Coal and
Japan Forma Its First Trust.
of inhabitants, poverty stricken and pros- via Springfieldover the St. Louis, Pe000 francs ($3,002,800), with interest at
Lore Alford, a leading lawyer and for
Coke Company of New York. The ownJapan’s first industrial trust has been trate, ignorant of the meaning of self5 per cent from June 25, 1880, to the date mer speaker of the Iowa House of Reporia and Northern.
ers of twenty collieriessigneth contracts
of payment,in addition to the 700,000 resentatives, was found dead in tbc bath organizedby 200 cotton-spinning factories government, and beholding modern civilThe Great Northern is to build from
for the sale of all coal shipped east by
of Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, Okayama and ization as through a glass darkly. If the
francs ($140,000) depositedin 1800.
room of his residencein Waterloo, Iowa.
*heni during the ensuing year. These
Kiushiu, which have combined for opera- American republic, just embarked upon the Mesnba iron range to the head of
He had cut his throat. Mr. Alford had
Lake Superior, making a cut-off of thirtymines have a daily output of 8,0UU tons.
Car ani Foundry Plant Burned.
tions ou a mammoth scale.
the grandest world career of all time,
been a sufferer for years from a stubborn
six miles for east-bound ore.
A large part of this coal will reach forFire which broke out shortly after 1
fears
competition
with
the
least
of
its
Death Came During Prayer.
eign markets to which American coal has o’clock on a recent morniqg in the plant stomach disease, which led to desponThe Michigan Central and the Lake
George Epstein, a recluse, aged 48, was possessions, let us strike our colors as a
never before found admittance.
of the Kansas City Garland Foundry dency and melancholia.
Shore did the banner business last week
sovereign
power,
tack
from
our
course
found dead kneeling at his bedside in
Company, ou the Kansas side of the
in east-bound shipments from Chicago,
French Steamer Founders.
Car Hangs Over a Precipice.
Carondelet,Mo. Rats had attacked the marked out .by Iho high inspirationof
river near Argentine, caused a loss of
The French steamer Georges Croise, remains and torn the flesh in several great events, put back to the port of de- the former carrying 20,447 tons aud the
A crowded street # car of the Wilkes- fully $500,000. The Armours are largely
cay, go out of commission, and let the latter 22,015 tons.
Barre and Wyoming Valley Traction interested in the concern and build and bound to Cuba with cattle aud eighty pas- places.
The Wabash road announces that it
mighty voyage on which we started be
sengers,is sunk outside Santo Domingo.
Company jumped the track on North repair their refrigerator cars there.
BurglarsAre Unsuccessful.
sailed by bolder hearts, loftier faiths and will no longer Ik* bound by the Western
The steamer New York rendered her asMain street, Pittston, Pa., and plunged
An unsuccessfulattempt was made to eyes of clearer vision.
Passenger Association rule which persistance. It is uot known how many
Through the railing guarding a high emFlee from Armed Citizens.
rob the bank of Sutro & Co. in San Franmits only party rates for theatrical aud
Measure of Kconomic Wisdom.
An attempt was made to rob the Dol- lives were saved.
bankment. The ear did not pause until
cisco, the robbers entering the bank by
the fore truck and entire front were lar bank at Flushing,Ohio. The robbers
“Reciprocity
with
Porto
Rico
is not other specified parties.
Chicagoan Robbed in Florida.
cutting through the walls.
only a matter of duty; it is a measure of
banging faf out over the embankment. blew open the door with dynamite, but
The gross earnings of the Santa Fe
A big diamond robbery is the latest
If the ear had moved a foot farther a the explosion awakened the inhabitants, sensation at Tampa, Fla. The winter
economic wisdom. It is the reciprocity for the eight months ended Feb. 28 were
Nebraska Postoffice Robbed.
fatal plunge and a frightful loss of life and upon the arrivalof armed citizens residenceof Oscar D. Wetherell of ChiBurglars visited the postofllce at Ma- for which the great statesmen of the re- $30,724,853, an increase of $3,441), 158 as
the burglars fled. The door of the vault
public have planned and toiled. And if is compared to those of the corresponding
would have been inevitable.
cago was entered and rings and diamonds con, Neb., and blew open the safe. They
was blown off the binges,and the buildreciprocity not with a foreign country, three-quarters
of 1808-9.
to the estimated value of $2,000 to §3,000 secured$200 in money and some stamps.
Murder Mystery In New York.
ing was badly damaged.
but with our own possession. It is reSaturday night the fiscal year of the
were
taken.
The body of a man was found floating
Famous Poor General Is Dead.
ciprocity of nature; Porto Rican products Rock Island came to a close. It was a
Heir to a Share of $13,000,000.
in the river at the foot of South Fourth
Gen. Piet Joubert died at Pretoria, supply what we need and cannot so well
Postoffice at Ponce Robbed.
most prosperousone in the history of the
Miss Elsie Tyson of Humboldt, Cal.,
street,Brooklyn, X. Y., with his legs
produce.When our markets are open to road, earnings having been larger than
The Ponce, Porto Rico, postoffice was after a short illness.
closelybound with a rope. The police has sailed for England with an AustraPorto Rican products indnstry will, and in any previous twelve months.
burglarized. The corner door, which is
believethat it was a murder committed lian attorney to assist in establishingthe within fifty yards of the jail, was forced
THE MARKETS.
must of necessity, be stimulated as by
Notices have been sent out by the
claim
of
the
children
aud
grandchildren
for robbery and this belief is sustained
the wine of life itself all through our islby the use of a jimmy and tbc money iu
by the fact that nothing was found on of John Tyson, who died in New. Provi- the place was taken. The posloffice supChicago— Cattle, common to prime, and. the people will prosper,money will Southeastern Passenger Association to
dence, N. J., thirty years ago, to the
the body but a bunch of keys.
$3.00 to $<*.00; hogs, shipping grades, pour into their withered hands and Porto the effect that on and after April 30 parplies were uot disturbed,however.
$13,000,000estate of James Tyson, who
$3.00 to $5.75; sheep, fair to choice, $3.00 Rico, now desolate, will be placed in the ty rates will be abolishedby nil the lines
Young Bank hief Is Caught.
died in Melbourne in 1888.
to $0.25; wheat, No. 2 red, 00c to 08c; position of prosperityjustified by its re- in the territory of the association.
Great Growth of Northwest.
Thomas J. Stewart, 18 years of age,
An increasein populationof 000,000 in corn, No. 2, 38c to 40c; oats, No. 2, 24c sources,its locationand its possibilities. Articles of incorporationhave been filed
Thieves Sack a Church.
formerly messenger of the First Nationten
years in Minnesota, North aud South to 25c; rye, No. 2. 54c to 55c; butter, Aud with her prosperityshe will in turn at Richmond, Ind., for the Cincinnati*
William Porter and Edward Jackson
al Bank of Easton, Pa., was arrested at
Dakota and Montana is shown by R. L. choice creamery, 22c to 24c; eggs, fresh, endow us. Her markets will exclusively Richmond, and Muucie Railway. The
Denver, charged with robbing the bank robbed and desecrated 8t. Mary’s Cathroad will at some later day provide a
Polk & Co.’s NorthwesternGazetteer, 10c to lie; potatoes, choice, 30c to 45c be ours.
of $1,745 on March 17. When arrested olic Church in Chicago and took away a
short line between Cincinnati aud Chijust issued. The present population is per bushel.
“But
to close our markets to our own
quantity
of
valuable
vestments
and
decoStewart confessed and gave to the offiIndianapolis—Cattle, shipping, $3.00 to possession or to make those markets dear cago.
rations. By a gold tassel they dropped placed at 2,725,000.
cers $1,158 of the money taken.
$0.00; hogs, choice light, $3.00 to $5.50; and difficultis to take from our masses
The Chicago and Eastern Illinois has
the police traced them > d their capture
Two Filipinos Hanged.
sheep, common to prime, $3.00 to $5.00; the necessities produced on our own ter- entered into a traffic alliancewith the
followed.
San Fr ne'seo Mills Burn.
Morales and Gonzalez, who were found wheat, No. 2, 70c to 72c; corn, No. 2 ritory, ami to make the markets of our Mobile aud Ohio, which allows of its beIn San Francisco tiro destroyedthe
V ola HorlockerNot Guilty.
guilty of murdering a countryman, were white, 38c to 3Uc; oats, No. 2 white,
own dependency dear and difficultto our coming un active competitor for freight
Yosemitc Hour mills, the factory of the
At Hastings, Neb., Viola Horlocker, hanged in the plaza iu front of the church 28c to 20c.
producers is to deny to ourselvesthe op- business to and from the far Southern
Californian Italian Paste Company and who for nearly two weeks had been on
at San Carlos,province of Paugasin, P.
Kt. Louis— Cattle, $3.25 to $0.00; hogs,
portunityto sell our ow-n products to our points.
several small houses. The buildings were trial in the District Court, charged with
I., an officer of the Seventeenth infantry $3.00 to $5.50; sheep, $3.00 to $0.25;
own
possession. It is a situation which
all owned by C. It. Spltvalo, and the total
Contracts for work on the new Unionadministering poisonous candy to the presidingat the execution.
wheat, No. 2, 71c to 73c; corn, No. 2 even the necessity for instant financial
loss is estimated at $200,000.
town, Wnyuesburg and West Virginia
wife of her employer, is again a free
yellow, 37c to 30c; oats, No. ,2, 24c to relief could uot render endurable to the
road will soon be let and the work will
woman. The jury that declared her not
Three Children Burned to Death.
Fire Does $33,0o0 Damage.
20c; rye, No. 2, 55c to 57c.
Governmentof the United States, and so begin iu June. Roth the Pennsylvania
guilty was out less than an hoar.
Three
children
were
burned
to
death
in
Cincinnati—
Cattle,
$2.50
to
$0.00;
hogs,
Fire, which broke out on the sixth floor
the Presidentof the republic, true to his and B. & 0. tried in vain to block the
a fire which destroyed the farm house of $3.00 to $5.50; sheep, $2.50 to $0.25;
of the Progress building,Salt Lake.
American Pork Is Barred.
fatherly solicitude for Porto Rico, true project when surveys were being made.
Utah, caused a loss of $o5,000 before i'
The Porte has informedthe United John Brassill, iu East Providence,R. I. wheat, No. 2, 72c to 73c; com, No. 2 to bis constructivestatesmanship, ha.s,
A report comes from Omaha that a
was under control.
States legation at Constantinoplethat in The mother succeeded iu rescuing one, mixed, 40c to 41c; oats, No. 2 mixed, 20c through the legal and constitutional
projectis on foot to connect the Northfuture the importationof Americanpork an infant,from its burning cradle,but to 27c; rye, No. 2V 50c to 01c.
method
of an executive message to the
- Se Is* Circus Stock Said to Be Sold.
Detroit—Cattle,$2.50 to $0.00; hogs, Senate and the House, recommendedthe western and the newly organized Kansas
will be prohibited, giving as a reason for the babe lived only a few hours.
.7. A. Bailey of Barmim & Bailey fam*.
$3.00
to $5.50; sheep, $3.00 to $5.75; relief to the island by the appropriation City Southern roads by two new line*.
the prohibition that the meat is injurious
Colorado Treasury Empty.
is reported to have purchased all of Petft;
wheat, No. 2, 71c to 73c; corn. No. 2 of more than $2,000,000,which, in turn, One is to run from Dos Moines to Winto the public health.
Appropriations exceeding the revenue
terset, Crcston, Newmarket. Sknmbaugh
Sells'stock in the Sells-Forepaugbcircus.
yellow, 38c to 40c; oats, No. 2 white, 27c
relieves the Congress of the United
by $500, 000 were made by the Colorado
South McAlester in Flames.
and College Springs and connect with
to 20c; rye, 50e to 01c.
States from committing an offense
FlcisclimanUlcctci in Cincinnati.
Fire at South McAlester, I. T., destroy- Legislature of last year. The State
Toledo— Wheat, No. 2 tnixed, 72c to a"ainst statesmanship to which it was the Omaha and St. Louis at Blanchard.
The Republicans of Cincinnati have ed thirty buildings, many of them busi- treasuryis now bankrupt, and State in73c; corn. No. 2 mixed, 38c to 30c; oats. uriven by the absolute necessity for funds The other route is from Des Moines to
elected Juls Fleischman, a millionaire ness houses, causing a loss of $50, (AM). stitutions are penniless. ^
No. 2 mixed, 27c to 28c; rye, No. 2, 57c for the island. And that recommenda- Wiuterset, Greenfield, Corning, Clarinda
distiller,us Mayor.
The town is without facilitiesfor fightand CollegeSprings,connecting with the
to 58c; clover seed, old, $4.83 to $4.05.
Culton
Makes
a
Confession.
tion we have adopted.”
ing fire, and but littlecould be done to
Omaha and St. Louis at Elmo, Mo.
Milwaukee— Wheat, No. 2 northern,
W.
H.
Culton,
alter
being
held
to
the
Two Dead and Five Injured.
check the flames.
00c
to 07c; corn, No. 3, 37c to 38c; oats.
Tennessee
has
become
the
leading
phosA decided victory has been won by the
grand jury along with Caleb Powers aud
At Owosso, Mich., fire destroyed$151),Chase-Sprague Sale.
John Davis for alleged complicity in No. 2 white, 20c to 28c; rye, No. 57c phate producer of America. There are Burlington road iu the Omahn-Kansas
000 worth of school property,caused the
The sale of the furnitureand filings of Goebel’s niurdcr, made a confession to to 58c; barley.No. 2. 44c to 40c; pork, 248 valuablemines iu the State, and over City differential case, involvingthe rate
death of two men and injury to five othEdgcwood, the historical homestead at the State’s Attorney at Frankfort,Ky.
mess, $12.75 to $13.25.
21,000 men are employed in the business. on packing house products to the southers. The tire started from a chimney
Washington of the late Chief Justice
Buffalo—Cattle, good shipping steers, New mines arc being opened daily.
east. The arbitratorbolds the contenburning out. Sparks fled into the belfry
Fruit Jar Factory is l urned.
Salmon P. Chase and his daughter, Mrs.
$3.00 to $0.00; hogs, common to choice,
tion of the Burlington for a 3-ceut difand down upon the dry floor of a large Kate Chase-Sprague, realized a total of
Fire at New Brunswick,N. J., did $3.25 to $5.75; sheep, fair to choice, $3.00
The United States steamship Iroquois ferential to be good.
attic.
$100,000 damage to the Consolidated to $0.75; lambs, common to extra, $4.50 will make a search for the missing Mor$44,448.75.
One theory, and a plausibleone, ad»
Fruit Jar factory. Three hundred hands to $8.00.
rill Island, while she is engaged in the
Aguinalda in Singapore.
Stiff Fij'ht with
,
,
vanced relative to the interest taken by
New York— Cattle. $3.25 to $0.00; hogs. survey for a cable route in the Pacific.
News from the Philippines receivedby
In a fight between a sheriff’sposse aud
th:‘0Wn °Ut °f cn,p,0ymt,ut’
American roads in Mexico as u source
$3.00 to $5.75; sheep. $3.00 to $0.25-,
the transportSheridan shows that Agui- a gang of outlaws near Navajc Springs,j Famous War Correspondent Expire*.
of passenger traffic,is that officialsar»
The
premier
of
New*
Zealand
said
that
wheat,
No.
2
red.
80c
to
81c;
corn,
No.
2,
naldo Ls in Siugnitore. The Singapore S. M., two of the posse were killed.Five j Archibald Forbes, the well-known
looking abend toward the Pan- America*
papers make mention of the fact and pub- outlaws were captured,two badly wound- j war correspondent,died iu Lonaon. He 45c to 47c; oats, No. 2 white, 31c to 33c; Australasiacould send enough troopa to expositionat Buffalo next year, which
South
Africa
to free the imperialarmies
butter,
creamery,
21c
to
20c;
eggs,
westlish short interviewswith him.
,td- The others
| had been in bad health for some years.
will be largely attended from Central
tor service ekewhan.
ert. Uc to 13c.
America.
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TRUE CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME.

with throats that only a few
sounded In the hoarse blast of
hurricane,they tang it. One theme flw
the sermons. One burden for the SOBf*
Jesus for the Invocation. Jesus tor the
Scripture lesson. Jesus for the baptismal
font. Jesus for the sacrojncatal cap.
Jesus for the benediction. But the day
has gone. It rolled away on swift wheals
of light and love. Again the ckvrdwa
are lighted.Tides of people again ettlng
down the streets. Whole families earning up the church aisle. We mast have
one more service.What shall we preach?
What shall we rend? Let it be Jetus,
everybody says; let it be Jesus. Wa moat
have one more song. What abail It' be,
children? Aged men a:.d women, what
shall it be? Young men and maidens,
what shall it be? If you dared to break
the silence ot this auditory, there woald
come up thousands of quick and jubilant
voices, crying out, "Let it be Jenu!
Jesus! Jesus!”

AMBUSHKD BY BOERS.
BRITISH CONVOY AND SEVEN
GUNS CAPTURED.

Umod the spirit, and the keys of the mn*
sic board mast have a solemi tread.
Though the voice may be tremulous, so
that grandfather will not trust it in
church, still he has the psalm book oped
before him, and. he slugs with his soul.
m,
He hums his grandchild asleep with the
same tune he sang forty years ago in the
old country meeting house. Some day the
choir sings a tune so old that the young
people do not know it, but it starts the
tears down the cheek of the aged man,
for it reminds him of the revival scene in
which he participated and of the radiant
faces that long since went to dust and of
(Copjrlfbt, Loals Klopsfb,1000.)
the gray haired ministerleaning over the
«» N this
thi» discourse
dscoane Dr. Tannage
Ttlmage snows
shows pulpit
. t
'
and
sounding the good things of
A Great Harmony.
11 how Christ brings harmony and mel- |Jt .
I say once more Christ is the everlast« ody into every life that he enters; , was
Thanksgiving day in my pulhast, P»alm aevih.,
The Lord is my pU in Svra(.usi.taud Kev. Daniel Waldo, ing scug. The very best singers sometfrength and
, at !*H years of age, stood beside me. The times get tired, the strongest throats
The most fascins ting theme for a heart | rholr MUg a tunp< { Haidf »! nm sorry sometimes get weary, and many who
MSgerly attuned is the Savior. Iberc;^ Bang |i,at „on. tone; nobody seems sang very sweetly do not sing now, but
ll something in the morning light to sug- to know a .. ..,jiesayou> n,y gon,” said | I hope by the grace of Coil we will after
iNt him and something in the evening ,
..j beard lhat st!Venty yours nwhile go up and sing the* praises of
shadow to speak his praise. The flower ; a..0 ..
I Christ where we will never be weary,
hreathes him. the stars shine him, the "rjloro wns „ sonR t0.day that touched j You know there are sonic songs that are
aascade proclaims him, all the voices of the Iife of lll0 ugcd wilh hoiy tire und especially appropriate for the home cir•tore chant him. Whatever la grand. kindlcd a lory ou lbo|r visiou ,i,a( yo„r cle.
cle. Ihcy stir the soul, they start the
bright and beautiful if you only listen to
cr py(.8iKhl cannot e(.0. it was the too", they turn the heart in od itselfand
It
apeak his praise. So when in tfc-? song of salvation— Jesus, who fed them keep sounding after the tune has stopped,
“ will
-- -------aommer time I pluck a flower I think c? all their lives long; Jesus, who wiped like some cathedralbell which, krag after
the tap of the brazen tongue has coated,
keeps throbbingou the air. Well, it will
be a home song in henven, ail the sweeter
because those who song with us in the doworld.” When in very hot weather I Lj|i; Kravp(, „f ti,cjrdeparted."Do you mestic circleon earth shall join that great
aome under a projecting cliff, I
| kM0W ,nov» said tiie wlfe t0 her aged hus- harmony.

Driven from Bouillon by Hot Sheri
Fire-Men Uctrcut Into a Carefully
Prepared Trap and Are Taken* with
u Large CauiialtyLUt.
The Boors Fa! urday captured a Britand seven guns. Tiie force
was commanded by Col. Broadwood. it
ish convoy

consistedof the Tenth Hussars •lu.*
Householdcavalry, two horse butteries
an.! a force of mounted infantry, umI' C
Col. Pilcher, which was garrisoningThalia N’Chu Friday, but which was obl r«'d
to leave Friday night on account of the
approach of a large force of Boers.
The Britishmarched to the Bloemfontein water works, south of the Modder
ri''**r.v?hi*re they camped until -1 o’clock
Saturdaymorning. At early dawn tho
Boers opened a hoi shell lire from tho
rear. Col. Broadwood sent off '.he convoy and batteries, the rest of the force
remaining as a rear guard. The convoy
marched into a carefullyprepared ambush in a deep spruit, where a >!’'oiig
force of Boers was concealed. The wh"lu
detachment, together with five guns "f
Q And two guns of !' battery, were captured. Broadwoud’s report to Lord Roberts contains no details, but states lhat
he b-t seven guns aud all the liaggag-.
He estimates his casualtiesas 350, including OVerd 200 missing.
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say:

me,
thee!

Rock of ages, cleft for
j,.!,,,! who was dying, his mind already
Jerusalem, my happy home,
—Williamsport, Pa., Grit.
Let me hide myself in
, |ia i,,,.p0ne out. He said, "No.” And
Name ever dear ^ me;
Over the old-fashionedpulpits there the son sai l, "Father, do you know me?”
When shall my labors have an end
MILITIA FOR ' HE NATION.
EXODUS OF DUNKARDS.
was a sounding board. The voice of the ilo said, "No.” The daughter said,
In joy and peace in thee?
minister rose to the sounding board and “Father, do you know me?” He said,
On earth we sang harvest songs as the BUI in Conurca*Makes State Guards Rome-ceker* I’ana Through Chicago
then was struck back again upon the ears i "No.” The ministerof the gospel stand- wheat came into the barn and the bar
Federal Reserve.
on Their Way Went.
•f the people. And so the 10,000 voices ing by said, "Do you know Jesus?” "Ob, racks were filled. You know there is no
Representative Hay of Virginia has
Tiie largest movement of immigrants
•f earth rising up find the heavens a ) yc.s” he said, "I know him, ‘chief among such time on u farm as when they get introduceda bill bringing the militia of which has ever taken place in the Northsounding board which strikes back to the 10,000, the one altogether lovely!’ " Bless- the crops in, mid so in heaven it will be a the States more directly under tiie ad- west centered in Chicago one day last
Mr of all nation* the praises of Christ, tod the Bible in which spectacledold age harvest song on the part of those who on ministration of the nationalGovernment week. It was the annual spring moving
The heavens tell his glory, and the earth reads the promise, "I will never leave earth sowed in tears and reaped in joy. and making all citizens between the ages of Dunkards from the States of Virginia,
•hows his handiwork. The Bible thrills you, never forsake you!” Blessed the Lift up your heads, ye everlastinggates, of IS and 45 years liable to military ser- West' Virginia, Ohio, Indiana and Kenwith one great story of redemption.Upon staff on which the wornout pilgrim tot- and let the sheaves come in! Angels vice in the volunteer army in time of tucky to the Mouse river valley of North
• blasted and faded paradise if poured ters on toward the welcome of his Ke- shout all through the heavens, and multi- peace. By the terms of the bill the mi- Dakota, where they will take up home• light of glorious restoration.It look- fleemer! Blessed the hymn book in which tudes come down the bills crying:“Har- litia so reorganized is constituteda re- steads in the Turtle mountain forest reed upon Abraham from the ram caught the faltering tongue aud the failing eyes vest home! Harvest home!”
serve volunteer army for use during war, serve, which has just been thrown open
fa the thicket. It spoke in the bleating find Jesus, the old man’s sougl When
There is nothing more bewitching to to supplement the regulararmy.
to settlement.The immigrants were
my
mother
had
been
pnt
away
for
the
«f the herds* driven down to Jerusalem
one’s car tbnu the song of sailors far out
The Federal Government’s hand mostly young people, aud the average of
for sacrifice.* it put infinitepathos into resurrection, we, the children,come to at sca« whether in day or night, as they reaches out into the domain of State ages would perhaps be in the twenties.
the speech of uncouth fishermen. It iift- the old homestead, aud each one wanted pull away at the ropes— not much sense control most effectively in the provision They will settle In the sectionmention«d Paul into the third heaven, and it to take away u memento of her who had often in the words they utter, but the for a board of officersin each State who ed. Practically all of them go there
broke upon the car of St. John with the loved us so long and loved us so well. 1 music is thrilling. So the song in heaven shall hold examinations for the position of with no shelterfor themselves or their
brazen trnmpcts and the doxology of the think I took away the best of all the will be a sailor’s song. They wore voy- second lieutenant in the National Guard, families.They will erect sod houses and
riders and the rushing wings of the mementoes; it was the old-fashioned, agers once and thought they could never such officers to be promoted for merit continue to reside in them until such
round glass spectacles through which she get to shore, and liefore they could got
•eraphim.
and efficiency. This provision is aimed to time as they are able to erect frame
Instead of waiting until you get sick used to r.-ad her Bible, and I put them on, things snug and trim the cyclone struck give the guards for officersnot men chos- buildings. They were under the leader•nd worn out before you sing the praise but they were too old for me, and 1 them. But now they arc safe. Once they en by the Governor for politicalreasons, ship of Elder J. C. Peters of tiie Dunk•f Christ, while your heart is happiest could not see across the room. But went with damaged rigging, guns of dis- but trainedsoldiers, who will keep men ard Society, who has been conducting
and your step is lightest and your for- through them I could see hack to child- tress booming through the storm, bat the and equipment up to the highestattaina- similar expeditionsfor the last six years.
tunes smile and your pathway blossoms hood and forward to the hills of heaven, pilot came aboard, mid he brought them ble standard.
Not within the last decade has there
•nd the overarching heavens drop upon where the ankles that were stiff with age into the harbor. Now they sing of the
The hill contemplates• general broad- boon such a tide of immigration flowing
you their benediction, speak the praises have become limber again, and the spirit, .breakerspast, the lighthouses that show- ening of the basis of the National Guard, to the corn and wheat belts north and
•f Jesus.
with restored eyesight, stands in rapt ex- ed them where to sail, the pilot that took its equipment with the servicerifle ami west of Yankton, S. D., says a correultation, crying, "This is heaven!”
them through the straits, the eternal its complete organizationin time of war spondent. Immigration agents have diffiPower of the Hymn.
Words of Peace.
shore on which they landed.
Taking the suggestion of the text, 1
I speak to you again of Jesus as the
•hall speak to you of Christ our Song. J
The Chi.dren** Fong,
remark, in the first place, that Christ night song. Job speaks of him who givAye, it will Ik* the children’s song. Yon
ought to be the cradle song. What our eth songs in the night. John Welch, the know very well that the vast majority of
mothers sang to’ us when they put us to old Scotch minister,used to put a plaid our race die in infancy, and it is estimat•leep is singingyet. We may have for- across ids bed on cold nights, and some ed that sixteen thousand millions of the
gotten the words; but they went into the one asked him why he put that there. lie little ones are standingbefore God. When
. fiber of our soul aud will forever be a said, "Oh, sometimes in the night 1 want they shall rise up about the throne to
part of it. It is not so much what you to sing the praise of Jesu* and to get sing, the millions and the millions of the
formally teach your children as what you down and pray. Then 1 just take that little ones— ah, that will be music f<rr7°o!
ring to them. A hynm has wings and can plaid and wrap it around me to keep my- These played in the streets of Babylon
fly everywhither. 0|h hundred and fifty self from the cold.” Songs in the night!
and Thebes; these plucked lilies from the
yeara after you are dead and "Old Mor- Night of trouble has come down upon foot of Olivet while Christ was preaching
tality” has worn out his chisel recnUing many of you. Commercial losses put out about them; these waded in Siloam;these
your name on the tombstone your great- one stqr, slanderous abuse puts out an- were victimsof Herod’s massacre; these
grandchildren will be singing the song other star, domestic bereavement has put were thrown to crocodiles or into the tire;
which last night you sang to your little out 1,000 lights, and gloom has been these came up from Christian homes, and
ones gathered about your knee. There is added to gloom and chill to chill and sting there were foundlings ou the city coma place in Switzerland where, if you dis- to sting, and one midnight has seemed to mons— children everywherein all that
tinctly otter your voice, there come back borrow the fold from another midnight to laud, childrenin the towers, children on
ten or fifteen distinct echoes,and every wrap itself in more unbearable darkness, the seas of glass, children on the battleChristian song sung by a mother in the but Christ has spoken peace to your ments. All, if you do not like children,
.
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car of her child shall hare 10.U00 echoes
coming back from all the gates of heaven.
Oh, if mothers only knew the power of
this sacred spell, how much ofteuer the
little ones would be gathered,and ail our
homes would chime with the songs of
Jesus!
We want some counteractingiaiiueaco
upon our children. The very moment
your child steps into the street he steps
Into the path of temptation. There are
foul-mouthed childrenwho would like to
besoil your little ones. It will not do to
keep your boys and girls in the house and
make them house plants. They must
have fresh air and recreation.God save
your children from tiie scathing, blasting,
damning influence of the street! 1 know
of no counteracting influence but the
power of Christianculture and example.
Hold before your little ones the pure life
of Jesus. Let that name be the word
lhat shall exorcise evil from their hearts.
Give to your iustruction all the fascination of music morning, noon and night.
Let it be .Jesus,the cradle sung. This is
Important if your children grow- up, but
perhaps they may not. Their pathway
may be sburt. Jesus may be wanting
that child. Then there will be a soundless step in the dwelling,and the youthful pulse will begin to flutter,and little
bands will be lifted for help. You cannot help. And a great agony will pinch
at your heart, aud the cradle will be
onipty, aud the nursery will be empty,
and the world will be empty, and your
•oul will be empty. No little feet standing on the stairs. No toys scatteredon
the carpet. No quick following from
room to room. No strange und wondering questions. No upturned face with
laughing blue eyes come for a kiss, but
only a grave and a wreath of white blossoms on the top of it and bitter desolation aud a sighing at nightfall with no
one to put to bed. The heavenly Shepherd will take that lamb barely anyhow,
whether you have been faithful or unfaithful,but would it not have been
pleasanterif you could have heard from
those lips the praises of Christ? 1 never
read anything more beautifulthan this
about a child’s departure. The account
said. "Fhe folded her hands, kissed her
mother good-by, sang her hymn, turned
her face to the wall, said her little prayer
and then died.”
Oh, if I could gather up In one paragraph the last words of the little ones
who have gone out from all these Christian circles,and I could picture the calm
looks and the folded hands and sweet departure,methinks it would be grand and
beautifulas one of heaven’s great dox*

miles cast of Bloemfontein.
Apparently the Boers, strong forces of
whom temporarilyevacuated Lndybrand,
turned back, after getting their convoy*
into safety,to attack the small Brilishi
force. The news generallyfurther confirms the reportsthat the Boer* are facing Lord Roller! s and Gen. Methuen, and
that they have greatly recovered their
morale.
Tiie correspondentsvary regarding the
value of the battle near Karoo Siding,
some claiming that the 200 casualties
were fully recompensed by the clearance
of the road to Bramifort. Others doubt
this. Gen. Roborls’ dispatch probably
indicates its value, he stating that it will
prevent marauding on neighboringfarms.
Moreover, it opens a further stretchof
railway northward.
A Boer dispatch from Kroonstad fays
that Gen. Smuts engaged the British
Thursdayat Mafel Kop, south of Brandfort, and held them at bay for six hours.
The burghers fought well. The casualties are not known.
A dispatch from Maseru, Basutoland,
says that President Steyn is reported t'>
be at Lndybrand, urging the burghers to
persistin their resistanceto the British. He has issued proclamations amt
manifestoes against the enemy who has
come to destroy the independence of the
republics.

A Cape Town dispatchsays

that an arorder has been issued abolishingthe
title of the Free State railways,and ordering that hereafter they be known
as imperialmilitaryrailways.
The correspondentof the London Morning Post, telegraphing from Bloemfontein, says that the Boer losses in the battle near Kuroe Siding station on Friday were probably inconsiderable.The
British battery in the right center was
unable to go into action ou account of t lie
nature of the ground. The colonel of the
Norfolk regiment had two horse* shot
from under him.

my

Side Lights on.
the

heart, aud you sing:

do not go there! They are in vast majority. And what a song when they lift it
Jesus, lover of my soul,
around about the throne!
Let me to thy bosom fly,
The Christian singers and composer*
While the billows near me roll,
of all ages will be there to join in that
While the tempest still is high.
song. Thomas Hastings will lie there.
Hide me, 0 my Savior! Hide
Lowell Mason will be there. Beethoven
Till the storm of life is past,
and Mozart will be there. They who
Safe into the haven guide;
sounded the cymbals and the trumpets in
Oh, receive my soul at last.
the ancient temples will be there. The
Songs in the night! Songs in the night!
40,000 harpers that stood at tiie ancient
For the sick, who have no one to turn the
dedication will be there. The 200 singers
hot pillow, no one to put the taper on the
that assistedou that day will be there.
stand, no one to put ice ou the temples or
Patriarchs who lived amid thrashing
pour out the soothing anodyne or utter
floors, shepherds who watched .unid
one cheerful word. Yet songs in the
.....
who walked,
night! For the poor, who freeze in the j M1.",1.
......
with long beards and coarse apparel, prowinter’s cold aud swelter in the summer's
nouncing woe* against ancient abominaheat and munch the hard crusts that
tions, will meet the more recent martyrs
bleed the sore gums and shiver under
who went up with leaping cohorts of tire;
blanketsthat cannot any longer be patchand some will speak of the Jesus of
ed and tremble because rent day is come
whom
they prophesied,and others of the
and i^iey may be set out on the sidewalk
Jesus for whom they died. Oh, what a
and looking into the starved face of the
sonf! It came to John upon Patinos, it
child and seeing famine there and death
came to Calvin in the prison, it dropped

The Dutch settled
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my (iod, flour has gone
“'"V" •vour
tm
tip!” Vet songs in the night! Son,:, in KtaJlydotta* It nonttUiMn tecaknoKT
the battlementsof heaven.
the night! For the widow who goes
A HeavenlyCIioriiH.
get the back pay of her husband, slain by
A Christianwoman, the wife of a minthe "sharpshooters,”
and knows it is the
last help she will have, moving out of a ister of the gospel, was dying in the parcomfortable home in desolation,death sonage near the old church, where on Satturning back from the exhausting cough I urday night the choir used to assemble
ami the pale cheek and the lusterless eye and rehearse for the followingSabbath,
and refusingall relief. Yet songs in the and she said: "How strangelysweet the
night! Songs in the night! For the sol- choir rehearsesto-night.They have been
dier in the field hospital, no surgeon to rehearsing there for an hour.” "No,”
bind up the gunshot fracture, no water said some one about her, "the choir is not
for the hot lips, no kind hand to brush rehearsingto-night.” "Yes," she said, "l
away the flies from the fresh wound, no know they are. I hear them singing. How
one to take the loving farewell, the very sweetly they sing!” Now, it was not
groaning of others poured into his own a choir of earth that she heard, but the
groan, the blasphemyof others plowing choir of heaven. I think that Jesus someup his own spirit, the condensed bitter- | times sets ajar the door of heaven, and a
ness of dying away from home among passage of that rapture greets our ears.
strangers. Yet songs in the night! Songs The minstrelsof heaven strike stub a
in the night! "Ah,” said one dying sol- tremendous strain the walls of jasper
•
dier, "tell my mother that last night cannot hold
I wonder— aud this a question! have
there was not one cloud between my soul
and Jesus.” Songs in the night! Songs been asking myself all the service— will
you sing that song? Will 1 sing it ? Not
in the night!
unless our* sins are pardoned and we
Jesus Everywhere.
This Sabbath day came. From tiie al- learn now to sing the praise of Christ
tars of 10,000 churches has smoked up will we ever sing it there.
Wil'd ones, ••Oh,

it.

Genuine 'temerity.
Blobbs— Bugglns has considerable
confidence in himself, hasn’t be?
Slobbs— Confidence!Why, 1 have actually heard him attempt to argue with
bis son, who is just out of college.—
Philadelphia Record.

Where Daniel Detoe Itests.
Tim resting place of Daniel Defoe

is

in

Cape Colony nearPilgrim,

Cf-lyt

Fathers landed on Plymouth Rock und
have been there ever since. It was in
the first year of the seventeen tli century
that the Dutch East Indies Company
lamin' the first party of Dutch farmers
iu what m now Cape Colony. Fo in this
present fateful year the Dutch are completing the third century of their sojourn
iu South Africa. It was not, however,
till 1051 that they erected a fort, on the
presentsite of Cape Town.

....
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Boer War.

ly twenty years before the

i

the savor of sacrifice. Ministers of the
gospel preached in plain English, in broad
Scotch, in fiowingItalian, in harsh Choctaw. God’s people assembled in Hindoo
temple und Moravian church and Quaker
meeting house and sailors* bethel and
king’s chapel und high lowered cathedral.
They sang, aud the song floated off
amid the spice groves or struck the ice| bergs or floated off into the western
Sons* for the
pines or was drowned in the clamor of
I next speak of Christ as the old tt-tn’s the great cities. Lumbermen sang it and
•ong. Quick music loses its charm for the factory girls and the children in the
the aged ear. The school girl asks fer a Sabbath class and the trained choirs in
•cbottishor a glee, but her grandmother great assemblages.Trappers, with the
Asks for "Balenna” or the "Portuguese same voice with which they shouted yesfijmD.” Fifty yeara sf trouble have j terday in the stag hunt, aud mariner*

riogies!
Old.

Bushman's Knp, from which place
news comes of the capture of a British
force ami a number of guns, is probably
the Boesman's Kop, which appears on
the British war office map, about fifteen

A

/

DUNKARDS PASSING THROUGH CHICAGO.
into regiments, brigades, divisionsand leulty in attending to the business which
corps, with tiie three battalion forma- | has been forced upon them and which
tion, as in the regular army, and is de- is increasingdaily, and land agents find
signed to obviate the necessityof main- it impossibleto meet the demands for
taining a large standing array upon the land in a satisfactory manner.
expiration of the present law July I,
1901, increasing the standing army to
RECEIPTS FROM THE ISLANDS
05.000 and authorizingthe present volunteer army of 55,000.
Statement of the Tariff Schedule In

STRIKERS

bfcC~

ME DESPERATE.

Chicago Xon-UnioiiintHNow Carry
Anus for Protection.
Increased lawlessness on the part of
strikingunion men, an attempt to murder William Gerlieh, a strikingsteamfitter,on a street car, und the serious
assaultingof James B. French, a contractor, by union pickets, adds a black
chapter to the labor situation in Chicago.
There is considerableuneasinessthroughout the entire situation, which is fast
growing desperate. Agents of contractors are accused of stopping at nothing to
break tip union picketing; non-union men
are going to work armed, claiming that

Ti-aimniittcdto the Sl-iu-U*.
Acting Secretary of War Meiklejohn.
in response to an inquiry, transmitted
to the Senate a statement of the complete tariff schedules now in force in
Porto Rico, Cuba, the Philippinesand
Guam, togetherwith a statement of the
amounts of tariff duties collectedaud
the disbursements.

Iu Porto Rico the total receipts since
date of military occupancyto Jan. 31,
1900, amounted to $2,505,702;disburse
meats, $2,049,051. In Cuba the total receipts from Jan. 1, 1899, to Jan. 31,
1900, was $18,025,919;
the disbursements,
$15,333,250.The statement shows the
police protection is insufficient. Crowds receipts in the Philippines from the occuof angry men can be seen around labor pation of the islands to Dec. 31 were $U,headquarters each evening.
090,070; the disbursements,$5,279,482.
"The wonderful oil discoveries iu SouthNote ot Current invents.
Patent office work this year promises to
ern Californiawill, within a short time,
drive coal from the Pacific coast,"says beat the record.
Fred A. Barlow of Los Angeles. "It is
The cruiser New Orleans must undergo
a splendid fuel, and half of the house- extensiverepairs at an early day.
holdersare now using it for cooking and
Eight ladies of the palace at Constantiheating purposes.”
nople have been banished for political

British medical corps officer,wri

mg

home from Ladysmith in

January, described a scene in which a party of Boers,
under the Red Cross Hag. helped to bury
the Britishdead. "There was one very
touching incident.' he wrote. "After our
major had read the burial service one of
the Boers stepped out and said a sh rt,
prayer, hoping the war would soon end,
ami while we stood with heads uncovered, they sang a hymn in Dutch.’'

The

distinction of being the first :

!-

dier, officer or priv ite to bo recoimnendM
for lite Victoria Cross during tiie pres-

ent war belongs to Cnpt. Congreve of
the Rifle Brigade. At the battle of t "
Icnso this officer made a most gallant
effort to prevent some of the Briti‘1'.
guns from falling into the hand* of
Boers.
.*

'

—

t

•-

Col. Bndeu-Poweii, the gallantaud :t

sourceful defender of Mafeking, has yuii*

a remarkable sense of locality. He
able by some instinctto find bis way
about a totally unexplored country,am!
always to turn up just wbgre he wished

—or thereabout. The nativesthink he

i-

"uncanny.”
Colenso,the town in which tho Brit' !i
forces have been operating,and which
has figured frequentlyin the dispatches
from the seat of war, is named after Dr.
Colenso, formerly bishop of Natal. Jibmemory is still revered by the Boers, for
whom he is said to have done an imruen. c
a mount of good.
Doctors at the front in South Africa,

commentingon what they pronounce "a
war of wonderful wounds,” say the only
wound that is necessarilyfatal is penetration of the heart. Ninety per cent of
tiie wounded in Buller’sarmy have re-

covered.

plotting.

Th* plight of the people of Ladysmith
Seven hundred and fifty men who were
at the time of their relief was an awful
besieged
in
Ladysmith
arc
writing
hisquarters, about a quarter of a mile
one, for beside reduced rations— hors**
ordered to duty in the Philippines.
tories of the siege.
from the Bank of England.
and mule flesh was the principal diet—
M. Goldfas, 30, Chicago, killed Jennie Gen. Otis has been authorized to per- there was a great deal of rick ness.
Do not make a bobby of personal In- Liss, 14, iu a hotel, then committed sui- mit Filipinos to enlist as members of the When Buller entered tho town he found
regimentalbunds in the Philippines.
firm ties.
cide.
over 800 cases of typhoid fever.
in the heart of one of London** busiest

Mnjs. Edward T. Comegys'and Edwin

P. Gardner, surgeons,U. F. A., have been

i
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Water.

Venice Without
Venice without water would hardly
be Venice at all. hut we are assured
there Is n possibilitythat the pletur*
esque Venice of to-day may become a
city of the past, and eventually Venice

may

[

!

,

LAXATIVE BUBO-QUININE

!

:

TABLE!

be waterless.

Accordingto Prof. Marine]!!,the regular inereflse in the della of the river
Po is such that in process of time the
northern Adriatic will be dry, and Venice will no more be upon the sea. A
comparisonof the Austrian map of 1821!
with the record of the surveys of 18'AJ
shows that the mean annual Increaseof
the delta during these seventy years has
been three-tenthsof a square mile.
An encroachment upon the sea of
tbree-tenthsof a mile in a year means
a large Increase in a century. It appears that th'* total Increase in six centuries has been about one hundred and
ninety-eightsquare miles. The increase
Is continuing,and the (Julf of Venice Is
doomed to disappear.
No immediatealarm need be felt, and
It will not be necessary to hurry off to
Venice to take a farewell look at the
city iu its present picturesquenc-ss.
Prof.
MarinelH calculatesthat between a hundred and a hundred and twenty centuries will elapse before the entire northern Adriatic will have become dry land.

Stops the

Cough

and
Ob Tuesday the Senate agreed to the
conference report on the pension appropriation bill. Devoted the rest of the day
to debate on the Alaskan civil code bill
and the Porto Itieo problem. In the
House there was lively debate during the
considerationof the army appropriation
hill. The charge that the Porto Iticnn
tariff bill was the result of a deal for
raising a Itcpublicnn campaignfund was
again referred to by Mr. Pierce (Tenn.),
but Mr. Utill declared the anonymous
author of the charge would never dare
to avow himself mid he branded as a
falsifier. Mr. Sulzcr (N. V.) made an appeal for the extension of ollieial sympathy to the Boers in their struggle for
independence,and Mr. Lentz of Ohio delivereda scathing denunciation of militarism and the war in the Philippines.
This attack aroused the indignationof
Mr. Marsh (II!.), who declared Mr.
Lentz’s speech was a disgrace, to Con-

Works Off
The Cold.

CUBES
LA GRIPPE

gress.

The Ideal Man,
There is much rivalry between colleges
•• to which will produce the ideal man.
By this they mean a strong and intellectual man. Health will demand first con•ideration.for upon that depends all.
Hosteller’s Stomach Hitters will keep tin*
bowels regularand the stomach healthy
by curing stomach disorders.It also prevents malaria, fever and ague.

The Senate on Wednesday agreed to
vote on tlio Porto Rico bill Tuesday af-

NOTE

—

Every Druggist

A KLONDIKE SCENE.
from Klondike to Cuba sells Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet

;

ternoon, April Listened to n speech
by Mr. Davis in mipport of free trade.
for
In fact it is the only
prescription sold
this
Amended the Alaskan civil code bill by
declaringvoid nil permits heretoforegivterritory
is striking
its virtue
signature
en to mine for gold in tide waters under
I he jurisdiction of the United Stales and
the
25c.
allowing all citizens of the United States
to do such mining uuder regulationsimLiberia Pcying Her Debts.
Tho Place for a Poor Men.
HAS HER FORTUNE IN HORNS.
posed by organized mining districts. DeBread iu Jlav no.
Liberia, having obtained an income feated tin* Morgan free coinage amendAlameda, N. W. T.t Canada,
Havana’s
bread carts are usually
Tea TliouNa ml Pairs from Buffalo Heads
from royalties paid by tbe Ihigllsh ment to the Porto Rican bill by a vote of
Dee. 22, ISM).
two-legged-that Is, bread is carried
Make
One
Woman
Rich.
rubber syndicate,is now again paying L> yens to tJ.'! nays. In executive ses- Mr. B. Davies, Canadian Government
Nearly twenty years ago, when the about the streets in largo, shallow
Agent, ,St. Paul, Minn.:
Intereston her debt of $.”>00,000, on sion the Democratsbroke a quorum and
plains
of the West were covered with baskets, borne on top of men’s heads.
Dear
Sir—
As
I
promised
you
about
prevented
confirmation
of
the
appointwhich she defaulted twenty-five years
It is served in sticks as long as a baseago. The arrears of interest have been ment of William D. Hynum as a member two years ago that at some future the remainingherds of buffalo,the
of the board of generalappraisers at New
time I would let you know what 1 brother of a woman who uow lives in ball bat. or iu small loaves or pones,
cleared off by an agreement of the
and Externa! Uce^
\ork. 'J he House devoted the day to thought of Western Canada and the Hartford, Conn., was engaged iu pur- one of which is supposed to serve for ...For Internal
Ct'KESAM) rRETEHM
creditorsto receive$75,000 as payment considerationof the army npproprintior
chances of a poor man making a start
chasing the rights of way for the the morning meal of an ordinary citi- Colds, Cough 1. Sore Throat, Inflaenza P.roa.
In full of all back interest.
ckttls, Pneumonia,Swelling of tbe
bill. Several miuor amendments wert and supporting a family at same time,
zen.
Joints, Lumbago. Inflammations,
adopted, and about half the lull was coo
so will write a few facts concerning Great Northern Railroad, and during
Rhiumitism, Neuralgia, Headache,
What Do the Cfrthtnm Drink?
sidered. Mr. Driggs i.N. V.) created s my own experience the past twenty-one his travels saw Immense quantitiesof
Piso’n Remedy for Catarrh is not a
Toothache, Asthma.Difficult Brcalh.sf.
Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have diversion by charging recklessextrava- months, and what I have done any bones, skulls and horns of buffalobeing
Ready Relief la m Sore Cure fan
yon tried the uew food drink culled gance in the lilting up of the transport able-bodied man can do, providedhe collected for shipment East to be liquid or a snuff. It quickly relieves Cold Radway*.
K very Pain. >praln«, HrulMt,Pains iu Uin
in the Head, Headache, etc., and really
GRAIN-O? It is deUciotu and nourish- Sumner and precipitated a lively lilt upon will work.
Ra<-k. Chest or Llniha. It was the 1 trai
ground into fertilizers for New Eng- cures Catarrh. 50c.
ing, and takes the place of coffee. The
and la the Only PAIN KKMEOY
I left Traverse country March 20. land farms. Two hundred carloads had
That instantly stops the mostesi-rudating pato^
more Grain-0 you give the childrenthe the subject. He gave notice that later
ellavs Inflammation, and cures Cnnge!t!oaa.
High Water In the Tugela.
more health you distribute through their he should ask the House to investigate 1808, landed in Alameda at noon the been collectedand were being packed,
whether of the Lungs, Stomach, Uowels, or oibss
•jstems. Grain-0 is made of pure grains, the subject. The conference reportson 21st, with $3.55 in ray pocket, a stranThe Tugela River lias been known to glands or organ*,by one application.
when
this
sagacious
man
reflected
that
and when properly prepared tastes like the urgent deficiency and the pension ap- ger and among strangers, am! when
A half to a teaspoonful in half . tumMe.- of
rise forty feet iu a single night, owing
the choice grades of coffee, but costs propriationbills were agreed to.
water will in a frw minutes cure Cram pit
my family came in October, 1808, my the slaughter of buffalo would extin- to thunderstormson the mountains.
about % as much. Ail grocers sell it. 15c
Stmsm*,
Sour Stomach, H.-artburn,Nervousness,
The Senate on Thursdayagreed to the wife had nearly $10, or barely enough guish the species ami, buffalo goue,
Sbcplessness,Kick Headache,iJiarrhma,!)>»»••
and 25c.
there
would
be
no
more
buffalo
horns,
to pay freight on her stove, sewing
tcry, Colic, Flatulency,and all internal a.
conference report on the diplomaticand
Too Life of m Gan.
There is not a remedial agent in the world -.hal
machine and clothesand beds. 1 com- which he. had seen converted into vari- «'i<nt«inin|UwwW trout mem. hr. Klhm'* lu»tilul%
consular appropriationbill. Heard u»
will cure Fever and Agu- and all other mnlurio'ia.
The bigger tbe gun tbe shoibor its extended speech by Mr. Beveridge in sup- menced work March 28; also made en- ous articles of usefulness and decora- KS) Arch Stmt. I'hUadait'hi*. Faun dm! 187L
Bilious and other Fevers, aided by RADWAY-g
life. Those monsters, the 110-ton guns, port of free trade with Porto Rico. By a
PILLS, so quicklyas RADWAY'S READY E»try for homestead same day (the man tion. With him, to reflect was to act,
The
man
goes
dowu
who
takes
too
LIKF. Filly (cats atr Battle. MdbyDruukta.
cannot be reckonedupon to fire more vote of 13 yeas to 32 nays refused to I started work for loaning me $15 to and he soon decided to purchase all he
RADWAY A CO., 6b Rim Street, New York.
many
drops.
pay
ontrance
fee),
and
I
have
earned
strike
out
the
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* Leavenworth Federal penitentiary
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made by convictlabor.
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Mexican scientists have decided that
maguey plant is to he the fiber plant
of the future tor American bagging.Agricultural Departmentis investigating.
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WHAT ALABASTINE IS.

Alabastlnela the original and only durable wall routingon the market. It la
entirely differentfrom all kulaontine
prenaratlons.Alabastlne la tuude ready for
uae m white or fourteen beautiful tint* by
the addition of cold water. It la put up
In dry powdered form, In packages properly labeled, with full directions on every
package. It take* tbe place of scaling
Misotuines, wall paper and paint for walls.
Alabastlne can be used on plaater.
brick, wood tr caavas, and a child cat brush

ARE.

WHAT "KALSOMINLS"

CHURCHES AND SCHOOLHOUSKS.j

KKJfiCT THE ’'JUST AS GOOD.”

Kalaomlnes are cheap and temporar? The Interior walls of churches,aehoolpreparations,manufacturedfrom whit- ; houses and all public halls should never The lister who telle you that he ca
ing, chalks, clays, etc. They are stuck on be coated with anything hut the durable aell you tbe "aarne thing" as Alabastir
tbe walls with decayinganimal glue. Ala- 1 and pure Alahsstlue.So evidenthas this or ’’sometBlugjust as good." either
bastine Is not a kulsouiluc.It Is a rock j fact become, that hundreds of tons are ! nut post'd or Is trying to deceive you. ]
base cement, which sets, and it bardeusI used annuallyfor this work. The genu- 1 offering lothethlnghe has bought cfcea
with age. It can be re-coated and re- ine Alabastlnedoes not rub or scale off. and It* trying to sell on Alahantine'sA
decorated without having to wash and It Is cleanly during the long period of Its mauds, te may not realize the danger t
scrape off tv old coats. Alabastlne Is useful uess. Every owner of a building It inself as wen as t«> you. Beware of «
utilised to a great extent In hospitals, as should use It. Ask your paint dealer or new aubititutes.Deafer* risk a suit ».
It prevents the accumulationof dirt and drugglatfor card of tints, aud write for damages by selling and consumers bv visit
- Infrlniement.AlabastlneTo. own
the congregatingof dlse
dlseaao germs, being
disinfectantIn lu nature.
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I tt was tbe water liliesthat brought
taa,* aba bagia, coldly.
"Oh, yea, yoa understand at mfligiy. bar to bar death. The long dinging stems
Give ids my letters, Miss Nsrt)l; ysa among which abe tank held her fair body
have no doubt read them aU,** and Jbe1 In their cold, daauny embrace, so that
laughed harshly and aneeringiy.
she never rose again. It was long* be-
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MWS FROM
OUR COLONIES.

Charles EL Macrum, former United
Kynaston, yon ars labsstagun- fore they found her.
Statei oousul At PrctoriA, was before *ht
And, oh, who shall ever describethat foreign Affairs commltte* of the House
der some delusion," said Vera, qatetly; "I
m.
Detached bodies of troops or scouts or
have no letters of yours, and fc I bad*" dreadfd scene by tbe margin of Bhadc- Wednesday and told hia story in regard
with a ring of utter contest*, M1 Aanld nake Bath, while the terrifiedcrowd that to tbe allegedinterferencewith his let- stragglersfalling into the hands of rovnot be likely to have opened them.**
had gathered there quickly waited for ters by the Britishcensor. Afterward, iug hand* of Filipinos sometimes encoun"Ton are saying what is falsa," cried htr whom all knew to be hopelessly gout in executive session, the committee, af- ter death in horrible form. Their hackHelen, angrily. "How can you dare to from them forever!
ter considering(he case, practically de- l'd and mangled remains are found to tell
deny It? You know you have fat than,
The sobbing, frightened women; the termined to let the matter drop without the story of savage ferocity or ingenious
you are here to give them to Maurice, white, stricken faces of the men; the ag furtheraction.
cruelty. Tbe fate that befell three memknowing that they will ruin me. You ony of those who had loved her; the disMacrum, in giving hie testimony,began liers of Company F, Twenty-sixth United
snail not give them to him. I bavo came tress and dismay of thoss who had only at the point where h« first asked for States Volunteers,make* the blood run
to take them from you— I will have admired her; aud there was one trem leave to come home, saying that he de- cold with horror. A detachment of the
them."
bling, shuddering wretch, in her satin sired to come on private business,and Twenty-sixth was marehing through the
"I do not even know what you are and her jewela, standing white and hag also to place before the Governmentcer- province of Viscaya. The heat was inspeaking about," answered Vera. "Why gard spirt, with knees that shook to- tain facts, which be thought ought tolw tolerable and the land leeches aud stinghouid 1 want to ruin you, if, indead, ouch gether, s id teeth that chattered, and tear- known here. Asked when he first be- ing gnat* helped to make life more misa thing is to be done?"
less sobs that shook her from bead to came satisfied that his mail was being erable for the soldiers whose clothing
"Don't imagine you can put me off with { foot, staring with a half-maddened stare tampered with, he said (hat he did not re- was tom by the thickets aud who weary,
empty words," cried Helen, wildly, tthe upon tbe fatal waters.
ceive any mail between Oct. 12, when thirsty and nearly exhausted by the toil
made a step forward; her whltt hands Then, when aU was at an end and the war was declared,and tbe second week of the march aud by the enervating inclinchedthemselves togetherwith a net* worst was known, w’heu the poor drip- in November. Ordinarilyhe had a box fluencesof the climate,droppini out to
CHAPTER XXL— (Continued.) | the militia band playingStraoB*’walttea sonless fury; she was as white as the ping body had been reverentlycovered of mail a
first actual ca- rest, intending to soon overtaketheir
That night the heaven* were overcast at the other, the scarlet and white flaga crescent moon that rose beyond the tries. over and borne away by loving arms amid dence he bad was wbeu he received two companies.
with heavy clouds, and torrents of rain floating bravely over everybody in the
"Give me my letters— the letters you a torrentof sobs and wailing tears to- letters, which had been opened by the
The men were missed from the rank*
poured down upon the face of the earth, breexe, and a hum of many voices and a ire waiting here to give to my husband ' ward the bouse, then someone came near British censor, ueitber of them of any
and a corporalcame hack to hurry them
and peal after peal of thunder boomed sound of merry laughterin every diroc she cried.
her and spoke to her— someone off whom importance.In reply to a question by
to their place*. In tbe wild* of the Philthrough Iho heavy heated air. Helen tlon.
"Mrs. Kynaston, do not be so angr} ' the water came pouring in streams, and Representative W. A. Smith, be admit- ippines disciplinesometime*i* relaxed.
conld not sleep: she row', feverishand | No one in all the gay crowd was more said Vera, becoming almost bewildered whose face was white and wild as her ted that he bud returned to tbe United
On reviving a promise that the stragonrested from her husband's side, and admired or more noticed than “the bride,” by her violence; “you are really mistak- own.
States largely ou account of private busi- gler* would come on shortly, the eor|Hiral
paced wildly and miserably about the as she was still called, young Mrs. Ky- en— pray calm yourself. I have no let“Get you away out of my sight,” said nem. He had made no report to the
rejoined the detachment. But, ns the
room. Then she went to the window and nuston. Helen had surpassed herself in ters; what I was going to give your hus- the man whom she had loved so fruit- State Department iu regard to the letthree stout infantrymenloitereddeath
drew back the curtain and looked out up- the elaboration of her toilet. No one had band was ouly a little parcel from a man lessly to her.
ters, nor hud be attempted to moke such was stealingupon them. Filipino*dog
ever
seen
her
look
better;
there
was
an
on the storm driven world. The clouds
who is abroad— he is a foreigner. I do
“Have pity! have pity!” was the cry of a report to the department.He declined the footstepsof our marching columns,
racked wildly across the sky; the trees unusual color in her checks, an unusual not think it is of the slightest importance despair that burst from her quivering
to say why he hud not made a report, looking for straggler*and scouting parbent and swayed before the bowling glitter in her blue eyes, that always to anybody. I have not opened it, I have lips. “Was it not all an accident?”
but said he had gone to AssistantSecre- ties to murder. Dodging after the Twenwind; the rain beat in floods upon the seemed to he roving restlessly about her no idea what it contains, and your hus“Yet, let it be so to the world, because
tary Uili and said: "I understand 1 have ty-sixth came a hand of Filipinos.They
ground; yet greaterand fiercer still was as though in search of something in an- band himself said it was nothing— only you bear my name, and I will not have
been dismissed.” Mr. Hill said his unthe tempest that raged in Helen Kynas- swer to the pleasant and pretty speeches I hove promised to give it him alone; it it dragged through the mire— to all othderstanding was correct,and Mr. Maton’a heart. Hatred, jealousy and mal- that she received on all sides from men was a whim of the little Frenchman who ers it is au accident—but never to me,
crum said he thereforebad no report to
ice strove and struggledwithin her, and and women alike.
intrustedme with it, aud who, 1 must for 1 saw you let her go! There is the
make.
•omething direr still— a terror that she
But through it all she never let Vera houcstlytell, 1 believe to have been half atain of murder upon your hands. I will
Dressed further by Mr. Smith as to his
eould not quench nor stifle; for lute that Nevill out of her sight; where Vera mov- mad."
never call you wife, nor look upon vour
reasons for believing that the British
night her husband had said to her sud- ed, she moved also. When she walked
Mrs. Kynaston was lookingat her fix- face agaiu; get yourself away out of my
authoritieshad possessionof the State
denly, without a word of warning or across the lawn, Mrs. Kynaston made edly; her anger seemed to have died sight!”
Departmentcipher, Mr. Macrum said he
some excuse to go in the same direction; away.
preparation:
With a low, sobbing cry she turned and
“Helen, do you know
Frenchman when she entered either of the tents, [g‘*Yes,’’she said, "it was Monsieur d'Ar- fled away from him, and away from the could not aflinn from actual knowledge,
but he explained that on Nor. (I he had
called D'Arblet?”
Helen also found it necessaryto go into blet who gave them to you.”
place, out amoug the shadows of the fir
Helen had been at her dressing table— them. But the crowd was too great for
"That was his name, D'Arblet. 1 did trees. Once again someone stopped her applied in cipher to the State Department asking for leave. That cable had
her back was turned to him— he did not auyone to remark this; no one saw* it not like the man; hut he bothered me iu her terror-stricken flight.
•ee the livid pallor which blanched her save Denis Wilde, whose eyes were until I foolishly undertook his commis- It was Denis Wilde, who came atrid- gone through Durban. The next day,
Nov. 7, he had been informed n paper in
sharpened by his love.
sion."
cheeks at his question.
ing toward her under tbe trees, and
Durban published tbe fact that he had
Once Helen saw that Maurice and Vera
“No, I never heard the name in my
“Miss Nevill!”cried Helen, auddeuly, caught her roughly by the wrist.
applied for leave. Mr. Macrum said he
were speaking to each other. She could "give that parcel to me. I entreat you.”
life," she said, at length.
“It is you who have killed her!” he
had used the State Department cipher of
“That is odd— because neither have 1— not get near enough to hear what they
"1 am very sorry, Mrs. Kynaiton; 1 said, savagely.
the Slater code, a common code, pur
•nd yet the man has sent me a parcel.” said, but she saw* him ben'd down and cannot possibly do so."
“What do you nwau?” she murmured,
ehasable anywhere. When asked if
It was of so little importance to him speak to her earnestly, and tliere was a
"Oh, yes, you can— you will," said faintly.
FJLlPfNO ATHOTHT.
other consuls hud complained, Mr. Mathat it did not occur to him that there sad, wistful look in Vera’s upturned eyes Helen, imploringly. "What can It mat“1 saw it in your face last night when
crum
said
the
German
and
Belgian
concould possibly be any occasionfor secre- as she answered him. Helen's heart heat ter to you now? It is 1 who am bis you were waudering about the house durdiscoveredthe three soldiers and pounced
cy concerningVera's commission. It did with a wild, mad jealousyas she watch- wife; you eannot get any good out of a ing the thunderstorm; you meant her suls had both told him that no cipher upon them before they eould spring to
not strike him how strainedand forced ed them; aud yet it was hut a few words mere empty revenge. Why should you death then; 1 saw it in your eyes. Why telegrams, were allowed to go through.
their arms to defend themselves.The
A letter was sent to the committee by prisonerswere securely Imund. and the
was the voice in which his wife presently that had passed between them.
spoil my chance of winning his heart? I did 1 uot watch over her better, aud save
the
Secretary
of
State,
with
a
commuVera, young Wilde says you are go- k tow well enough that he loves you, her from such a devil as you?”
asked him a question.
captors consulted upon what disposition
nicationfrom Consul General Stowe, in
“And the parcel! You have opened it?" ing to marry him; is it true?”
but
"
to make of the captives. The captain of
“No, no, it is not true; it was an acciwhich
the
consul
general
said
that
when
“No, not yet," began Maurice, stifling
Hc wants me to do so, hut 1 don’t “Mrs. Kynaston,pray, pray recollect dent. Oh, spare me, spare me!” with a
the hand proposed to set savage dogs ou
he heard of the opening of the letters tiie three Americans; hut finally another
A yawn; and he would have gone on to think I can."
yourself; do not say such words to me!" piteousucssof terror, was all she could
to Mr. Macrum ho had informedthe form of death was decided upon, with,
"Why not? It would he happier for cried Vera, deeply distressed.
oxplain to her that it was not yet actually
say.
British authorities at Fort Durban. The
In hia possessiononly at that minute the you, child; forget the past and begin
"Why should 1 not say them? You
tearing by dogs as a preliminary. The
“Yes; 1 will spare you, poor wretch,
explanation of those officers was satismaid came into the room, and he changed afresh. He is a good hoy, and by and by and I know well enough that it is true.
men were stood up against tret's with
for your hushuud’s sake— because she lovfactory. The letters had been opened
he will be well off."
the subject.
I hate you, I am jealousof you, for I ed him— aud his burden, heaven help
tiieirhands tied nlmvc their heads and
“You, too— you advise me to. do this?" know that my husband loves you; and him! is heavy enough as it is. Go!” unintentionally.Mr. Macrum admitted
But Helen had guessed that it was
with one leg eonfmed by hands around
there
had
hecu
no
further
interference
Vera who was the bearer of that parcel. she answeredwith unwonted bitterness. yet, if you will only give me that parcel, flinging her arm rudely from him. “Go,
tiie ankle. In this helpless conditionthey
How it had come to pass she could not “Oh, how wise and calculating one ought I will forgive you— 1 will try to livp at while you have gut time, lest the thirst with the mail.
were set upon by dogs, who tore at the
tell, but too surely she divined1that Vera to be to live happily in this miserable
peace with you— I will even pray and for your blood he too stroug for me.”
flesh of their lower limbs, but it was no
SAWYER
IS
NO
MORE.
world!”
had in her possession those fatal letters
strive for your huppiuess! Let me have
And tins time no oue saw her go. U>Le
part of the plan of the savage band to let
that she had once written to the French He looked pained.
a chance of making him love me!"
a hunted annual, she fled away amoug Former United Htatca Senator from the dogs kill the prisoners. For hours
“I cannot do you any good,” he said,
vicomte; tbe letters that would blast her
"F or heaven’s sake, Mrs. Kynaston, do the trees, her gleaming many-hueddress
the unfortunate men were tortured in this
Wiscouain Expire*.
rather
brokenly.
“Heaven
knows
I
would
forever in the husband’s estimation.
not say these things to me!” cried Vera. trailing all wet and drabbled ou the sodnnd other ways. As evening was drawFormer
Senator
Philctus
Sawyer
died
And was it likely that Vera, with such if I could. 1 can only he a curse to you. She was crimson with pain and shame, den earth behind her, and the darkness
Thursday morning at Oshkosh, Wis. He ing near the dogs were called off. A caraa weapon in her hands, would spare her? Give me at least the credit of unselfish- aud shocked beyond measure that his
of the gathering night closed iu around
What woman, with so signal a revenge ly wishing you to be less unhappy than wife should he so lost to all decency aud her, and covered her iu mercy with its had been suffering from a complicationof bao, a sort of buffalo, used for draught
you
arc."
troubles. Tbe Senator was 84 years old. purposes,was brought forward. A rope
in her power, would forego the delight of
self-respect as to speak so openly of her pitiful mautle.
Philetus Sawyer was born iu 1810 in was attached to the horns of the caruhao
wreakingit upon one woman who had And then the crowd, moving onward, husband’s love for herscif. “1 will uot
Rutland County, Vermont, aud he spent and the other end yf the rope was tied
taken from her the man she loved? Helen parted them from each other.
and cannot listen to you!”
in South Kensington there lives a gay,
his boyhood on hia father's farm in around the ankle of the free leg of one
“Do not forget to meet roe at the "You will not give it to me?” There world-loving
knew that in Vera’s place she would
woman who keeps open Crown Point, N. Y. His schoolingcon- of the men. Then the dogs were set on
Ahow mo mercy to her rival.
Bath,” she called out to him as he went.
was a sudden change in Helen's voice— house, aud entertainsperpetually, bhe
"Oh, io be sure! I had forgotten. 1
sisted of A few terms in a districtschool, the buffalo and the suffering wretch was
It was All dear as daylight to her now;
she pleaded no longer.
has horses aud carriages, and a box at
and at 17 he went to work in the pineries torn asunder. Iu turn the other two solthe appointment at the vicarage gate,
lx? there just before the dancing be"No, certainly not."
the opera, and is always to be seen faultof the Adironducks as a woodsman aud diers were torn apart by the powerful
•omething of which she had said in her gins.”
"And that is your last word?”
lessly dressed aud the gayest of the gay
beast, and after the frightfulatrocity
note she had for him; the whole mystery And then Denis Wilde took his place
sawmill hand.
"Yes.”
at every race meeting,aud at every scene
of the secret meeting between them— it by her side.
In 1841 he married Malvina M. Hadley, hud been completed tbe bodies of the
There was a silence. Helen looked of pleasure.
waa Vera’s revenge. Vera, whom Man- I* Mrs. Kynaston surpassed herself in away over the water toward tbe fir trees.
and in 1847, with $2,200 in his pocket, he men were backed with boloes nnd the
But there are things Mrs. Kynaston
rice loved, and whom she, Helen, hated l?°k» and animation that day, Vera, on
went to Fond du Lac, Wis. Not fancy- mangled remains left hanging upon the
can never do; to read of some dreadful
with such a deadly hatred!
ing his surroundings he moved two years trees.
murder such as occasionallyfills all tbe
And then, in the silence of the night,
later to Algoma, which stood on the prespapers for days with its sickeningdetails
It is an utter impossibilityto impart
while her husband slept', and while the
ent site of Oshkosh. He rented a sawmakes her shut herself iu her own room
thunder and tbe wind howled about her
mill that bud not been paying exitenses, to a Filipino any correct idea of the di..
forhome, Helen crept fortli from her room,
operated it at a profit, and afterward mensionsof the States, writes one of
bear
of
such
things
sjioken
of
The
day
worcTwa7aud
1 f
th(‘
(!i8pu.t*
iu
her
hnnd?’
am]
";uR
look*
Gotten;
to
hear
of
such
things
sjiukt
and sought for that fatal packet of letpurchased the mill. Thenceforwardhe Uncle Sam’s soldiersfrom the Philipu > wore aw a}, ami tni polo match jng at
au expiyssiouof deep an
iu society causes her to faint away with
pines. They have a fixed idea that they
ters which her husband had told her he was over, and the votaries of lawn tenuoyance; she was wishing heartily that terror. To walk by a pond, or even to became a factor in the growth of upper
are a group of very small nnd densely
had "not yet” opened.
uis were worn out with running up and
she had never seen either it or the wretch- speak of being rowed upon a lake or
Oh, if she conld only find them and down, and the flowers aud the fruits in ed little Frenchman who had insisted upOriginally a free-soil Democrat, Mr. populated islandsabout a hundred miles
I river, fills her heart with such horror of
destroy them itefore he ever saw them the show tent began to look limp and
Sawyer joined the Republican party upon from here. And they think we come over
on confiding it to her care.
! soul that none of her friendsever care
because we are crowded out at home. But
Again! Long and patiently she looked for durU\ The farmers and those people of
Not a sound— only once the faint cry of j to suggest a water party of any kind to its organisation. His first politicaloffice
them, hut her search was in vain. £he small imortance who had ouly been in- some wild animal iu the far-off woods,
was
alderman
of the city of Oshkosh. they regard us as millionaires.Thirty'met.
ransaekeu ms study and his dressing vited “from two to five,” began now to
In 18TK> aud 18U0 he went to tbe Assem- one dollars, Mexican, per month, strike#
and the flutter of a night-moth on the
“Bhe saw that poor Miss Nevill drown- bly. In 1803 and 1804 he was Mayor them ns an enormous income. A girl
room; she opened every drawer, and fum- take their departure and their carriagej ^ng.^Helen’Vfaev wa7tun»^eastwird
ed,” say her compassionateacquaint- of Oshkosh, aud iu the latter year waa buck in the States rememberedme Christhied in every pocket, hut she found noth- . wheels were to be heard driving away
toward the fast-fading evening glow.
ances; “it has upset her nerves, p-mr elected to Congress, serving for ten con- inas with a box of bon-bons. Now, I
j in rapid successionfrom the front door.
What is it that sends the curse of Cain
dear; she cannot bear the sight of wat- secutiveyears. In 1881 he was elected haven’t much of a sweet tooth, and 1 deDenis Wilde, who was restless,tool had •rhere "as « «,‘I1*,rni move toward the into the human heart?
hoard her soft footstepsalong the pas- . ou.8°» ,,u^ the baud began to transfer Did some' foul and evil thing, wander- er." And there are a few who think, to the United States Senate and re-elect- cided to try /he effects of candy on a
..........
.... itself from the garden into the hall, ini; homolcss around tlmt ratal Kpot,
Knkiuck maiden. When she had finsage outside his door; ....
aud.
with a vague
.“‘'“'T11 *" "'1hi“1"!,rUu'ir ed six years later.
tiiixi
nut.;.............
;„«i. thoughts with bated breath, that she saw
ished tiie first chocolatedrop, she licked
uneasiness as to who could he about at , "'{‘J’1,1-'it* labors were to begin afresh,
then and there, unbidden, into her jealher lips lavishly and rolled up eye#
such an hour, he came creeping nut of! ^a(-*n ",:s that \era crept forth out ous soul? Or had the evil spirit been Miss Nevill .s sad death loo near and too
moist with gratitude. But when the box
his room, aud peeped in at the library
a shelteredcorner, and, unseen mid always there within her, only biding| well to be utterly spotless iu the matter.
As to Denis Wilde, he was young, aud
* [ unnoticed save by one watchful pair of
was empty, she asked for “muscadi.”
its time to hurst forth iu all its naked
in time he got over it and married au amiMuscndi is Americas plug chewing toHe saw her sitting upon the floor, a
welded her way through the shrub- and hideous horror?
able young lady, aud he forgot his hrst
bacco.
lighted candle by her side, an open
walks iu the direction of the Bath.
Heaven only knows.
love.
er, out of her husband's writing table,
"Vera, gather me a water lily! See
CHAPTER XXIII,
We want small Americanretailers over
ShadonukcBath has been drained.Mr.
upon her lap, turning over papers aud
Calm and still, like the magic mirror how lovely they are. I am going back
Miller has at lust been allowed to have
here, writes a soldier from the Philipbills and notebooks witii eager, tremto
dance;
I
want
a
water
lily.”
of the legend, Shadonakc Bath lay among
pines. Wherever the army goes they
bling bauds. And he saw iu her white,
Vera looked up startled.The sudden his own way about it. It is an ill wind
its everlasting shadows. The great belt
set face, and wild, scared eyes, that
that blows nobody any good, and there
should follow. Something should be done
change
of
manner
and
the
familiar
menof fir trees beyond it, the sheltering evercould be found no voice to plead for its
which made him draw swiftly aud shudto eucourage them to come here. They
tion
of
her
name
struck
her
ns
strange.
greens ou the nearer side, the tiers of
preservation alter that terrible tragedy of
dcringly from the sight of her.
should he guaranteed protection, and iu
gray, moss-grown steps that encompass- Helen was leaning toward her, all tlusL^d
which it was the scene.
“Heavens!"he murmured to himself,
Within the ten weeks ending on Feb. times of trouble an asylum for themed it about, all found their image, again aud eager, pointing with her glistening,
as he sought his room again, “the woman
So the old steps have all been cleared 21 there were l,ft7ti deaths iu London selves nnd their property in army quarjeweled
lingers
over
the
water.
upon its smooth and untroubled surface.
has murder in her face!"
ters. We want Ajnericnn retailers of
"Don't you see how white they are, away, and brick walls line the straight caused by influenza.
There was n golden light from the setdeep sides, whereon grow • the finest
"She eannot have given it to him," was
Java has taken to the bicycle,and shoes, clothing, haberdashery,stationery,
ting sun to the west, and the pale mist nnd how they gleam in the moonlight like
the conclusion she came to at last.
peaches nnd nectarines iu the county,
keeps a factory that has been establish- provisions, canned goods, a ml we want
of a shadowy crescent moon hud risen in silver? Would uot oue of them look love"Well, she will do so to-morrow, and I—
while a parterreof British queens and
small restaurants. The prevailingmarly
in
my
hair?”
the east.
ed at Samara ug busy.
1 will not let her out of my sight, not for
gins of profits are enormous. The stock
"I do not think I can reach them,” said hautboy* cover the spot where Vera died
Vera sat down upon the steps and restThe Paris expositionnutboriticswill necessary is small. A few hundred dolone instate, all the day!”
with their rich red fruit and their luxued her chin in her hands, and waited. The Vera, slowly. She was puzzled and halffurnish F2,rir>4 electric light* fur the lars would buy it. Pm beginning to think
riant foliage.
house and the gardens behind her were frightenedby the quick, feverishwords
And ut Hutton things go on much the grounds and buildings.
CHAPTER XXII.
and
manner.
since I came over here that the Yankee
shut out by the thick screen 6f laurels
The Corporation of Scarborough, Eng- is the slowest man ou earth. Every other
It so happened (hat Guy Miller's twen"Yes, yes, your arms are long— much same a* of old. Old Mrs. Duintrce it
and rhododendrons. Before her, on the
dead. The vicur has grown gray aud land, has decided to name a new thor- nationalityis getting a hand in ou tiie
ty-first birthdaywas iu the third week of
other side, were the lir trees, with their longer than mine; you can reach them
September, end that it was determined red, bronzed trunks, aud flic soft, dark- very well. See, I will hold the sleeve of old; his back is more heat and his face oughfare "Ladysmithavenue."
Philippines. What is the matter with
more carewornthan it used to he. He
by his parents to celebrate the day in an
| your dress like this; it is very strong. I
In Great Britain it is illegal for a the American? He isn’t coming fast
brown carpet that lay at their feet.
appropriateand lilting manner. The proTo Maurice, and Maurice alone, he- ! can hold you quite safely. Kneel down has never been quite the same since pawnbroker to accept a Victoria Cross as enough and is missing big opportunities.
Vera’s death.
ceedings were to include a variety of ina pledge under any circumstances.
longed her life and her soul, and Vera i and reach out for it, Vera. Do, please, I
There is a white marble monument in
structiveand amusing pastimes, and
There has been n wonderful improvefelt that it would oe easier for her to he want it so much. There is one so close
Inoculationfor the plague is coming
were to last pretty nearly all day. There
chancel,raised by the
true to the sad, dim memory of his love there, just beyond your hand. Stoop over
more into favor iu Bombay, as 7,170 per- ment in the cleanliness of the streets of
was to he a country flower show in a than to give her heart and her allegiance a littlefurther;don't he afraid;1 have loving hands of two hrotiiers far away in
several Cuban cities since the war. In
sons were treated recently in oue week.
Australia. It is by the best sculptorof
big tent on the lawn. There were also to any other upon earth.
got yon tightly.”
A bill to legalize marriage with a de- Havana (lie streets are cleaned regularly
to be athletic sports in a field for the acAnd Vera knelt nnd stretchedout over the day, aud ou it lies a pale whhc fig- ceased wife’s sister was read recently for the first time iu the history of the
Suddenly there came a sharp footstep
ure, with a pure, delicate profile, and
tive young men, lawn tennis for the accity. When the street cleaners recently
and the rustle of a woman's silken skirts the dark face of the waters.
tive young women, an amateur polo
hands always meekly crossed upon the for the first time iu the House of Keys, removed the dirt which had been accumuacross the stone flags nehiud her. She
Then, all at once, there was a cry— a
Isle of Man.
bosom.
match got up by the energy and pluck of
lating in one street for years they unlooked up quickly; Helen stood beside wild struggle— a splash of the dark, seethMiss Beatrice; a “cold collation”in a her. Helen, in all the sheen of her gay ing waves— and Helen stood up again in
Every Sunday, as Eustace Daintree
A German authorityhas gathered data covered a stone pavement which had been
second tent to be going on all the afterpasses from his place at the reading desk showing that one-thirdof humanity unseen so long that its presence had been
Paris garments, with the evening light her bright raiment alone ou the margin
noon; the whole to be finished up with a
up to the altar to read the communion speak* the Chinese language, and that
upon her uncovered head, and the glow of the pool; while ever-widening circles
forgotten. People living in the street
dance in the large drawing room, for a of a passion, fiercerthan madness, in her stretched hurriedlyaway nnd away, as service, there falls upon it a streak of the Hindoo tongue is spoken by more were astonishedto sec the stones, which
select few, after sunset.
sunshine from the painted window above, than 100,000,000, the Russian by 80,000,glittering eyes. Some prescienceof evil though terror-stricken, from the baleful
had been buried out of sight by the acThe program,in all conscience,was —she knew not of what— made Vera spot where Vera Nevill had sunk below which he himself aud his wife had put (HH), while the German is spoken by 07,- cumulation of filth for years. Keeping
varied enough; and the day broke hope- spring to her feet.
up
ic
her
memory,
lighting
up
the
pale
000,000
and
the
Spanish
by
48,000,000.
the ill-fated waters.
the streets dean may have the effect of
fully, after the wild storm of the previmarble image with a checkered glory of
Hamburg, Germany, is to establisha making the native Cubans cl'cuner iu
Helen spoke to her shortly and defious night, bright and cool and sunny, antly.
gold and crimson.And the vicar’s eye university. The nucleus will be the obCHAPTER XXIV.
time. At present the streets are clean
with every prospect of being perfectly •"Miss Nevill, you are waiting here for
Someone enme mmll.v imlilng out of tl,e !\^TPr0d“i,VlmloM!0opon“'Te1'lim^ servatory,the scientificlaboratories nnd nnd the natives dirty. In Mexico the
fine.
my husband, are you not?”
the historic collections alreadyin the city. streets are dirty, like the jieople. Amerihushes behind her. Helen screamed aloud.
By one o’clock the company was actuwords carved at the foot of her tombA faint flush rose in Vera’s face.
"It was au accident! She slipped forTemperanceis making headway iu Mu- can influenceiu Cuba is shown at presAlly beginning to arrive, the small fry
VERA NEVILL, AGED 23.
"Yes," she answeredvery .quietly.“I ward— her footing gave way!” gasped the
nich. The German Medical Total Absti- ent more by the streets than by the peoof the neighborhood being, of course, the am waiting to speak a few wdrfls to him.”
At
Peace.
unhappy woman iu her terror. "Oh, Maunence Union announces that hereafterat ple.
first to appear. By and by came the
(The end.)
"You have something to give him, have rice, for pity’s sake, believe me; it* was
the students’kneipc ouly u moderate use
rank and fashion of Meadowshire, and you not? Home lettersthat are mine, and an accident!” She sank Upon her knees,
Dr. D. II. Morgan of the United States
Cornelius Vanderbilt was once a con- of beer will he allowed.
by three o’clock the gardens were crowd- which you have probably read.”
navy has sent to the Navy Department
with wildly outstretchedarms, aud tremA hill to provide for the taking of a a report, in which he strongly recomstant smoker, but bad to give up toed. If was a brilliant scene; there was
Helen said the words quicklyand fev- bling. and uplifted hands.
th* gayly dressed crowd going in aud erishly; her voice shook mid trembled. "Stand aside," he said, hoarsely, push- bacco. “1 find." he said, "that anyone census of the British islands in 1001 hu.» mends that the terms of office of officers
been introduced into the House of Comout of the tents, groups of elderly peo- Vera looked surprised nnd even indigami men in tiie naval service on duty iu
ing her roughly from him, so that she al- can learn to do without It. It la at once
mons. Some members of the House are the Philippinesshall he made two inple sitting talkingunder the trees, lawn nant.
most fell to the earth, aud he plunged the most expensive and the most unnecin favor of waiting till a ecus*** of tbe
teunia playersAt oue end of tbe garden, "I don’t understand you, Mrs. Kyuas- deep into the still quivering waters.
stead of three years, on account of the
essary of habits.”
whole empire cub he lakeu.
enervating climate.
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